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Projects 

Building & Upgrading PCs 
in part 4, Mark Brigjiton loads the 
necessa.ry software to produce a 
v/ofking'machine, 

418MHz Tx/Rx Modules - 
Part 1 Projects & Applications 
Maplin have introduce s low-cost pair 
of modules, Gavin Cheeseman 
describes the circuits and applications. 
Transistor Tester 
Godfrey Manning describes a simple, 
but effective piece of test gear. 
Intelligent Battery Charger 
Mike Roberts describes a 
sophisticated NiCd charger that will 
monitor the' state of your batteries. 
IBUS Applications 
Neil Johnson describes how to put 
your collection of IBUS modules'to 
good use. 
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Calling All Cards 
Alan Simpson looks at payphones and 
cards - past and present - plus a 
chance to win some New World 
psyphone cards. 

Weighing Technology; Past 
and Present 
In this final part, Douglas Clarksdn 
looks at the latest technology in 
weighing. 
Sound Card Technology 
In this second part, Mike Bedford 
analyses typical specifications- 
Conversing with Computers 
Stephen Waddington compares two 
rival speech recognition packages for 
the PC with surprising results! 

Vol. 17 No. 127 

Radioactivity: A Century of 
Controversy 
in this second instalment Greg Grant 
discusses natural radiation. 

Get More From Visual Basic - 
Part 4 
Mike Holmes covers Visual Basic for 
DOS in his continuing series. 

Research News 
Researchers in Germany have 
developed a novel way to produce 
internal 3D sculpturing using sub- 
surface laser engraving. 

Back to the Future 
Stephen Waddington tooks at the 
advances in polymer technology and 
copper connections in the next 
generation microprocessors. 

Spreadsheets for Engineers 
& Scientists 
Mike Bedford explains how to push the 
humble spreadsheet to the (imits. 

Security Electronics Systems 
Part 10 
In this final part, Ray Marston describes 
a collection of electronic circuits for 
your car. 

2 News Report 
20 ScIeitceUne Q&A 
42 What's On & 

Diary bates 
43 Ah Your Views 
72 Technology Watch 
74 ©Internet 
79 In the Pipeline 
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Towards the end of the forties, a team of researchers 
at the Bell Laboratories developed the first 
transistor. It took about another 10 years for 

transistors to become readily available. I am sure many 
of our readers will remember the 0C71 and similar 
devices. Biit during the last forty years the development 
in silicon technology as been breathtaking, with the 
latest Integrated devices, such as microprocessors, 
containing 10,000,000 transistors, and as we come to 
the end of this century, we are likely to see this figure 
approach 223,000,000! Even with current technology, 
National Semiconductor plan to introduce a PC on a 
single chip by the middle of 1999. One can only wonder 
as to what'is in store as we go info the next century, but 
for an insight, Stephen Waddingtons' article 'Back to the 
Future' looks at the technology behind integrating the 
latest circuit developments onto a polymer base. 

With miniaturisation in mind, we start a short series on 
the recently introduced low-cost 4i8MHz 
transmitter/receiver modules from Maplin, with circuits 
and applications. Other projects this month include an 
easy-to-bulld transistor tester which is a very handy 
piece of test gear for checking the state of those 
transistors lying about In the spares box. The intelligent 
battery charger not only charges NECd batteries but 
offers a means of monitoring their effectiveness and 
state of health. 

For all readers in the Cheltenham area our latest store 
is now open at Winchcombe Street of Fairview Road. 

: Store manager Lynne Clements and her team will be 
delighted to see you and offer advice. 

Paul Freeman Sear, PublishingManager 
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After the George Pickworth series on. Electronics in Agricnlrure, we 
hear iluu one of the most famous wine producer in France is using a 
semi-automated tractor to help colleci the harvest. 

Giles Ray. vineyard manager ar Chateau .Mouton-Rothschild, is 
testing a wire-guided tractor that is able to automatically steer itself 
between the,rows of vines. With a'traditional tractor it is not unusual 
for the sines to be uprooted as die driver tries to negotiated 
between the rows of vines. 

Coverplant Engineering, a specialist robotics company frnm the 
Medoc region, has developed a system dial uses the metal wires that 
support the vines. A very small current is passed through each 
support wire, and the output from current sensors on the front of 
the tractor is used to steer the naaor safely between the vines. The 
system has the added advantage of reducing driver fatigue. 

The same company have developed a system for market gardeners 
to help in the collecting of asparagus crops. An automatic electric 
cart foliows die farmer and carries the crop. An electric wire, buried 
to a depth of Im is used to automaticaily guitie the can. 

An uitra-sensmveeicctro-pneumatic head as been patented by the 
company that is able to gently uproot patted plants, transfer dien to 
a new location and re-plant them. 

For funherdetails, check; www.ftpb.u~net.coni 
Contact: Annick Mailcn French Tedinology Press Bureau, 

Tel: (0171) 235 5330. 
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The Panasonic SIO Mobile Business 
Data terminal - a handheld pen- 
based Intel 486 PC - combines 
power and communications ability 
with convenience, making it 
ideally suited to remote data 
gathering applications. 

The SIO weighs only 330g and 
measures 167 x 108. x 20mm, 
making it truly pocket sized. The 
unit features a fast, low-voltage 
Intel"' 4S6GXSF processor 
running at 16MHz and a large 
touch-sansiBve 5.5in. LCD semen 
capable of displaying text and 
graphics at half VGA resolution 
(480 x 320), and protected with 
toughened glass. 

For further information, 
check; www.panasonic.co.uk. 

Contact Panasonic, 
Tei: (0500) 404041. 

north mi Offers upertise to Clbiitroiuus Industry 

Academics and iridustjy are 
teaming up as electronics 
troubleshooters to give the North 
a chance to boost job prospects 
in the electronics industry. 

The Universities of Durham and 
Newcastle upon Tyne have 
partnered with the North of 
England Microelectronics Institute 
(NEMI) on North Tyneside, to 
provide a technical consulting 
services to large and small 
electronics businesses. 

The new centre will offer 
services both to manufacturers 
who need supplies of reliable 
microeiectronics components for 
their products and to the smaller 
firms who produce them. 

For further information, check; 
www.dur.ac.uk, or 
www.newcastle.ac.uk. 

Contact; North of England 
Microelectronics institute, 
Tel: (0191)'200 5271. 
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Scouts Get 

Switched On 

By Comet 

Comet is sponsoring the Scout 
Electroriics'TJadge and 
disLtibuting 10,000 training 
packs, one for every Scour 
Group in the UK. As one of die 
more technical of the Scout 
badges, the award cncounrges 
girls and toys to develop an 
understanding of electronics 
with practical construction 
projects and basic theory 

For furdier infomtation, 
check; www.comet.co.uk. 

Contact; Comet, 
Tel: (01923)710000. 
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Display Start-Up 
Signs Partnership 
with Research 
Laboratory 

Cersvision. a start-.up weated to 
prototype fio! psnd display has 
signed a thrse year deal with tire 
Rutfterford Applston LaborsTory to 
ptodut* isr^ area screens by 
butting tegsther four-inch field 
emissive tires, each linked to is 
neighbour In a ^amless" Joint. 

For further details, check 
wrww.ccl rc.ac.uk/ruther 
ford/index.html. 

Contact: Rutherford Appieton 
Laboratory, Tel: (01235) 821900. 

'Philips IDeVelop 
llfteircast 
Reference Design, 
Philips has announced a cost 
effective reference design that 
will help manufacturers develop 
PC add-in boards to decode 
both PAL and KTSC Inlercast TV, 

Intercast technology was 
devised by Intel and has already 
taken off in the US with 
broadcasters such as CNN and 
NSC. Europe is rapidly catching 
up with broadcasters such as 
ZDF of Germany providing a 
twenty four-hour per day service 
of in-depth information on its 
broadcast programs. 

The DPCm46 demo board 
contains a PCI video/audio 
capture card with Integrated 
tuner and an extensive range of 
control, debugger and 
application software. 

For firrthar informatlan, check; 
www.philips.com. 

Contact; Philips, 
Tel: +3140 272 20 91. 

GSM rand CDMA i 
Domihate 
Wireless Indush 

A reptxt released by Allied BaSrvsss 
InKiSgawe (ABI) daans that GSM v.® 
ccrrjue to tferrres tte ^bsl v.vefeSs 
market y.hte COMA tecfHittog,' v.iil 
account for five second highest 
amount of subsenbers ®sd depsoyed 
infrastmcture in the industry. 

In a moderate ftxecass. Afli says 
that there wBl be 224 mffixi GSM 
sufcscriters and 125 mSEon CDMA 
ajiacrifceis by the yea' 2002. In a 
more Rggesg.e repixi, dte ffiseafLh 
firm efejrs thaLGSM sttecrfber 
ttSSs ccxkd reach 396 mfflioo 
v.tBle COMA sufcsatbers couki reach 
283 tifiDwi b/ 200Z 

For further information, check: 
www.al 1 i edvmrld .com. 

Contact; Allied Business 
Inteillgence, Tei: +1 346 624 3343. 

Palm Trick 
Microsoft has agreed to change the 
name of its handheld computers 
from *Palm PCs' to 'Palm-sfee PCs", 
to avoid confusion with SCorrfs 
PalmPSot line of handheld devices. 

For further details, check: 
www.mi crosoft.com. 

Contact: Microsoft, 
Tel; (0345) 002000. 
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Sun andJBM to 
Develop Java-Based 
Operating System 

Sun and IBM hsvs sgresd tfl wtHk 
loplher to develop a ne-.v operating 
system bassd on Java. The nsi/ 
system v.wld be targeted for use in 
dumb teiminsis; Tbe t.'ro computer 
mateis also pten to license the 
new Java OS to other companies. 

For fiinhsr infonrration, checK: 
www.sun.coro, 

Cootara: Sun, Tel: (01276) 2CM44. 

NCs Lose 
Market Shan 
Low Cost PCs 

Network computers haven not 
made the big splash many in the 
industry expected, largoty due to 
the appearance of a new breed 
of Windows-based PCs, which 
are thinner and cheaper than 
NCs. IDC predicts that by 2002, 
these slimmed-down PCs will 
dominate 75% of the market for 
less expensive business 
computing alternatives. 

That estimate is bad news for 
Sun Microsystems and Oracle, 
which embraced the network 
computer concept, but were unabfe 
to buiid the machines in time to 
stave off the shift to cheaper PCs. 

For further details, check: 
www.idc.com. 

Contact IDC, Tel: (01S1) 987 7100, 

Used PC Market 
up 14% 

lbs market for recycled PCs is up 
14% this year, eccotriing to 
research by IDC, with most of the 
growth in the education and small 
business sectors, where'budgets, 
sre often ti#iL IOC enpeots the 
market to ccntiiuia its. upward 
spiral, 'rom 614.000,000 units this 
year to 7.3,000,000 in 1999. 

For fcrifter details, chedc 
www.idc.com. 

Contact: IDC, Teh (0181) 987 7100. 

Microsoft and Sony 
Form PC TV Alliance 

Microsoft and Sony have agreed 
to Incorporate each other's 
technologies in both companies' 
products, in an effort to achieve 
the convergence of PC and 
television technologies. Sony 
has agreed to license. Microsoft's 
Windows CE operating system. In 
return, Microsoft will license 
Sony's Home Networking Module, 

For ftrrther details, check: 
vww. mi cro sof t. com, 

Contact Microsoft, 
Tel:»(0345) 002000. 

LSI & Bosch Breaks] 
FM Sound Barrier 

ISI Logo arid Bosch hs-.B annocmced 
a single-clvp joint devetopmenl of a 
singe-chip digital radio system that 
is at ins heart of Bosch's recemiy- 
armoonoed Digta) fefia Broadcasting 
(DAB) Module and digtal car radios. 

For (unhsf information, chedc 
ww.lsil .com. 

Contact; ISI Logic, 
Tei: (01344) 426544. 

Uritron Heieese Mnical foiusiis on CO-hiwis 

Mauritron Technicai Services is 
the UKs mtijor supplier of 
service manuals for a wide range, 
of electronic equipment frorri 
the earliest valve ccjuipmenr to 
the latest video recorders ere, 
and now-supply techniral 
manuals as compilations on CD- 
ROM. (Each CD-ROM contains 25 
sen-ice manuals fora 
comprehensive selection of 
equipment that the bust' service 
department or hobbyist Is likely 
to come across. Each CD is 
524.95 plus VAT. with the current 
range covering television, video 
recorders, computer monitors 
etc., and future editions covering 
test equipment, amateur radio, 
office equipment and much more. 
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Tor further details :ind ofieni cheek 
http://v,ViV.maur1troQ.co,uk/mauritrQn/ 

Contact: Mauritron Technical Services. Tel: (01644) 351694 
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Alcatel Espace of Toulouse has designed and 
built three satellites for the WoridSpace Digital 
Sound Broadcasting System. The. system is a 
world first and will provide vast areas of the 
developing,world with high quality services 
including radio broadcasts, multimedia, and 
transmission of still and moving images such as 
maps and weather information. 

The system routes signals from ground control 
station via a small satellite dish to s geostationary 
satellite, where the signals can then be picked up 
directly by portable receivefs. The system wilt 
eventually be available in Africa, the Middle. East, 
Asia, the Mediterranean basin, Latin America 
and the Caribbean. The small receivers will be 
able to pick up over.a 100 radio stations with 
CO sound quality. 

Alcatel Espace is providing die three 
geostationary satellites - AfriSlar. CaribStar and 
AsiaStar - along with the ground control 
systems. Each satellite will have on-board 
baseband processing for more efficient 'foundling* 
and routing of the transmissions. 

All being well, AfriStar will be launched this 
summer, with AsiaStar in December followed by 
CaribStar next June. They should have a lifespan 
of 15 years. For further details, check: 
vavw . f tpb. u - net. com 

ContacL- Annick Mallen French Technology 
Press Bureau, Tel: (0171) 235 5330. 

Headless Robot Provides 

Insight into How Humans Walk 
it doesn't have a brain or a 
hcan. and irs walk is a liuie like 
the scarecrow's, but.a liuie 
headless, armless, trunkless 
two-legged robot, developed at 
Cornell University can walk, 
wobble, hobble, limp, stride and 
stagger. But it can'r stand still in 
any position vviihout felling over. 

Hie fact iliat this robot is stable 
in motion is giving mechanical 
engineers here new thoughts 
about how humans walk. 

Michael Coleman, a lecturer 
in mechanical engineering at 

Cornell, said the little walker, by 
nsing gravity on a gentle.slope 
performs repentable, chattering, 
iiuman-like srable steps without 
falling over. 

"VSfe believe this Is die first 
two-legged, statically unstable 
3-D passive-dyhamic walker that 
citn walk stably down a slope 
cvidiout any control system 
whatsoever." said Coleman. 

With help from Andy Ruina, 
director of the Human Power, 
Biomechanics and Robotics 
laboratoiv at Cornell, Coleman 

n 

^mirnr, 

stumbled on the waikeds design. 
"In feet, it is one of the few 

devices of any kind chat is 
dynamically stable near a statically 
uastable configuration and 
doesn't have fast spinning 
parts," says Ruina. 

For further information, 
check:-www. cornel 1. edu. 

Contact: Cornell University, 
Tel: +1 607 255 3651. 
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Ericsson has signed a 
technology license agreement 
with QUALCOMM, that allows 
Ericsson to design, develop, 
manufacture and sell handsets 
for use within the Globalstar 
world-wide mobile sacellitc 
digital telephone sjiiiem. 

Ericsson has also been 
subcontracted to design 
and manufaaure dual-mode 
pre-production Globalstar 
handsets incorpo rating 
QUALCOMM's Code Division 
Multiple Access (CDMA) 
technology' and Ericsson's 
Global System for Mobile 
Communications (GSM) 
terrestrial-based lechnology 
and cxperrise: 

Globalstar routes a subscriber's 
wireless phone call up through 
one of 48 low-Earth-orbiting 
satellites, down through a 
gateway connected to die Public 
Switched Telephone Network 
(PSTN), and on to. the railing 
party or thejparry called. If the 
call Is destined for another 
portable Globalstar phone, the 
call continues through a second 
gateway, up to a satellite, and 
back down to the receivec 

Foe fiirther infomiation, 
check: wvM.ericsson.com. 

Contact: Ericsson, 
Tel: (01444) 234354. 

I 

For Windows k98 

Hauppauge has announced a W-tuner system designed for use with 
Windows 98, to take advantage of one of the operating system's 
new PC TV features. The circuit boards, which allow users to turn 
PCs into TVs, have been on the market for some time. 

For ftirther informatian, check: www.hauppauge.com. ' 
Contact: Hauppauge, Tet; (0171) 378 1997. 
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CuTek Research has announced 
industry-leading performance 
resufts for copper film deposition. 
Recent applications work has 
yielded a process that provides 
complete hole fill without voids or 
seams for contacts with a 0.25um 
diameter and aspect ratio of 8:1- 

This is the first demonstration 
of such aggressive hole fill 
performance by a copper 
electrochemical deposition (£CD) 
system for integrated circuit 
manufacturing applications. 

For further information, 
check: wviw.cutek.com. 

Contact; CuTek Research, 
Tel: +1 408 954 0888. 
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Hayes Slashes Modem Frires 

Hayes has slashed the prices of 
its internal and PC Card 
modems. The aggressive new- 
pricing is expected to secure 
more sales of die company's V90- 

ready ACCURA and OPTIMA 
products as the markei moves 
over, to 5bkbps modems. 

Prices for die Hayes ACCURA. 
5(Sk esernaS and intema! modems 

have been cut by£2010 £129 
and £119 respectively. The 
OPTIMA 56k Gtobiil PC Catti is 
now £219, reduced from £239, 
while die OPTIMA Business 

Modem is now £60 cheaper at £199. 
For further infomiation, chcck: 

wvM.hayes.com. 
Contact: Haves, Tel: (01276) 704400. 
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ElectromicE Toolbox 3!0 provides 

the engineer, student or hobbyist 
with o itgnge of commonly used 

electfenies formute and 

trequenlty used routines, lEdoh of 

vybfcn is easily selected .from -a 
mom menu thereby endblinq 

testing 01 finding component 

values foi <3 given situation. 

Example values are (provided as 
0 start point whereby changes to 
any individual input vwll 

recalculate the result 
this software is ideally suited to 
the user who wants 0 fashfoutette 

on electrorifcs solution witho# 

having to repeatedly input the 

complete tormulo values to a 
calculator 

Numerical Accuracy. 
the Uefault setting for acGurciGy is'ifGjur Uecima1 plaues. Htowevei up 
to flffeer places rnoy be selected wrtieri the output-results produce 
very smal I voltdgesond ourierrts. 

inputting of vdlues. 
Seleolihg a paiffcuiar input i:e vottdge; current, freqi rencv etc, is vr j 
a'dlqlpgue box whereby ddrfittondl numtDerlorrndtting ts Derforfned. 
Values eon be input using eieetronies symbols i.'e. 'Qiims kOhms 
M0hrns 6f ,uA, mA and Amps 
Output Results 
Resuftdnt vdlues are outout again using ©Ibclfonies sWubpIs i.e (H?. 
KHz MW? or uVmV V etc. forrndtted numbers are easy to read arid 
teadiiy iderit'fy changes The use of seiehtifte notation (s avoided 
Whexevet possible to nridke the cdleuiatrorts m'ednlngfui 

One professlGnairrecenttv described the BePtrontcs Todlbo* as more 
useful than his scientific eaieulator which cost three times as much. 
Ihls.pfogmrri is not .intended to be or eduf Grtioml.pockage as islhe 
ease ©f the t:lpetron(Qs Principles 5 0 tiHe Tts gppeal is tor a quick arfcl 
egsyealpafatingtso'utlon. withaul ttfe nserhavng to "•'y to ternemtfer 
or look up a poftioulor formula and where individudl eorhponenf 
values ear be changed to see the effect ©h the resuif 
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EPT'Ed jcdtional Sdflware Pump'House, Lockrapp Lane, Witham. Essdx UK GMfi 2Bu 

Tel/Fax- 013-76 514008. sales'^eptsott.den.ion.co.uk htte'/Arww.eptsdfl=demon gojuK 
fchK and EG CGjur»ti1es add £2 per ofdei for post & packing- VAT shouia be added to the total 

Outside Europe £3 50 for air mail postage by return 
Switah Delta Visa and Mastercard orders accepted .please give card number and expiry 

date Cheaues & Fpsfdl Grdors sho jld be made pteyabie to EPT fcducdflonai software 



Wanted 
informaHon about voice recognilfon, to.v 
it vwte, ana dicurt diagrams If posfele. 
M. Bs!et?AEt. Tel: (0161) 2951670. 
Sony Betamax VCR must be stsrsa 
model may consider faulty model, parts 
heeded have parts, tapes to trade. 
Betamsv tape rewinder also nestied. 
Tel: (01604) 843536 (KDrOsanls) 
PTiOO temperature sensing element 
(platinum 100W @ Ooc, temp coeif. 
0.38). contact, probe or skeleton type. 
M. Perry 216 Mailpool Lane 
Kiddsmilnstef V.'qics DVil SDL 

For Sale 
Plndng an srk*Enlssrnent In tfits section ct 
Bectmnlcs and fleyond is your chancs to ted 
the rceter. of Britain's best magstine for 
etadranlcs enUnalsasntal you want to bay 
or seU, ortfB theni about your club's 
aclhltiBS -Absohitc))' flee ot Charge! We wtB 
puMsp.ES many aAertifsraenti as we have 
spacB for. We t.51 print the firtl 30 wcrti 
free; but tftcrsaflet Oib ttar^ Is lOp per 
yiort lor each added »d«it pW resder, 

Ptaclnsan etirwUSffirent Iscesjl Siraply 
write your ath-ertiament iSsarty In'cajrhal 
leilsn, on a fbtleafd or cssfed-down 

'omefbpe. then .send ft, with any neoes^ty 
payihenl, to; Electronics Classified, P.D, go* 
777, Bajtetgh. Escci SSu 8Uh . 

Atfvertlsemsnts wtO bo p-ubtfehad as soon 
as poaslbte, space ahontng. No responsibility 
Is accepted lot delayed pubifcatlorior notv 
InetusJon ot Sdvcrtisemohts. 

Readers who have reasonabte groundli to 
beBeva Ulty bars been mfeled as to the 
naluriel ait advenisereant Uenifilidd to 
cantaet the Fubtlsher and [tteb locul trading 
Standards Office. 

Large box of electronic 
components including 
microprocessors, tCs, crystals, 
sockets, books etc. £60. 
Tel; (01692) 536323 (Nor.vieh area}. 

Electronics and weather recording 
devices detailed constmciipnal guide 
to buildiog'a home made weather 
station, SAE far details to; 
Mr D. Venutl, Milt House, Thurgsrton, 
Horvricfi LRll 7HR, 

Please write your classified advert using one word per box below. 
Adverts of SO words, or under vtin be printed free of charge, tsut tfieteafter the ctiar^ (S 
lOp per word. Please Include any payment for extra words with your sdvert. 

Name 

Address 

Daytime Telephone  
Rfitum jwff ad.et to: Efcctcxs C&ssSeJ, P.O. Bot 777. R^ieigh. Essex, SS6 8111. 

APPOINTMENTS 

Intec 

THE CELLUIAR SERVICE & LOGISTICS SPECIALIST 

Vtfe are one of the largest Services Centres for mobile 
phones in the UK, situated Just offBaruet High Street, with 
excellent staff facilities. Tbe company continues to grow, 
therefore, we currently have the following vacancies to 

offer with competitive salaries. 

EXPERIENCED TECHNICAL TRAINER REE: TTOl 
Ideal applicant will haxf? extensive knoniedge in the cellular industry. 
However, we will consider someone with vast electronic/repair 
experience with relevant skills and qualifications. You will have the 
ability to use your own initiative with excellent communicaiiofi skills 
and.a proven track record. Duties will include assessing and training 
technical staff so hare a greater understanding of electronics repair 
techniques along with specific product knowledge. 

TRAINEE TECHNICIANS & RADIO/ 
ELECTRONICS REPAIR TECHNICIANS REF: T03 

IdeSl candidates will be ex TV/video tecbniciaris, although 
consideration will of course be given to people with relevant 
experience who can demonstnice aii aptirude for component level 
repairs. Individuals with theoretical knowledge without experience 
will also be considered. You will be computer literate, with a keen 
eye for detail, also you will bare electronics quaiifications minimum 
City & Guilds 224 (pt 1 & 2 ) or equivalent 

Karen J Chalk, liaman Resources Manager 
Intec Cellular Services limited 

30 Mo.von Street, Barnet, Herts EN5 5TS 

Nil T I 0 II A I 
COL L £ 6 E OF 
7£CH II 0106Y 

DISTANCE 

LEARNING COURSES in; 

Analogue and Digital Electronic 
Circuits, Fibres & Opto-Electronics 
Programmable Logic Controllers 
Mechanics and Mechanisms 
Mathematics 

Courses to suit/je^w/jers 
and those wishing to update 
their knowledge and practical skills 
Courses are delivered 
as self-contained kits 
No travelling or college attendance 
Learning is at your own pace 
Courses may have 
BTEC Certification and Tutoring 

For tnfqrmaiion contact: 
NCT Enterprises 
Barnfield Technology Centre. 
Enterprise Way, Luton LU3 4BU 
Telephone 01582 569757 ■ Fax 01582 492928 
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This month Myirk Brighton takes yon through the 

initial set-up p)'Ocednre to get your PC configured 

and installs some fundamental software. 

If you have been Tolliw.lng diis short 
series of arrides, you should now know 
how to build a multimedia PC from 

scratch. You may have completed one for 
yourself already, in which case you should 

: find this months nrticie very useful if the 
i thought of setting tip the operating system 
| software for the first time is a daunting one. 
! Our'example PC is now at the stage 

•= where It may be.sv.itdted on for the very 

first time. AU being welt, that diverse 
collection of pans you liave diasen, 
purchased and lovingly assembled is about 
to spring into life as a version of that 
complex and almost infinitely variable 
animal we call an IBM compatible PC. 

If you haven't already done so. have a last 
look iaside the case. Mentally review die 
assembly process, give each lead and fixing; 
a last glance. Do double check for any loose 
bits in the case just one more time before 
scan ding die case upright and connecting 
ihe peripheral parts. Stand the Video 
Monitor nearby and connect botti the 15- 
wuy D connector and the power lead to the 
PC body. The 15-way connector fits the 
socket on the Graphics card 0ye careful to 
fit it the right way around as it will go In the 
wrong way if brute force is applied). 
Depending on the monitor type diasen, 
them may be a permanent mains lead 
connected to the rear of the monitor, or 
there may Ik a lead included that will plug 
into the monitor. Connect this to the female 
Euroconoectpr on die rear of the power 
supply block on the PC case. 

Plug the keyboard into the 5-way DIN 
connector on the motherboan! and plug 
the liny PS/2 DIN Mouse connector into the 
round socket on rhe adaptor plate on the 
back of the PC Please be careful to align the 
plug correctly as it is a little fragile. 

lastly, connect the-inains lead to the 
remaining Kuroconnector on the (rower 
supply and plug it into a convenient mains 
outlet. leave the case side off for now as 
vou will most iikelv need to make some 
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vvrrwv Our completed multimedia PC setup wfth .Windows 95 
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Sotoct the 'typical' setup option, 

adjustments to II:D connections and so on 
after starting your PC for the first time. Note 
tliat the only mains tviring normally present 
runs from the power supply case to die 
main power switch on the from panel, with 
insulating boots normally fitted over the 
switch terminals. Do lie careful though, not 
to delve unnecessarily inside the case. 1 
would also strongly suggest you remove any 
jewellery ton may be wearing before 
reaching.inside the case, especially with the 
power on. The low voltage supplies don't 
present a shock hazard, but 20A power 
supplies short draiiting through rings, 
watch straps, bracelets or necklaces could 
cause nasty bums to both you and to yom; 
new PC circuitry. 

Those of you using the recommended 
Western Digital hard drive will have been 
supplied with a floppy diskwith a program 
called 'EZ DRIVE". Insert this disk into the 
floppy drive now. 

Initial power up 
Die time has almost come to cross your 
lingers, hold your breath and firmly press 
the power switch on the front of the PC 
case. Just read the next two paragraphs 
before hitting the switch, /Ml being well, you 
should hear die fan start up inside die PC, 
the PC speaker will "bleep' once, the 
monitor screen should flash or flicker and 
then display the moihefboiird sum up 
screen .•If this doesn't happen within five to 
ten seconds, switch off the PC and start to 
worry; Vi'e will covet some fault finding later,' 
but lei's assume for the moment that this 

■works. At the bottom of the first screen 
displayed, you will sec a message that reads 
Press DEE to enter set up'. This will only be 

shown during the system memory test, 
which only lakes a few seconds. Press the 
'DEL" key at the bottorit right of die 
keyboard at this time and you will bring up 
a brightly coloured 'CMOS Setup Utility' 

screen, blue iii our example. This contains a 
number of menu options designed to allow 
you fiill control of many comptes: technical 
parameten: of your PC, Please don't be 
tempted to adjust any settings unless you 
lave had experience ofBIOS settings in the 
past and aresure that you know what yon 
are doing. 

At this stage, we are just going to set a few 
basic system parameters. We will make sure 
that the PC knows what disk drives are fitted 
(with die exception of the CDROM drive), 
what die time and date is and what order to 
look at its drives in when powering op. 

I 

Die motherboard in our example uses an' 
Award BIOS/CMOS setup program and is 
driven entirely from the keyboard. Use the 
cursor (arrow) keys to position die 
highlighting on the option you wish to 
choose and hit Enter to select it. 

Select 'Standard CMOS setup' and hit 
Enter. A new screen will be displayed, 
showing the current date, time and basic 
machine set up mduding drive types. Use 
die cursor keys to select die item to be 
changed and use the "Page Up' and 'Page 
Down' keys just above-the cursor keys to 
change die item until conrect. When 
changing die date and time you will soon 
nodce diat 'Page Down" changes the 
number upwards and "Page Up' changes it 
to a lower number. Welcome to the logical 
world of die PC! 

You may find that the date and time have 
already been set correctly as many of the 
motherboards will have been set up and 
tested in the UK already. Ibu will probably 
need to select drive A as being 1.44.M, 3.5". 
We will leave all four possible IDE drive 
parameters set to Auto' and press 'Escape' 
at the top left (Esc) of the keyboard to 
return to the main menu. 

Move the highlight/cutsor to die 'IDE HDD 
Auto Drive Selection" option and press Enter. 
The screen will then show a dismayingly 
complicated set of numeric parametets for 
each IDE hard drive it finds attached to it, 
offering you three different options for each 
one. Don't worry about this, it's Just 
showing off and you need only hit the V 
key and press Enter for each set of figures it 
offers you to give die illusion that you are in 
complete control of the whole process. 

Returning to the main menu again, select 
"BiOS Features Setup" and set the 'Boot 
Sequence' to 'A,C,SCSr. Diis sets the order 
each drive will be looked at for an operating 
system and initial program to run at each 
reset ami power up. 

MrKtowi; "K Sehjp Vtoire 

Windows Components 
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software set up later on. When the DOS set 
up program runs, it will detect the DOS 
system files written to the hard drive byJ-Z 
Drive and recommend you exit set up. 
Override this reconmiendaticm by stepping 
down to the next option and continue with 
the set up, following the on screen prompts. 

Scc your counmvkettxxird types to 
"United Kingdom' on the nest screen, using 
the cursor keys and return to niake your 
selections. The program will then create the 
'C;VDOS' directory and install die suite of 
DOS programs on your iiard drive, 
prompting for disks two arid three as it goes. 

Once the DOS system is sec up, remove 
the hist DOS disk from the drive and restart 
the PC as prompted The PC will restart, 
finishing with the DOS ,C;\>' prompt. Insert 
the driver disk supplied with the CDROM 
drive, change to the floppy drive by typing 
"AT and enter, "then type "Install' and enter to 
set up your CDROM drive software.-Follow 
the default prompts through die CDROM 
set up screens by pressing enter for each 
highlighted choice and the software will 
install. Remove the disk and use 'Cntrl - Alt - 
Del' to reboot once again. 

Vou should notice that the scries of text 
screens at start up Is a little longer this rime 
and ends with a set of results from two 
programs to do with die CDROM drive. The 
ATAPI CD-ROM device driver should report 
successful installation of one CDROM drive, 
and the .Microsoft MSODEX program should 
report the drive letter allocated to the new CD 
device, eg. 'Drive R: = Driver CDOO unit 0'. 

Press the drive tray control button on the 
right hand side of the CDROM drive and 
insert your Windows 95 upgrade CD. Type 
enter after each of the following entries. 
Type 'E:' to diange to the CDROM drive, 
then type 'setup'. The Windows 95 set up 
program will start and run a DOS program 
allied 'Scandisk" that checks your hard drive 
for any problems before going on to start 
the Windows 95 installation process. 

The upgrade version of Windows 95 
requires that, you already have a previous 
version of "Windows, but docs not require 
you to aaually Install it. Continue through 
die screen prompts, accepting the Microsoft 
license agreement until you reach the point 
where, the hard drive search for a qualifying 
upgrade product foils.,Insert disk one. of your 
older Windows; set into the floppy and 
continue to the next screen. Ensure that the 
drive searched is set to 'A:' by changing it at 
the bottom of the next screen, like most 
Windows select boxes, clicking the 
downwarti pointing arrowhead to the right of 
die text for die currently selected device will 
show all possible options in a pop up lias. 
Just left click On the A drive text ro select this 
drive, then continue with die seardi. After 
looking at die floppy drive, the set up 
program will continue, prompting you widt 
various options diat may lie left as they are 
for now. "tbu may always change Windows 95 
conDgunitkm at a.later date. Enter your name 
and Company" name (if required) when 
prompted, and then enter the fO-digu 
identification key numberlrom the sticker on 
the nstr of your upgrade CD case orsleevc. 

The set up 'Wizard' program will then ask 
you if you wish it to set up a Network 
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Ttie sotup procoss will take some tlmo to copy all the files. 

Now you may enter the 'SeePU' screen 
and just check.that the niotheiboard lias 
correctly identified the processor or CPU 
that you have fitted. It will identify almost 
any variant of all the common processors, 
but if it has chosen incorrectly, you may (IF 
VERY SURE) override the automatic settings 
from this screen. 

Finally select the 'Save & Exit Setup' 
option, press 'V when prompted on the way 
out and die machine will continue to boot. 

Hard drive set up 
All being well, you machine should now 
proceed to load the Western Digital EZ 
Drive program from the floppy disk. You wilt 
have been provided with a forge chart 
showing the sequence of screens you 
should encounter whilst using this program. 
1 will have to admit that I didn't find it very 
useful as.reality rapidly diverged from the 
plan, as often happens in real life! 

The first thing that die EZ Drive program 
will do is to esamirie your motherboard BIOS 
to see if your system is capable of handling 
large hard drives. Depending on the age of 
the motherboard design, some mcKheibqaids 
are unable to directly access die. full drive size 
we have recooimended, in which case EZ 
Drire will install a small program that bolts ou 
to your BIOS program and adds the ability to 
address large hard drives. 

Once you move tlirough die first two 
introductory screens, you "will reach the 
main menu. Choose "Fully Automatic 
Install'. When this process starts, the 
program will first check your hard drive for 
the existence of an operating system. -As The 
iiard drive is a new one, none is found and 
the program "will prompt for a system disc 
to be inserted in your floppy drive. This is 

where the choices start, depending what 
you have in the way of system disks. We will 
start by assuming that you have had a PC 
.before and have a set of DOS disks, a copy 
ofWmdows 3.1 or 3-11 on floppy and an 
upgrade copy of Windows 95 on CDROM. 
This is hy far the longest set up path, but 
sometimes the cheapest if the software is 
already available. Those of you with a full 
OHM copy of Windows 93. and the necessary 
start up (hoot) floppy disk with system files 
on may skip the following section and go to 
'Windows 95 OEM version' 

DOS, Windows 3.1 and 

Windows 95 upgrade 
Remove the EZ Drive disk,-tnsen disk one 
(Set up) of your DOS set into the floppy 
drive, and press 'V to continue. The program 
will inform you that, because of DOS (space 
addressing) iiniUatioas, at least two partitions 
must be created on your 3.0GB hard drive. 
Accept the partition sizes suggested and 
continue to format and partition the hard 
drive. When that process has.finished, 
remove the DOS floppy disk and press 'Esc' 
to restart the system as suggested. 

Your computer should then resran, 
bootlng your chosen DOS version from the 
hard drive. It may prompt for time and date 
on the way in. If so just return tlirough 
these prompB to leave the data unchanged. 
I laving proved that die hard drive will lioot 
correctly, insert the DOS disk one in the 
floppy drive and press die 'Ctrl - Alt - Del" 
keys simultaneously to restart your system 
again and start the frill DOS installation 
process. Although we won't really use this 
version of EiOS, the set up sequence creates 
files that are used bv the CDROM drive 
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Ohco you have aMccaasfully atnrtod Windows 9S, Install your driver software. 

adaptor or sound card. Just dick on 
'continue'. A search of your PC ■will ensue, 
with much hard drive activity and some 
delay. Don't be tempted to switch of and 
reboot, even if this takes several minutes. Jf 
Windows detects your sound card at this' 
point, you may insert the CD.provided with 
the sound card in the CDROM drive now. 
Windows will attempt to locate the driver 
software for die new sound card. If it 
doesn't automatically locate the drivers on 
the CD, use the browse button to select the 
E:\Win95 directory on the CD and dick 'OK' 
to continue. When Windows has finished 
setting up your sound card, remove die CD 
from the drive and replace the Windows 95 
CDROM. 

The nest option offered is to set up 
networking or modem software. If you 
intend to use the PC with a fax/modem 
canl, to corihect to the Internee or just to 
connect to private bulietin board systems, 
or other PC's or just to send and receive 
faxes, then sou might wish to select one or 
more of these options at this point. Once 
any options required have been selected by- 
checking (ticking) the relevant boxes, dick 
'Next' to continue. Windows 95 will then 
give you the choice of automatically 
installing common options, or leaving you 
to manually select system components from 
a (long) list-1 would suggest that, unless 
you are already experienced with Windows 
95 and are aware of any non default options 
you feej you need from day one. you (ust 
allow an auto set up. Whether you allow 
Windows to create a start up disk at this 
point is entirely up to you. it does 
(probably!) allow access to your system for 
some rescue work if tilings go badly wrong 
at any stage, but you-will also heed to 
ensure chat any CDROM drivers present on 
your hard drive are also present on the 
floppy and that commands referring to die 
drivers are redirected to use die (loppy 
based versions, so this isn't as simple as it 

might appear. There are various odier useful 
rescue programs you may wish to include 
on a boot floppy to allow you to access and 
edit files on your hard drive if the worst 
happens and Win 95 won't start. Top of my 
list are the DOS 'iidit.com' program .to allow 
'Autoexec.bat. Config-sys' or Windows 
files to be edited and resaved, and the all 
important DOS 'Keyb.com" program to 
allow the command "Kevb uk' in 
'autoexec.bat'. If you forget this one, or any 
page information that may be required to 
go with it, you will find that you can't type 
the character Tilde' (—). Not iniponant. you 
might think, but you would be wrong! DOS 

cannot handle the long file and folder 
names used by Windows 95 and will 
truncate thcrft to the normal eight character 
dot three extender fonnar. with die last 
characters being, yes, a tilde and an 
identification number! So, if you haven't 
realised the import of all this, without the 
ability to type a tilde, you won't be able to 
access any of the directories with long 
folder names from DOS. 

If most of the above was gobbledegook to 
you, don't worry. Create a start up disk, or 
not, as the fancy takes you. The next stage 
in the process is where the bulk of your 
Windows 95 files are copied from the 
CDROM to your Irard drive and will take 
some considerable time. Oddly, die machine 
I used asked me to iasert the Windows 95 
CD in the CDROM drive, although it was 
already there! Clicking 'OK" seemed to 
satisfy it and die set up process continued. 

Once your PC lias finished copying files 
from the Windows 95 CD, it will prompt you 
to remove any floppy disks from the 
machine and click 'Finish' to restart your 
machine using die new operating system. 

The computer will reboot, displaying a 
special first time screen and setting up plug 
and play devices, as well as the standard 
Windows screens and menu options, before 
stopping to prompt for your time zone. 
Reset this if necessary mid click on 'Close'. 
This will take you onto a printer set up 
wizard. If you don't have a printer, or wish 
to set it up later, just Click on 'cancel', then 
on 'OK' on die next window- to restart 
Windows 95- 

Havirig restarted Windows 95, you will see 
a screen inviting you to take a tour or tutorial. 
Beliind that is the standard Windows 95 
desktop. You have successfully installed your 
operating system. Now skip the next seoion. 
for users having the full OEM version of 
Windows 95, and continue with 'Final steps'. 
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g I - ■-gy , After the drives are Installed,, 
adjnat your windows settings to use 
the frost graphics and sound- 
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Windows 95 OEM version 
The full (hon-upgrade) version of Windows 
93 Is onlj'supplied with hardware for a new 
PC. Maplin are able to supply this package 
with the component pans for your new PC. 
if ordered at die same lime as hardware. 

'There is no doubt that the process for 
scning up your PC with Windows 95 is made 
fer easier using the full service release of 
Windows 95- Tills version of Windows was 
designed to be used bv Ol-lM's (Original 
Equipment ManulaaureK) wiieh iliev 
Ids tailed operating SNtnems on PC's for sale. 
It requites only a basic DOS (command.com) 
program to be written to the hard disk, as 
well as a set of CDROM drivers to allow the' 
W indows 95 CD to be read from. 

If you purchased a copy of Windows 95 
OEM version from Maplin, then it will be 
supplied with a bootable floppy coniaining 
the. Windows 95 version of the main DOS file 
'command.com', amongst other files. Having 
run EZ Drive and i>een prompted to enter a 
system disk, you should insert this disk now 
and press 'Y' to continue. Once the program 
has finished, restart the computer using 
'Cmd-AJi-DeT. with die Windows 95 start, up 
disk still in the floppy drive. 

When the system restarts, it will attempt 
to stan loading Windows 95, assuming the 
CDROM drive to be drive "D;. if as in our 
example, It isn't drive 'D:' because the 
odstence of a logical drive partition has 
pushed it higher (EZ Drive has split the very 
large hard drive into two more manageable 
partitions, "Q" and 'D;') die batch program 
on the floppy disk will stop with error 
messages. Tltis isn't a problem. The 
software on the floppy drive should have 
identified your CDROM drive when tout PC 
restarted, and allocated letter 'E;' to it (or 
the letter after your highest partition letter). 
Simply type 'E:', then type "setup" to start 
the Windows 95 set up procedure. 

Simply follow the on screen prompts, 
leaving the Windows destination directory 
and set up optioaat their default setting. 
Enter die identification number printed on 
the certificate of authenticity on the front 
of your Windows manual and then fill out 
your own details on the following screen, 
using the mouse to move die cursor from 
the name text entry box to the company 
box (dick in the ixix), not the enter key. 

Final setting up 
Once you have finished setting up and 
restarting Windows 5*5. you will need to install 
the special driver software that was supplied 
with your graphics and sound cards, fn order 
to get the best performance from them. 
Locate the CD supplied with the .graphics 
card and insert it into the CDROM drive.. 

Right click your mouse, with the mouse 
arrow positioned anywhere on the 
background of tout .main screen, or Windows 
'Desktop'. Ibu will see a small pop up menu 
appear. Select 'Properties' and the window 
for your graphics settings will appear. Select 
the 'Settings' tab on die upper right of the 
window and ihen.dicfc.on ^Advanced 
properties* at the bottom right (note that 
older versions of windows may have a button 
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marked 'Change Display Type' instead). 
The.next window dial appears has tabs at 

die top, die first being 'Adapter' (depending 
on your version of Windows 95). "From this 
screen, dick on 'Change' (there may be a 
delay while Windows builds a driver 
Informadon database) and dick "Have Disk" 
on the following screen. When prompted for 
die location of the manufacturers files, 
dioQse 'Browse' and then select the CDROM 
drive in our example) from the bottom 
right of the next window. 

Double click the folder titled 'Vitge-dx 
(scroll down to see if using the scroll bar 
on the right). When the folder opens, 
select die sub-folder dded "Win 95' and 
dien click die 'OK* button. Click 'OK' again 
on the screen underneath, then once more 
on the screen showing the display adaptor 
type selected. Windows will then install the 
new driver software and rebuild it's driver 
informadori database. When Windows 
prompts ybu to restart your computer, 
choose hot to at this time. 

Sound card 
If your PC has not so 6r prompted you to 
install die driver software for your new 
sound card, they may be a software or , 
hardware conflict of some sort on your PC. 
Click 'Sart/Seni ngs-'Conrrol Panel' and 
double dick'System'. Choose 'Device 
Manager' and you will see a summary list of 
the pans of your system. Double click on 
"Other Devices' and on 'Sound, Video and 
Game Controllers' and each of these will 
expand to show each device installed. If any 
of these have a yellow exclamation mark 
'sticker' on top of dieir icon, if is a sign that 
all is not well' if that does happen to you, 
dick on each of the devices in the 'Sound, 
Video and Game ControUer' list in rum and 
dick 'Remove' until they have all gone. Now 
select the entries in 'Odter Devices' and 
remove any that refer to the sound card, 
leaving just those pertaining to PCI (two 
entries). Restart windows and the sound 

card should then be detected as new7 and 
you will be prompted to install the driver 
software from die CD that came with your 
sound card, as described in die "Windows set 
up above. 

Once the driver Is installed and you have 
restarted your PC yet again, (note that your 
PC mayrautodetecc your monitor and 
configure further driver software at this 
stage, depending on the.type used), all that 
remains for you to do is to set up the 
wave table option of your sound card as the 
preferred playback option. The wave table, 
sound.synthesis on this card is driven 
entirely fay software as opposed to the 
more conventional hardware ware table 
derived synthesis. You will need to open 
Control Panel once more, double clicking 
on the 'Multimedia' icon to bring up the 
screen containing playtock options. Select 
die 'MIDI' tab at die top of the screen and 
you will see that there are three MIDI 
playback options. The default option is for 
playback via the internal EM synthesiser, 
whidvworks, but doesn't sound very 
realistic. The second option, MPU40. 
redirects all midi output to the 15-way D- 
cbnhecror at the rear of the sound card. 
This maybe used to drive an external 
music synthesiser via a special cable such as 
the VISOB supplied by Maplin. 

Select the third option by clicking on it. 
Tills will activate the software vvavetable 
synthesis mode of the sound card and 
driver software, giving far more realistic 
results for any musical output from your PC. 

That completes the setting up of your 
new PC! If you have followed every step in 
this scries, you should have a frilly 
functioning multimedia PC! AH you Slave to 
do is to install die software of your choice 
and enjoy it. 

Next months article will round off the 
series with a look at.fauk finding should 
tilings not have gone quite to plan, as well 
as how to add extra peripherals such as an 
extra hard drive and a 3DFX graphics 
accelerator card. 



M dH aplm have introduced 
■■el a !cm"cost, low power 
IT! -llSMHz AM 
transniiuer receiver pair (stock 
code N\X'43W). The system, 
which is exempt from Wireless 
Telegraphy licensing 
requirements, conforms to DTI 
specification AfPT 1340 and 
makes use of the deregulated 
•418MHz band. 

Transmitter 
The transmitter module is 
supplied as a two pin package 
as shown in Figure 1. The 
module is simpie to use, 
requiring only the addition of a 
capacitor, resistor, antenna and 
suitable power supply to 
complete the basic circuit (see 
Figure 2). The drive voltage 
requirement for the transmitter 
can be chosen by selecting the 
appropriate value for dropper 
resistor Rl. A table of values is 
given in the leaflet supplied 
with the product. Module 
current consumption is 
typically <4.6mA allowing it to 
be driven directly from a logic 
IC if required. Maximum data 
rates tip to 1200 baud can be 
accommodated. 

When the transmitter is used 
with die specified antenna and 
receiver, line of sight ranges 
up to 100m can be obtalnetl In 
practice the maximum range is 
very much dependant on 
location and reduced distances 
can be expected in places 
where the transmission path is 
abstrucied by walls or other 
solid stmctures. Depending on 
your application, this is not 
always a disadvantage. 

Receiver 
The receiver takes the form of 
a hybrid module as shown in 
Figure 3- All that is required to 
produce a iliity functioning 
receiver is connection to a 
suitable antenna and power 
supply The current consumption 
of the receiver is typically 
2.5mA making it ideal for use in 
conjunction with low power 
circuits. The receiver output is 
able to drive standard 5V logic 
devices. The output switches to 
a logic high state when a signal 
is dececied. 

For satisfactory operation, it 
is recommended that separate 
■f V ar.d 0V (ground) rails arc 
used for the RF and AF sections 
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Gavin Cheeseman looks at 
applications for this pair of low-cost 

RF modules. 

of the.receiver. The receiver 
provides separale pins for 
these connections. 

Tn terms of an antenna, 
effective performance can be 
achieved using the shon. whip 
or loop designs specified for 
the transmitter in the leaflet 
supplied with the product. 

Applications 
The modules can be used in a 
wide range of different 
applications and as long as you 
stick to the license exemption 
requirements, you are 
relatively free to decide how 
and where you want to use die 
system. 

Whatever use you put the 
transmincrand receiver 
modules to, one point chat 
must lie remembered is that, 
you are restricted to a limited 
data race. This is necessary to 
ensure that under all 
conditions the transmission 

In order to comply viith current DTI regulations, it Js essential to 
■adhere to the license Dremption requirements detailed In the leaflet 
supplied vaih the product. The requirements include'limitations 
.'regarding maximum aritenna dimensions and mandatory labelling. 
There are also specific legal requirements regarding the use of the 
418MHz 'band end If unsure, readers are advised to seek further 
advice with regard to the, legality..of a pafticiilar application. 

fells within the allocated 
frequency band. As a result, 
some ingenuity-is required if 
the modules are to be exploited 
to their, fufl potential. However, 
don't let this put you off. There 
are s whole host of control and 
slow speed data applicidons 
where the data rate restriction 
poses little or no problem 

A few ideas to 
get you thinking 
Using the modules in their 
most tele form, it is possible 
to make a simple remote 
control system. As mentioned 
earlier, when die receiver 
detects a signal from the 
transmitter, a logic high is 
produced at the receiver 
output. In its simplest fomi the 
output from the receiver could 
be used to drive a transistor 
arid switch a relay. Hie relay 
could then, for example, be 
used to switch ori an electric 

MPT 1340 

W.T. LICENCE 

EXEMPT 

light bulb. This simple type of 
system is all very well but it 
suffers from some serious 
drawbacks. Firstly, if the 
receiver delects random noise 
at the operating frequency of 
the radio Jink, It will produce 
short duration pulses at the 
data output. Unless steps are 
taken to minimise the problem, 
then die relay will switch 
spuriously each time a puke is 
received. This may make an 
interesting light show bur is of 
Utde practical use! 

Another problem with a 
sy stem of dits type is that It will 
nspond to otiier intentional 
transmissions at or near the 
operating frequency. There is 
notiiing to distinguish the 
control signal tiiat you are 
transmitting, from, for 
example, the signal from your 
neighbour's wireless alarm 
system or wireless doorbell if 
these are transmitting at the 
same, frequency. 

Because of .its inherent 
shortfeUs, the system described 
above would probably be of 
little use in any serious 
application. There arc several 
ways to overcome these 
problems and the chosen 
method depends very much on 
the application and how 
important it is that your drcuit 
does not suffer from unwanted 
triggering. The block diagram 
of a simple system providing 
some degree of immunity is 
shown in Figure 4. 

In the example, the 
transmitter is being used to 
control remote equipment 
such as lighting. The. 
arrangement shown makes use 
of tire discriminating properties 
of die Pliase locked Loop or 
PLL. At the trans miner end, a 
switch is used to control a 
300Hz square wave oscillator. 
The output from the oscillator 
is used to drive the transmitter. 
(A typical method of 
modulating the iransmirter is 
shown in Figure 5- The module 
can also be driven directly from 
logic IC's where appropriate.) 
While the switch is in die off 
posidon the drcuit remains 
inactive. "When switched on the 
transmitter emits a signal in the 
form of a 418MHz carrier wave, 
folly amplitude modulated by 
the 500Hz square wave. At the 
receiver end, die modulated 
transmission is detected and 
demodulated. A 500Hz square 
wave corresponding to the 
square wave modulating the 
transmitter is produced at the 
receiver output. The signal 
From the data output of the 
receiver is fed to a PLL detector 
(tone decoder). The PiX circuit 
effeaively compares the 
frequency of the incoming 
signal to that of its own irirernal 
oscillator. The P1J. can 
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diflercntiate between signals of 
different frequencies and will 
only respond to signals at or 
dose to the frequency at v.tiich 
it is designed to operate. Irt our 
example, the'internol oscillator 
of the PLL would tie set such 
that the device responds only to 
frequencies in the. region of 
500Hz (the frequency of the 
oscillator modulating the 
transmiuec). When a signal of 
the correct frequence' is 
detected the PJJ. produces a 
valid output. This mayfaeeither 
a logic high or a logic low 
depending on the arrangement 
of the Pl.I. circuit, in our example, 
a valid output from the Pli-is 
used to switch a relay which in 
turn switches the lighting or 
other appliance being controlled. 

The advantage of using the 
Pli system is that it is relatively 
unsffecicd by noise and also 
provides some degree of 
immunity to other users 
operating at the same radio 
frequency. The system is not 
totally impervious to 
interference, as it will, of course, 
pick up other transmitters being 
modulated at die same ftcquenq- 
as your own. The way to get 
rouna iliis is to use 3 digital 
encoder in place of the square 
wave oscillator, and to replace 
the Pl.i. circuit widi a suitable 
decoder. This may seem 
complex to the .uninitiated but 
digital encoder and decoder 
IC's are readily available off the 
shelf and are relatively 
inexpensive. These devices are 
generally very simple to use and 
can provide many thousands of 

code combinations. Examples 
are the .\1145026B-1 encoder 
(Maplin stock code IJ|49D) and 
MI45027/8R-1 decoders (Maplin 
stock codes UJ50E and UfSlF). 
Typical transmluerand receiver 
cimiits using these IC's are 
shown in Figures 6-8. These 
ire provided for guidance only 
and in practice may require 
some modification to obtain 
acceptable performance. 

Figure 6 shows how the 
418MHz transmitter module 
maybe intertaced to the 
M14502613-1 encoder !C. In this 
example, a serial code is 
produced on 1C1 pin 15 when a 
logic low is applied to IC1 pin 
14. The serial code is 
determined by the . state of the. 
nine address lines. The output 
from TCI pin 15 drives transistor 
TR1 which, in rum, drives the 
transmitter module. Capacitor 
C1 provides de-coupling for IC1 
whilst R1 and C2 are timing 
components. 

Figure 7shows a decoder 
circuit based around die 
M1-S5027B-1 IC, As mentioned, 

the encoder IC transmits 9-daia 
bits. The decoder clrcuii shown 
treats only the first 5-bits of 
incoming data as address data. 
If die fct 5-dnta bits corresjiond 
with the code set on die EC's 
address lines then the data 
contained in the remaining 4- 
bics is latched onto the IC data 
outputs. This allows additional 
control data etc to lie 
transmitted alongside die 
access code. The contra! data 
can be used in a variety of 
different ways, eg. the data 
outputs could he used directly 
to switch four separate 
appliances on or off or. 
alternatively, could be decoded 
fordiec to provide a whole 
range ofdinerent control 
options. Jn addition to the 4- 
data bits, the Valid Thmsmisslon 
output switches to a logic iiigh 
state, while the correct code 
train Is being received. 
Capadtors Cl. C2 and C5 
provide high frequency de- 
coupling whereas C3 operates 
at lower frequencies; Ri, R2, C4 
and C6 are timing componems 

and relate to the operadon of 
the decoder. Note that separate 
sets of -FV and 0V power rails 
are used for the radio frequency 
(RF) and audio frequenq' (AF) 
pans of die drcair, and these 
arc separately de-coupled. The 
AF and RF sections mav- be 
linked at the power supply input. 

The circuit shown in Figure 8 
is slightly different. This dme, 
1CI treats all 9-blE3 as address 
da it! providing a larger number 
of code combinations. If the 
address data received on pin 9 
of IC J corresponds with the 
code set on the IC's address 
lines, then pin II switches to a 
logic high state. Tf an error 
occurs or the ihcomirig code 
ceases, then pin II returns to a 
logic low condition. This type of 
arrangement is useful in radio 
keys and other security 
applications where only a 
momentary pulse is required as 
a trigger when the correct code 
is received. Alt of the above 
drcuits allow the use of trirary 
addressing with some limitations. 
For details of tills, readers are- 
referred to the (C data sheet. 

As mentioned, the use of 
code IC's means that your 
circuit will only produce a valid 
output when the decoder 
receives the code that it is set 
to respond to. Bearing in mind 
the operatirig range of die RF 
link, the probability of another 
user, in close proximity, 
inadvertently transmitting the 
same code that you have set 
your system to is very small 
indeed (though, of course, not 
impossible). 
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allow analogue voltages to be 
con^-erted into a digital code 
with a specific number of levels. 
The resolution is limited bv the 
number of data bits used, with 
S-, 12- and 16-bit upes being 
reaiillv available. TTie degree of 
resolution that you require will 
very much depend on the 
application. AD conveners are 
available with data outputs in 
serial or parallel fonnat. If the 
-A/O convener outputs parallel 
data, it will, of course, be 
necessaty to conven this to a 
serial format for transtnissioh 
over the RF link so the 
appropriate device should be 
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oscillator are not strictly linear 
or logari thrillc, or if die oscillator 
suffers from tt high degree of 
trequeory drift due to 
environmental conditions, thus 
will compromise the accuracy of 
the system. Other similar 
systems are based on 
tnuismiuing a train of pulses 
which vary in width or position 
dependant on the input vi llage. 
These methods are known as 
pulse width or. pulse position 
modulation respectively. 

At the receiver end, the 
transmission Is detected and 
demodulated, reproducing die 
frequency to the transmitter. 
Care must be taken to ensure 
dial unacceptable inaccuracies 
arc not introduced when the 
data from the receiver is 
processed. There are a wide 
variety of methods to convert 
the received data back into a 
useabie form. These vary from 
simple analogue filter and diode 
pump circuits to 
micnaprocessqrs running 
complex software depending on 
the application and. the accuraq' 
required. Digital to analogue 
conversion is a complex subject 
and to discuss all of the options 
in detail is outside die scope of 
this article. 

Torn group of sensors in dose 
proximity, it would be sensible 
to arrange the circuit so that It 
sequences through the sensors 
one-by-one. Tills would avoid 

Not just remote 
control 
As well as using the modules in 
remote control or telecommand 
applications they are also 
extremely useful for transmining 
data from remote sensors etc. 
This is known as telemetry. 

An example of this would be 
when used in cqnjunciion with 
environmental sensors such as 
those measuring temperature 
and humidity. Often, it Is 
necessary to mount these units 
in an inaccessible position 
requiring long and tlifficult 
cable runs. It is possible to use 
an RF link to transmit data from 
the sensors to a point where, it 
may be processed. It .may even 
lie possible to |rower the sensors 
and die RF link from n lead acid 
battery charged from a local 
source such as a solar panel. 
This vvliuld obviate die need for 
an external jxrwer supply feed 
or other external wiring. 

In order to use the RF link in 
this way it Ls necessary to find a 
reliable method of converting 
die data obtained from the 
sensors into a form that can lie 
readily transmitter! over the RF 
link. Such a .system should 
maintain the integrity of die 
data its far as possible, sons to 

reduce die probability of possible 
errorswhich may occuras a 
result of the conversion process. 

When it is required to transmit 
data river a single clianne! link, it 
is necessary for the data to be in 
a serial format. A parallel format: 
would dearly require more than 
one diannel and using a simple 
RF link this would not be very 
practical to say nothing of die RF 
spectrum such a system would 
waste. Positional sensors 
sometimes produce data in a 
parallel fonnat. Far example, 
raiaiional sensors may use a 
(wralld system in the form of 
Gray code, a variation on binary. 
Conversion to a serial format 
must therefore lie carried out 
between die sensor and the RF 
transmitter stage. 

Many sensors produce data in 
itnalogite form. This usually 
takes the form of a voltage or 
current thatvaries with the 
parameter being measured. 
One of the easiest, ways to 
transmic this sort of data over a 
simple RF,link,is to convert it to 
a digital code using an Analogue 
to Digital or A© convener. A 
quick, flick through the 
Semiconductors section of the 
Maplin catalogue will show that 
a wide range of 'off the shelf 
A'Ds are available. These usualh- 
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chosen carefully. 
Referringto Figure 9, another 

method that produces data in a 
serial format is voltnge-to- 
.frequency conversion This 
usually takes the form of a 
voltage controlled osciilator dial 
has an output frequenq' which 
is linearly or logarithmically 
proportional to die input. 
voltage. The maximum 
resolution of diis type of cinroit 
is mostly determined by the 
accuraq- and stability of the; 
oscillator. If the voltage ro 
frequenq- characteristics of die 

the need for addiuanai 
transmitters. When the data 
from one sensor has been 
transmitted, the circuit would 
automatically switch to die next 
sensor and so on. This can 
often lie achieved using standard 
logic chips such as analogue, 
switches and decade counters. 

Where it is necessary to use 
separate transmitters, steps 
must be taken to prevent two 
ot more transmitters sending 
data at the same time, as this 
would result in lass or 
corruption of the received data. 
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It is Therefore necessary to 
provide some type of taich or 
retdggcrable nionostable 
berv.'een die sensor and 
transmitter circuit, so tliat 
when a trigger event occurs, 
the output is maintained long 
enough to allow the necessary' 
data to lie transmitted. Some 
sensors may already provide an 
option for momentary' or 
btched output 

Room for 
Experimentation 
For those that like to 
experiment, there is also the 
(xissibilicy of traasmircing more 
complex data such as images 
aipcurcd by security cameras- 
There ate wide- bandwidth 
microwave links which are 
aipabie of transmitting video 
images directly but these are 
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Figure 10. 

Security 
Applications 
A cornmon ase for die -llSMHz 
band Is in, rehtion to ui-building 
security- Wire connections that 
would normally be made 
between alarm sensors and the. 
main control unit can be 
replaced by a radio frequency 
link. Modules of die type 
described in diis ardcie are 
idea! for use in this type of 
sipplicndon. Each sensor unit 
would be locally connected to 
an encoder, tninsmitter drcuit. 
This would trammit the 
releiant data to a receiver- 
module located close to or 
inside the main control panel. 

It is necessary to use an 
approjiriate encoder and 
decoder with die transmitter 
and receiver modules, firsdy to 
provide a degree of security 
and secondly to identify' 
different sensors or groups of 
sensors. It is also possible to 
control die arming and 
disarming of an alarm system; 
this could be by use of a small 
handheld transmitter. 

like most things, wireless 
alatm systems have both 
advantages and disadvantages. 
Hie advantages relate to ease 
of installauon and opetadon. 
The main disadvantage is that it 
is often much harder to 
provide the same level of anti- 
tamper protection with a 
winjless alarm as you can 
achieve widi a properly 
installed wired system. 
However, it is possible to 
provide a good level of security 
with a wireless system if it Is 
properly designed. 

A problem with the majority 
of simple wireless alarms is that 
if the operating frequency is 
jammed and the sensor is 
removed, the control unit will 
continue re operate as if 

everything is normal, failing to 
notice the missing sensor. This 
problem can be overcome with 
some additional cost by either 
polling the. sensors from the 
main control unit or by 
transmitting a 'heart lieat" 
signal from die transmitter uriit. 

Id King is the more complex 
and cosdy of the two methods 
ro implement, as the control 
unit and each sensor requires 
bodi a transmitter and receiver. 
Typicaily. the"main control unit 
sends a code to cadi of the 
sensors at regular intervals and 
in mm the sensor transmits a 
code back to the control unii 
indicating its starus. If the 
system is jammed or the 
sensors are removed, the main 
Unit detects die. absence of die 
return code transmission and 
tan be set to respond 
accordingly 

it Is possible to reduce die 
overall cost by using a partially 
wired. system. .-Ml of the sensors 
in a local group would be 
-wired to one 
transmitter/receiver, using die 
.appropriate interlace drcuiuy. 
This transmiuer/ receiver would 
then communicaifi with die 
main control unit over an RF 
link, transmitting the status of 
all of the sensors in that group. 
Tills arrangement Is shown in 
Figure 10. 

If only one sensor is in use, a 
simpler method is to arrange for 
the sensor to transmit a "hcan 
Ijeut'code at regular intetvals. If 
die control pane! fails to detect 
this code for a predetermined 
period, this indicates that the 
sensor is not in operatipn and 
therefore iliac the system may 
havetieen tampered with. It can 
lie arranged so licit the control 
(lariel either provides a tamper 
indication or diat the aLsnn Is 
triggered. 

Hcan beat circuits can also 

be used to detect the 
unaudiorised removal of 
equipment or valuables. This 
relies on the fiia that low 
power radio links have a 
limited range. When the. 
transmitter is moved out of 
range of the receiver, the heart 
beat transmission is no longer 
detected, triggering the 
appropriate alarm condition. 
When the radio link is being 
used in this type of application, 
it is often sensible to 
deliberately reduce the range 
of the transriiitter and/or die 
sensitivity of the receiver. This 
can he achieved by appropriate 
siting of the transmitter and 
receiver modules and by use of 
smaller, less efficient antennas. 

There are many different 
variations on diis type of circuit 
and die above descriptions ;ire 
purely intended to point you in 
the right direction. 

Some intruder alarm sensors, 
by their very nature, produce 
only a momentary pulse when 
triggered. Vibration sensots 
typically ftili into this category. 

relatively expensive. With some 
experimentation, it should be 
possible to capture a frame of 
video and store it locally in 
memory. The image data would 
then lie clocked out of the 
memory at a slower speed 
within die 1200 fwud data rate, 
limitaiion and transmitted over 
the 418MHz link. .At the 
receiver end the image-w ould 
be reconstructed in a similar 
way to a standard tacrirnilc. 
This type of system would, of 
course, require considerable 
development. Obviously each 
framewould take some time to 
transmit and there are 
important issues relating to 
syndiroriisadon which would 
need to be looked at. 

Coming up next 
month... 
We have covered some basic 
ideas and points to be borne in 
mind when using the -tlS.MHz 
modules. Next month we will 
look at some actual experimental 
circuits you can build. 
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Alan Simpson looks at the exploding world of 

telephone cards. 

The. origins of the payphone, and In 
turn the exploding world of telephone- 
amis, dates back to 1884. This was 

when the Postmaster-General took die 
important decision to allow telephone 
companies to set up 'cali offices' or 
telephone stations avaikifale for the use of 
the public. At die time, there were only 
around 13,000 phones in use, and rhese 
were confined to 75 towns and used by 
large firms and well-to-do households, (t 
was thanks to that decision that a whole 
sector of society, to whom the new 
technology was largely only a rumour, was 
allowed access to the telephone. 

It is worth remembering chat BT currently 
openites deer 140,000 public payphones - 
from remote Welsh lillagcs to airport 
terminals. On the prttate rented side, there 
are over 200,000 units in use in bars and 
hotels."plus an ecjually impressive number of 
payphones in prii-nte households. But drat is 
not all, as anyone ining to w-ilk through 
cluttered Qty centres will note, rtvnl phone 
companies such as New World, with over 
8.000 phone boxes, and Interphone jostle; 
for space with BT. 

But Irefore the present era of the good, 
Ixid and downright ugly telephone kiosks, 
tuucli development lias taken place. By 
1906, peoplewere becoming familiar with 
the term 'silence cabinets' which were 
equipped with a handset (the receiver and 
speaking pans were separate), a coinbox 
and a set of instructions. All calls had to be 
made by the operator, and paid for in 
advance. Prepayment iroxes were not 
intaxluccd until 1925 which freed the rale 
of the operator in collecting fees. Kiosks 
even then were judged to be unsightly and 
had to remain inside buildings. 

A milestone in the development of public 
payphones was reached with die 
inirotfuction of the 'Button A and Button B' 
prepayment coin hos in 1925- This allowed 
the coins to Ire deposited into the cash box 
and the tali transmitted. If a call could not 
lie connected, or if there was no reply; 
callers pressed Button B to get their money 
back. The mechanism was originally 
designed to check the presence of two 
(jennies by a weighing operation. It was sec 
to a minimum acceptable weight for the 
coins as a safety margin, but as the fee was 
gradually increased to 3d and theu 4d. the 

safety margin became smaller and 
eventually unacceptable. To overcome the 
problem a new mechanism was devised 
which checked three, pennies by weight, 
and waited for the insertion, of die fourth 
penny before allowing die call. The system 
requrtetl little additional equipment but it 
could not lie adapted for an increase 
beyond four pence. 

The first versions of'pay-qn-answer' 
phones were introduced in 1959 followed 
by a radical move to electronics in 3935. 
This was when BT embarked on a £-160 
million programme to replace the much 
admired red phone boxes ttnd the old pay- 
on-unswer mechanisms with die modem 
blue payphone. Today, die UK's public 
payphone service is fully electronic and all 
dial models have been replaced by push- 
bunans. Ihcsc phones allow you to (lay by 
cash, Phonecards, BT Cliargecard and 
Credit cards, in (act almost everything 
except barter. They can be managed by 
computer remotely with sensors 
automatically reporting all faults affecting 
service, when a problem such as a blocked 

coin occurs, in addition, the usage of each 
phone cm be logged and analysed as well 
as keeping tabs on regular fault incidents. 
Certainly, the move towards cashless calling 
has led to a major cut In crime against 
payphones in recent years 

But in this day of mobile phones, just 
how ifnponant are payphones? 'Very' 
seems to be the answer. It appears that the 
familiarity of mobiles and pagers has fnade 
us all aware of the need to keep in touch. 
Mobile phones, according in those who 
know aiiout these things, have a fragile and 
ironically 'public' quality which you don't 
find in a pay Ixxith, which is stable, solid 
and semi-private. Apparently; these factors 
can affect the way we speak and the 
subjects we choose to talk about. Mobile 
phone users are on record as saying dial 
they use theit mobile for brief, keeping in 
touch calls and 'I want you to know how 
busy 1 am' type calls, to more relaxed 'I've 
gut all the time in the world to talk' calls — 
and presumably, plenty of phone cards 
and'or cash! 

From Optical To 
Microchip Technology 
BT Payphones, along with all other 
payphone ojierators, is moving from optical 
to microchip card technology together with 
running high profile trials of Mondex, 
eleccronic cash in the form of rechargeable 
payment cards. Other BT developments 
include datapon payphones and payfax. 
Here airport lounges are being equipped 
with datapon payphones where travelling 
executives can plug in their laptop 
computers or fax machines, slide their 
credit card into the phone's swipe reader 
and send the information back to base. 

So what exactly is a phone card? 
According to industry expert Ralph Adam, 
unlike a sump or a coin, it can be anything: 
pre-paid s to red-memory (magnetic, 
holographic, eleccronic, Inductive, etc.) pre- 
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paid remote memon'; and post paid. Bur it 
can also be a credit/debit card or anything 
else that links in to tdecoms networks. 
Phone cards were first introduced in Italy in 
1976 - although their pre-histoty goes tack 
over a hundred years to telephone stamps 
and tokens which served much the same 
function. Hie earliest IC cards appeared in 
the SO's and were soon followed by 
pmniotiond (advertising) cards — and the 
explbsion of issues that resulted. 

Collectors 

of the World - Unite 
Over the. past ten years says BT, phone card 
collecting has become one of die world's 
fastest growing hobbies - there are thought 
to be between two and four million 
collectors world-wide. Research conducted 
in France estimates thflt'20% of the 
population collect something - stamps, 

pins, cards, coins —and that four in five are 
men. Owing to the wide range of phone 
cirds available throughout the,world, new 
collectors tend to specialise in certain areas 
of interest — i.e. some colieci BT internal 
cards, others Disney cards, whilst some 
collect along themes of transjiorL or sceneiv. 
Othef matters of fhci from BT include die 
news that in Japan, 50T of cards sold are 
never used, and that the most valuable card 
ever produced by BT is now worth £-2,500 
and marks a golf tournamenc in Scotland. At 
the same time unused mint cards command 
a-greater price, and obviously those cards 
with a lower production run or with'an 
accidental error are more valuable than 
general Issue cards. BTs own cnllectors dub 
- Phonecatxl Direct - has over 5,000 
members who regularly purchase cards. It is 
estimated that there are 80,000 collectors in 
die UlC and die majoiity of these collect 
used cards. 

A good example of the 'celebrity' caid 
was that recently issued by First 'lelecom 
wiiich featured Gary Barlow, the Tike That 
personality. This pnnicularveiuure is lieing 
run in conjunction with 'flic News of the 
World, Vodafone and the w-ellknow publicist 
Max Clifford, Prohaljiy the organisers are 
hoping >o emulate the premiums enjoyed In 
the US when a SI,000 Eivis Presley card has 
changed hands at S400,000. Though given 
diat die winning best card produced last 
year in the annual Cardcx Awards Scheme, 
'Two Sheep Swooning' firom NZ Telecoms, 
somewliat more inventive cards win die 
industry prizes. 

At die same time, pre-paid mobile cards 
are experiencing high growth. In fact (he 
recent GSM conference in Cannes, South 
France (nobody ever stages a major 
conference it seems in Milton Keynes or 
Eastbourne) could well have iieen 
designated the I'rc-Paid GSM Conference 
with companies such as Tandem Computers, 
Motorola, Nokia (whose beach parry 
featuring die Lennigrad Cowboys stunned ail 
present and mtxst residents along the Med 
coast), Hewlett Packard, and Boscfi 
'Jclecoms dominating die proceedings. 

New Age Phone Cards 
Last year saw the arrival on the UK scene of 
pre-paid phone cards from Nonveb 
Communicadons who have linked with the 
high charged US Teleservice Group 
Smaniilk. Available from authorised outlets 
In units between £1 to £-20, the cards rather 
than holding the appropriate nurnber of 
units purchased which are then deducted 
from the card each time a call is made are 
second generation cards. These differ from 
the earlier types in having the value of each 
individual card held in a centra} switching 
unit rather than in the card itself. Users 
access the service by dialling an 0800 number 
followed by a PIN (Personal Identification 
Number). If the PIN numlier is valid, the 
user then continues to make the call. 

It is no wonder diat the pre-paid phone 
card market is generating a iot of heat with 
companies such as Intergldbe, New World, 
TCS, First Telecom, Wbrldcom Intemaiional 
and World Telecom making much of the 
running. As international card producers 
landis iSL-Gyrand Gempluscan rapidly 
confirm. In feet the Eurodata team recently 
claitnctf that the European market for 
telepisoae cards is currently worth over 
US$3 billion and likely to rise to US$ 4 billion 
by the year 2000 with most of this growth 
aiming from increased use of prepaid 
remote memory cards. In the US, die value 
will reach US$5"0 million by2000, an 
increase of some S57S'. in just diree years! 

Certainty the new geaeration of phone 
cards are backed by very high powered 
technology: New World claims that digital 
communications platforms are 
revnlutiorusing die way our phone alts are 
handled and the speed and volume of calls 
which can be processed at any given 
moment. The large telecoms companies are 
investing in bigger and better platforms to 
ensure that their customers not only get fast 
cill response, hut that value added services 
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are also available such as voice, prornpis. 
voice and fax mail services, message 
delivery, prc-paid telephone card recharging 
and interactive platfocm and database 
functionality 

In essence, a platform is a network of 
computer hardware which coasists of a 
computer acting as a central data source to" 
a number of other computers which answer 
and process calls. A telephony placfomi is 
connected directly into an operators 
network via Kl-Tl trunks which earn' calls 
to and from the platform using an 
appropriate protocol e.g. DASS2 or C7 
(SS7). Any call bound for the platform 
which originates from an ITFS (international 
toll free.service) will be routed via the 
network ojvenitor to the platform in a 
manner which carries set-up information to 
the platform by directing die call to specific 
DDI, and dictates what application to start 
running. This ensures dtai a pre-paid card 
holder receives the appropriate voice 
prompts to action out their oil!. 

During the call, there are several pomes of 
interaction where the user is requested for 
input which is achieved by DTMF signals 
(dual tone multi-tfequency). Ibe data 
received during this interaction is validated 
by the centttd data base and dictates the 
flow of the call. Kew World daifsi 
developments in platform technology are 
fast moving, and it will not lie king before 
speaker independent voice recognition, 
allowing for the comprehension of a range 
of dialects, and database interaction are 
common factors of telephony life. 

So for mcst callers, phone cards are good 
news, but maybe not for hotel operarors who 
often do their best to make life difficult if not 
impossible for caid callers. Tor users, the 
main choice ingredient is for cheap telephone 
calls. But pre-paid card suppliers will have to 
stay on their toes if they want to remain 
competitive. Soon the internet-and Smart 
cards with e-pmse faeffiues will offer atttacrive 
alternatives - phoning home will not only be 
easier, it will also certainly be cheaper. 

Win a Phone Card 
But don't rake our word for ft, Vbu have die 
opportunity to win u Mew World pajphone 
card. We have one £10 card, two .£5 and 
seven X3 cards to award to the first ten ail ■ ■ 
correct answers drawn out of die editors 
venerable har received for our competition 
'Calling all Caids'. 

All you have to do is to complete die 
coupon, correctly answering die four 
quesdons, or send your answers on a 
postcard or back of envelope. Don't delay — 
all entries must be received by 30ih June 
199S. Send your entry, rememliering to 
include your name and address, ro the 
address printed on the coupon. 

Please note .that employees of Maplin 
Electronics, associated companies and 
family merribers are not eligible to enter, hi 
addition, multiple entries may Ire 
disqualified. The prizes will be awarded 10 
die first all-correct entries drawn. The 
edirors decision will be final. Prizes are not 
exchangeable for cash. 

"WmNG ALL CARDS" 

COMPETITION 
Answer all the qucstiahs belfiw. ticking one 
box for each question. 
2. Certain pbomceirds provide additional 

services. Tltese include: 
□ .Ability, tosend faxmail 
O Pimide an automatic hot line to 

TheSpiceCiiris. 
Q Allocate free VC'drid Cup dckeis 

2 A lost cards include a card number/ 
peisonal identificdiion iiumhei: Hoiviiiany 
munUericdn fix atxttsge person tvmemhen 
O 2. 
U 10 

'□'77 
3. Wbettuvts the BT Cbaigccard intmducedi' 
□ 1902• 
Li 1930. 

1988 
¥. WbicJe is the most dynamic market for 

telephone cards? 
•D ' Finland 
'Q Guadaloup 
.□ USA: '' 

Name  
Address, 

 .............Postcode   
No purchaie is o-tfs,;■!-): Ensrics on 3 postcard, teS of 
sealrdjJinisi taivclope. or phntix-npics «1ll fx.* accepted. 
Send jiMir entry to.- 
Caliing At] Canit Corn peri Eioii, Tbe Ediinr. EJeci tonics 
sm<l ffejiwd, EO. B(H777. Rarfdgb Esset S5(i Sli!. 
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Why doesn't 
lightning and thunder 

occur at exactly the 
same time? 
Thunder and lightening always occur 
together in a storm. Bur the light ftom 
the lightening travels faster titan the 
sound from the thunder so the light 
reaches you Rrst. The speed of light Is 
300 thousand metres a second while 
the sjteed of sound Is only 340 metres a 
second (or 761 miles ait hour). Light 
travels so fast it reaches you almost 
instantaneously while the sound trails 
along behind. It takes about five 
seconds to travel one mite so by 
toon ting the number of seconds 
between the lightning and the thunder, 
you can calculate how far away the 
storm is. 

Whan was the 

welfilngton boot 
invented? 
Legend has it that die Wellington boot 
was specifically Invented for the Duke 
of Wellington. But it is more likely he ■ 
just popularised the sole. The first 
Wellington boors were leather ami used 
at the battle of Wuerioo in 
1815. The fitsr 
coiTipimy to sell 
rubber wellies 
started in 1863, but 
in 1857 Mr 
Locliigton patented 
a boot made of 
rubber 
and 
leather. 
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Why does milk expand 
when ft Is cold? 
Milk is actually mainly made up of water 
■which expandswhen it freezes. This is 
because the molecules 
in water rearrange 
themselves into a 
crystal structure 
which takes up more Jl 
space than ^ 
the normal, 
liquid 
structure 
of water.-. 

What 
makes 
'farts' 
smell? 

"The technical name for 
a 'Pan' is acrually flatus, 
which is where the word 
flatulence comes from. 
Flatus is caused because 
the large intestine ferments undigested 
food, releasing the gases nitrogen, 
carbon dioxide, oxygen, methane and 
hydrogen-sulphide. The lasc three are 
produced in quite small, amounts and it 
is the methane and hydrogen sulphide 
which cause the smell.: 
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-with rubbish 

on the Shuttle? 
Brihg"*[ all back, including what is in the 
toilet! — although urine which is often 
dumped overboard. Rubbish is carefully 
stowed in containers and NASA is 
developing a 'trash-compaaor' which, 
like a scrap yard squasher, will reduce 
the size of rubbish in the confined space 
aboard the orbiter. 
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Why does shaking a 

bottle of fizzy drink 
make it fizz when you 
open It? 
Fizzy drinks are full of carbon dioxide - 
the gas that makes them fizz. This gas is 
dissolved in the drink like sugar in a cup 
of tea. However, it gradually leaks out 
and collects in the small space between 
the bottle cap and die drink — oiled die 
head space. Usually, when you open a 
bottle of drink, this gas can * 
escajx; easily and you often tyr 
hear a slight psssht. But 
when you sliake a bottle, dfis 
undissolved carbon dioxide 
gets mixed up in the drink 
forming pockets of carbon 
dioxide. When you open 
thebotde, these pockets 
rocket to the top of the 
bottle taking some of the 
drink with them. This 
drink, then flows out over 
the top of the bottle. 

ABOUT 
SCIENCE LINE 
Science line was started in 
March 1994 during the 
firstscienceweek, and is 
an educational charity 
funded By the Naddnal Loitery, Welcome 
Trust, the Royal Society, OST (Office of 
Science and Technology), sorne of the 
research councils and Channel 4. 

Telephnnes are staffed by science 
graduates from various disciplines, and if we 
are stuck for an answer, we have a datahase 
of 1000 experts who have volunteered to 
help us out. We can be contacted on the 
number shown bdow (calls durged at local 
rates), and our lilies are open hum Jpm to 
7pm Monday to Fridajs. 

Just aver 60X of all calls are answered on 
the day, with the rest normally within a week 
-afteradequate research. 

The average age of all callers Is 28, with 
64 of callers being male. 35% of questions 
are physics or astamomy related. 35% 
biology or medicine rehted, 10% chemistry, 
and the rest on environment, engineering, 
technology, geology and allied subjects. 
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by Mike Bedford 

This month I'm going to guide you 

through the graphic file form jungle to 
help you differentiate your TIFFs from 

your JPEGs. 

If you use graphics oc 
desktop publishing 
packages, you're probably 

familiar, in name at least, with a 
vast number of graphic file 
formats. GIF,TIFF, JPEG, BMP, 
WMF, DRW COR, EPS, Af - the 
list seems never ending, and to 
many PC usets this is a source 
of some considerable 
confusion. So how does one 
graphic file format differ from 
another? If your graphics 
package supports tots of 
different formats should you 
stick with its native: format or 
export to a more 'standard' 
format? And how do you 
convert files from one format 
to another? Let's take a look. 

First of all, it's appropriate to 
consider why there are so 
many different formats; To a 
degree it's a case of companies 
devising their own format with 
no regard to what other 
companies were doing or to 
standardisation. However, this 
isn't the only reason for the 
proliferation of formats — 
different fotmats are 
sometimes designed for 
different purposes. The most 
funtlamental difference is 
between raster or bitmapped 
formats and. vector or object 
oriented formats. 

A bitmapped file contains the 
colour of every single pixel in 
the entire image. As such, it's 
ideally suited to photographic 
images and will be the type of 
file produced by scanning a 
document. Generally speaking, 
bitmapped files take up a lot of 
space, although the size 
doesn't depend on the image 
complexity and, if you forget 
compression, it's pretty easy to 
work out how large a file will 
be for a given resolution. 
However, the bad thing alxrut 
bitmapped-files is that you 
can't scale the image without 
either loosing information (if 
you reduce it in size) or 
introducing 'jaggtes' (if you 
increase it in size). They're not 

easy to edit either. Actually, 
that's not strictly true - it's 
easy to make adjustments to a 
photograph Such as increasing 
the contrast or eliminating a 
colour cast, but it's nor easy, 
for example, to move a line in 
a technical illustration. 

An object oriented file 
contains infonuatton 
describing each of the objects 
which make up the image. So, 
for example, it may contain the 
co-ordinates of both ends of a 
line, its thickness, its colour, 
and details of any 'dashing' 
pattern. Similarly, it may 
contain information about lite 
font, point size, colour and 
contents of a text object. So, 
die size of the file will depend 
on the complexity of the. 
grapfiics - there's no way of 
working out how large it will 
be although, except for very 
complicated images, they'll 
no'rmatly be smaller than a 
corresponding bitmapped file. 
Object oriented files may be 
scaled without loss of 
information or the 
introduction of 'jaggies' and 
they're easy to edit. Object 
oriented graphics packages 
(generally called drawing 
packages as opposed to paint 
packages which handle 

bitmapped files) allow you to 
select and modify' each object 
individually. 

One other difference 
concerns compression. A 
riurnber of graphic fiie formats 
have buik-in compression but 
there are two distinct methods 
of doing this. Some use so- 
caDed lossless compression 
which means that compression 
doesn't affect image Cjuality. 
Others use a lossy compression 
mechanism in which information 
is lost: XVbeo you save an image 
in this type of format you have 
to decide on the compression 
ratio. If you pick a large 
number you get a small file bur 
a poor quality image whereas, 
if you pick a small numiier you 
end up with a large file and a 
better quality image. 

Choosing 
a Format 
Using die informaiion we've 
seen so far in conjunction with 
the table, you should be able to 
start to make some decisions 
about which format to use. If 
you're handling photographs 
use a bitmapped format and if 
you're working with technical 
USustraiions, use an object 
oriented formatTf you want a 

high quality result stick with 
lossless compression whereas if 
it's more important to have 
small files, go for lossy 
compression. But even so, 
there's still a lot of choice so 
what should you use? 

first of all, save your files in 
your graphics package's native 
focniat. So, for example, if you 
use Corel Draw, save your work 
as a .GDR file. This way, you'll 
know for sure, that die file 
format supports everything in 
your drawing. However, if you 
picked another format diis may 
not be the case. To take an 
extreme example, some early 
formats didn't support colour 
so ifyou picked this type of 
format, you'd loose all your 
colour information. 

However," there Is a case for 
using a more standarel format if 
you're sharing data with others. 
For example, whereas ,CDR is 
now relatively standard in the 
realm of PCs, it is much less so 
with MACS or UNIX boxes. But 
rather than sating your work in 
a more universal format., a 
much better solution would he 
to save it in the packages 
native format and export to 
another format as a separate 
exercise as and when necessary. 

Converting Files 
Talk of esponing in a different 
format brings us to the topic of 
file conversions. An obvious 
way of doing diis is to use a 
graphics package with an 
extensive repertoire of 
supported formats as an 
intccmediary. Simply import In 
one.format anci export in 
another format. But beware, 
especially in lite realm of object 
oriented formats, that you may 
loose some elements of the 
image depending on what 
features the formats support. 

Alternatively, you can buy 
packages specifically for 
convening between graphics 
formats and some of these are 
available as. public domain or 
shareware offerings. As a final 
comment, you should be aware 
that you can convert from 
object oriented to bitmapped 
but net vice versa. Actually 
chat's not strictly true since 
some object oriented formats 
support bitmaps as objects, but 
really, this is just disguising a 
bitmap as an object oriented 
drawing. 'Objects' such as lines 
or text within the bitmap 
obviously don't become 
individually editable. 

That's all for this month. VFe 
already have a number of 
topics lined up for the coming 
months, but if you have 
anything you'd like to be 
covered, do drop us a line. 

Extensions Type Descriptions 
-Al 0 Ado&e.FbahstTpfoprtetaiy fotinat, 
-BMP B V.'wicv.s Bitirap - V/rdw.s & OS'S. Opifypi bstes cwr-frtsx-- f (fct pottetea/ hifi raio), 
-COR 0 Corel Dravi - prapSctely fwmaL 
•DRW O l.iicreigrapfix - proprietEiyfonnat- 
.oV 0. Das Erehangs Rinriet. Developed by Autodssk for AutoCAD. 
•EPS 0 Poststrip? - a pmnsr format 
-GIF B Graphics Interehange Format - efficient iosslsss compresson. Used for (mages on the Wfeb. 
JPG, JPEG B Jo'im Ptiotogtaptiio Experts Gmop-features lossy cwripressjon'. Used ior photographs on the VAb. 
PCD B Kodal; PhotoCO - arxes images at a rangg of rsso'vions wrttirn one file. 

.PCX B Created by Jteoft for PC ffemtbmsh-now a general purpose fontiat OpSeosI tosstesscompfession, 

.TIF. .TIFF B Tsg^.lnagsFtefyrmst-optionallosstesscoropressSsn. 
•TGA B Targa - one of ths first fotmats to offisr 24-bit colotii. Opiione! tosslsss compresE-orr. 
AVMF VAncto'S Mss-ffis -can te used ss ether an oi^a ctvsntatsd or e fifi mapped fermat No ccmprsssfco. 

Some Common File Formats (O = object•orlentatad, B = bitmapped) 
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Past and Present 

Douglas Clarkson looks at modern day weighing 
technology' in the concluding part of his series. 

Electronic Weighing 
Technology 
The evokttion of electronic weighing 
systems lias resulted in the weighing 
process being much more rapid and with 
the potential of greater accuracy. In 
electronic balances, two main technologies 
are essentially used - that of the load cell for 
low to iatermediate accuracy and force 
motor systems for imermedme to high 
accuracy. Force motor systems are almost 
exclusively used for high precision in 
laboratory type applications. 

As with any measurement technology, as 
the resolution of mcasurcrnem increases, this 
Ls also assocuued with the increasing chance 
of measurement error. However, the very best 
endeavouni of modem electronics coupled 
witli refinements of mechanical structures has 
relentlessly driven down the contribudon to 
errors assodated with the weighing process. 
Additionally; there remains a cote of good 
practice to ensure that methods and 
environmental condiiicnis do not degrade the 
potential accuracy of die modem high 
precision laboratory weighing systems. 

Precautions with stability of work surface 
relate principally to the degree of accuracy 
of the work required. Laboratory balances 
are typically described as, for example, a two 
place lialance, or a three place balance as 
indicated in table 6. 

Balance Description Resolution 
ONE 
TWO 
THREE 
FOUR 
FIVE 

O.ig 
0.01 g 
'0.001 g 
0,0001 g 
O.COOOlg 

Tabla G: Relationship between balance 
description and balance resolution for 
laboratory balances. 

Thus a balance which indicates 3.672g 
would be described as a "three place balance.' 

The weighing surface should transmit as 
few vibrations as possible. While the user 
environmem affects all balances to some 
extent, consideration of local vibration 
usually becomes a concern from three place 
balances and above, so that for a five place 

balance, the degree of accuracy of readings 
will lie largely dependent on the physical 
stability of the measurement surface. 

Generally within work areas, the comer 
areas provide .die nitxst rigid work places. 
Balances-should not be exposed to direct 
sunlight or drafts from windows, doors or 

cooling fim outlets of other equipment. The 
temperature variation of the measurement 
area should be minimised. It will also help if 
the balance is always left switched on. It is 
important to ensure that the balance is 
correcdy centred using the bubble-in-circle 
indicator, otherwise the correct component 
of die loading force will nor be correctly 
applied to die weighing platform, 

Moisture 
Gain/Evaporation 
Hie very nature of the sample, however, can 
cause changes in mass to be detected. A 
hydroscopic sample such as dried silica gd 
can absorb water from the atmosphere and 
hence show a weight gain. Conversely an 
open necked vessel containing a liquid 
sample such as water is prone to 
evajKiration, "llic Inner effect can largely l>e 
countered by using a narrow necked vessel. 

"With balances of high resolution, effects 
begin to be manifested due to other factors. 
One of these is due to temperature 
differences between the llask and die 
Interior air of the balance. Where the flask Ls 
at a higher temperature sir will rise over the 
flask and appear to make die sample lighter. 
Conversely, with the flask cooler, air will 
tend to be cooled against it and as a result 

m 

lOO.OOOg 10O.OOOg 

O 

iW\ 

100.0 log 100:120g 

Figure S. A demonstratton of the static buoyancy effect of air. 
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Calibration Weight Water 
Weight in air 
Density 
Volume 
Buoyaney of displaced air 
Weight in vacuum 

1130.00% 
SpOO.OOKg/m' 
12.5cmJ 

O.015g 
ibb.QISg 

xoo.ooqg. 
lOOO.OOKg/m* 
lOO.OOcm1 

Q.i20g 
100.12g- 

.Table 7; Rotative value of buoyancy effects in weight of analytical sampies. 

fall since it is of greater density ~ leading to 
an increase in the flask weight.tin. praaice, it 
is advisable that samples should be allowed 
to acclimatise to laboratory temperatures 
before being weighed. 

Electrostatic Effects 
Where the Bask becomes electrostatically 
charged with reference to the balance pan, 
forces of dectnistaiic attraction or repulsion 
can operate — thus causing an error in 
observed values. The use of plastic weighing 
vessels, where the relative humidity is less 
than 45% can increase die likelihood of 
sudi effects being introduced. If the fiask 
has acquired a negative charge relative to 
the upper area of the balance housing, it 
can lead to a downward fosce on the flask, 
Convcisely where the flask has a positive 
charge, it will experience an upwards 
attractive force. In general/plastic with low 
conductivity presents more of a problem 
than glass and die liest function is generally 
fount! with metal weighing vessels.,Plastic 
vessels rend to be widely used since they 
are cheap, lightweight, and can be panly 
transparent for observing fluid level. 

Static Buoyancy 
Most weighing is undertakenwitiiout 
consideration of the static huoytincy effect 
of air. As an example, a calibration mass of 
lOOg placed on a Ixilance in a beaker and 
balanced with a lOOgofwaterin an identical 
beaker as indicated in figure 5- If the 
masses are comi'tared In a bell jar with die 
air removed, then die arm with die water, 
the less dense subject, will appear heavier as 
indicated in table 7. 

The correction forair buoyancy can lie 
described for practical purposes as:- 

»i ■= R(1-(118000)1(1-a!d) 

where m is die true mass, Ji is die balance 
display, a 5s the density of air and d is the 
density of the sample. It is assumed that the 
density of die calibration mass is 8000 Kjy'mb 

The top Ene component can be 
considered to arise due to the feet that the 
effective mass of die calibration weight is less 
dian its stated value due to buoyancy effect, 
and without this conrection, the balance will 
be- oves reading the value. The term on the 
faottom line is indicating that the actual 
indicated mass of the sample will be less than 
its tree weight due to buoyancy effects. 

fn ah example, for a 200g mass weighed 
in air with a density of l,2029Kg.in' and with 
sample density of AGgfan', the tree mass of 
the sample would be 200.0625g - an error 
of 0.03%. This level of error is usualiy not 
corrected for routine work and is identified 
as a systematic error. Tor weighing very 
Sense materials such as gold with a density 

of 19500 Kg/nv, a true mass of200g would 
indicate 199-9824g with the same air density 
value. These effects are welt known and can 
be corrected for if required. However, for 
balances with high resolution these intrinsic 
errors of buoyancy are much greater than 
the intrinsic accuracy of the balance itself 

Gravity Variations 
The centrifugal acceleration an the surface 
of the earth tends to produce a component 
of acceleration away from die centre of the 
earth - like the force experienced on a 
roundabout in motion. Th.e component of 
this force Is greatest at the equator and acts 
against the force of gravity, and lias a typical 
value of 0.0337m/s' compared with the 
nominal acceleration due to gravity of 
9.81 m/svAt the poles, the component of 
centrifugal acceleration is effectively zero. 
This factor tends to provide for an increased 
value of g at die poles compared with the 
equator. There is also a small component 
due to the feet tliat the poles arc slighdy flat 
which also tends to increase grtnlry slightly 
tit ere though the difference of only 22km 

between equatorial and polar radius LmpUes 
a relatively smali effect. 

Of more significance is the effect dut to 
die height of the balance above the earth - 
with the force of gravity depending On the 
inverse square of distance of a mass from 
the centre of.the earth. At an elevation of 
lOOQm, die value of acceleration due to 
gravity will be some 0.03% less. Using the 
same logic, it can lie' shown that a balance . 
which is calibrated to indicate 200.0000gat 
one level of a building will register 
199.9993g if it is raised up lOin. For a iOOOm 
change in level, the 200g mass would 
indicate 199.95"22g - a difference that 
w-ould be easily detected using balances of 
relatively low resolution. This is why it is 
important that balances are always 
calibrated using weights of appropriate 
accuracy at die locutions where they are 
used. If this is not done, then significam 
errors can be introduced There can also lie 
local variations, due for example.to the 
proximity of mountain ranges. 

It is always assumed, that while the value 
of the acceleration due to gravity varies with 
latitude and with height above sea level, its 
value will lie essentially static nra given 
location. There will be a range of effects 
which will introduce barely detectable 
effects due to the orbit of the moon around 
die eardi, tire motion of the rides on the 
sudace.of the planer and the change in air 
density in the atmosphere: 

The moon's orbit round the earth is 
actually elliptical with its distance from the 
earth varying between 363,000km to 

STRAIN GAUGE/LOAD LEVEL 

PS 

m 
Va SG SG 

LL 

SG = STRAIN GAUGE 
PS = PAN SUPPORT 
LL = LOAD L0/EL 
> Resolution up to 20.000 points 

Figure 6. Theory of strain gauge/load cell technology weighing systems. 
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Photo 10. A f ange of load cell devices used in a wide range of Industrial weighing 
applications. (Courtesy Avery Berkel) 

feature of a so called verified Ixifance". 
By far the largest number of weighing 

devices use strain gauge/load cell (echnotogv, 
A resolution of 1 in 20,000 is npically possible. 
Sucli a sensithity could, tbr example, be 
used to weigh 0 to 20Kg on Igm divisions or 
1 to 20 metric tonnes in Kg divisions. 

The basic principle of the load ceil is 
indicated in Figure 6. The downwards force 
on the pan support (PS) applies a ibrce 
across a lower support on which is placed 
two strain gauges. The relative defbrniation 
of the two strain gauges increases as mass Is 
loaded onto the pan. The signal from die 
strain gauge is amplified accordingly. The 
signal response of the strain gauge lias a 
component of non-linearity which is 
compensated for in each individual balance 
by a customised linearisation funaion which 
is typically btiilt into its firmware. 

A key feature of the design ofsudi load 
cell strucrures is ihedesign and manufacture 
oftheassodated physical simcrurcs of die 
assembly. TJtLs Itas a key role in determining 
the intrinsic stability and repeacibility of 
measurenients. Uius no matter how 
advanced the elecirnnlcs may become, there 
will always remain a crucial role for good 
mechanical design. Photo 10 shows a range 
of load ceil devices used in a wide range of 
industrial weighing applications. 

In the analytical 1mlance, typically 
required for resolution of Img and higher, a 
different weighing technology Is used 
namely elcccromottve force compensation, 
its mdictted in Rgutc?. Resolution of one 
part in 5,000.000 is typical of higher order of 
resolution of such devices — corresponding, 
for example, to weighing 500g with a 
resnlution of0,000Ig. 

'i06,000km. With a few simple calculations, 
it is possible to indicate that the change in 
mass reading of a 200g mass calibrated at 
closest approach to a measurement made at 
furthest approach is of the order of 
0.00015g- However, it is only as balances, 
have been made more sensitive that thc- 
possibilicy of detecting these eftects hits 
become possible. 

Electronic Measurement 
Technology 
It was from the 1970's onwards that 
heralded the introduction of electranic 
means of measuring weight. One of the 
complications of this technology- was die 
fact that an electronic system involves 
making n comparison with a reference 
calibration, which had been assumed to 
have been undertaken at the same point of 
measurement. With the previous systems of 
conventional balances, where the force on 
the fixed known mass was equal to that on 
thefinknown mass, this implied that at 
balance the value of mass measured was 
independent of die force of gravity. Such a 
conventional balance could have been used 
quite successfully on the moon to weigh 
unknown masses as long as die unknown 
mass could be balanced exactly by a known 
mass, (i is important therefore, that 
electronic balances should be calibrated at 
the location they are used. Such calibradon 
can lie by use of externally applied weights 
or internally loaded types - the latter a 

PC 

T 

PC = PHOTOCELL 
C = COIL 
S = REGULATOR 
W - WEIGHT 
> this principle allows the highest resoJulion 

Figure 7. Analytical balance using electromotive force compensation for a resolution 
of Img or higher. 
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Photo 11. Range of both load cell and force 
motor weighing balances mnmrfactured by 
Avery Borkol. (Courtesy Avory Berkel) 

Issues of 'Equilibrium' published by The 
ImemauonaJ Society of Arnique Scaic- 
Collectors (see Points of Contact) 
Weighing the right way with METTUER: 
The proper way to work v.ith electronic 
anaJytical antlnticrobalances, Mettier 
Toledo, 19S9. EHE3 

Points of Contact 
Ihe rnlertfertltnVal Society of. Antique 
Scale Collecf^is 
Meoibefshlpjnquirfes 
Ron Wilkinson 28 FoxhIII Road, 

■ Burton. Joyce, Nottingham 
NGlH SDB. tel 01159 "313480 
Avery,Bertiel, 
Foundry Lane SmeUnyick, Wartey 
West!MIdIands .866 2LR 
Tel 01215581112 
(Contact for museum R.M Cooper) 
Mettler Toledo ltd.,. 
64 Boston Road Beaumon' Lcys, 
Udcester LE41AW Te! 0116 235,0888 

The weight conummicated to the weighing 
column is compensated for by force in coil 
C. willi sufficient current passing tiirough 
the coil to exactly balance the force on the 
weight- The photocell C determines the 
point of equilibrium with electronic: 
feedback of regulators determining the 
value of coil current required to achieve 
equilibrium, Aldrough the basic principle is 
simple, the design of any such unit is 
considerably more.complex than dm of a 
load cell of comparable scale range- 

Photo 13 shows a range of both load cell 
and force motor weighing balances 
manufactured by Avert' Berkcl In a very 
compedcive marketplace there is continual 
drive towards Improving performance and 
reducing or maintaining costs of systems. 

Photo 12 shows a range of labaratory 
balances manufamired by Merder Toledo - a 
specialist in high sccuraq' laboratory balances. 

The Avery Historical 

Museum 
The long association of manufacture of 
weighing equipment at the Solio foundry 
site in Birmingham is represented in parr by 
the presence of the Avery Historical 
Museum on the premises of the current 
firm of Avery Bcrkel, pan of the GEC 
industrial group, 'lite museum, founded in 
192), houses one of the finest caBecdcm of 
weighing apparatus and machines to be 
found anywhere in the world. Visitors are 
very w elcome to come and view the wide 
range of exhibits. Ibuts of the museum 
however, require tote made by appoLntntenC- 

Further Reading 
Tlx mechanical inresifgations of Leonardo 
Da Vinci, by Ivor B. Hart, University of 
California Press, 1963 
Scales and Weights: A historical outline, by 
Bruno Klsch, Vale University Press. 1963. 
A sixiri history of weighing, by L Sanders, 
Avery Berkd, The weights and measures of 
England, by RD Connor, HMSO, 1987 
6000years of deivlapinent, by RM Cooper, 
GEC Review. Yo! 9, No 3,1994- 

Photos 12a, 12b and 12c. A range of laboratory balances 
manufactured by Mettler,Toledo - a specialist in high 
accuracy laborhtory balances^ (Courtesy Mettler Toledo) 
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Faced with a pile of 
'suqjlus' mainly 
germanium iransistors. I 

iiad to test them quickly to 
select those good enough for 
maintaining my vinragc wirelesis 
collection. This tester was 
developed to exploit the abilirj' 
of an analogue multimeter to 
test semiconductor junctions 
when the Ohms range is . 
selected. Reverse leakage and 
forward current flow are 
qualitatively indicated so that 
you can separate working 
devices'from defective ones. 
The tester is a simple switch 
Ixw - the multimeter plug: in 
one end and the transistor at 
the other. Flicking the switches 
performs a coniprehensive test 
of the transistor. See Figure 1. 
circuit diagram- 

Operation 
S3 tests reverse leakage of 
emittenbasc (KB) and base/ 
collector (BC) junctions. One 
mttkimerer probe is switched to 
'B' :ind the other is switched to 
either 'IT or 'C. When connected 
in the reverse sense, that is 
negative (usually the red probe) 
to 'B' for iXPN devices, should 
produce no reading for silicon 
(Si) devices and -a tiny reading 
for germanium (Ge) devices. 
Same 4-legged Ge types, such 
as the Af 117. do have large 
reverse TEB current flows. 

S4 tests forward condaction 
for junctions KB and QC, with an 
operation similar to S3, hut with 
direction reversed (positive to 
"B" if NPN). This should ptixiuce 
a good reading. An indication of 
gain can be made with EB 
forward biased by 54. arid BC 
shorted by 55 which results in 
more current flow. 

For HC, forward leakage, S6 
correctly connects 'E' for norm;!! 
operation, that is negative if the 
device is NPN, and "C" to the 
other multimeter prolie. There 
should he zero reading for Si 
devices and a small leakage 
reading for Germanium types. 
This should drop to zero if EB Is 
simulrancousfy shorted byS7. 

Polarity switching B by 52, and 
it maybe necessary to adapt the 
input terminals to suit your 
panicubr multimeter. Most 
meter pro!res fit 2mni sockets, 
and it is worth remembering dtac 
mast raoving-coil mulumeters 
really do give a negative, output 
on the ret! probe. 

The tester does not check for 
leakage on four legged devices 
where the extra lead is 
connected to screen/case such 
as anAFll?. Obviously ihiscan 
still be checked conventionally 
witii a multimeter. However, it 
is worth noting titaisudt devices 

uick le Sim 

TESTER 

e*ee«oe@«eeee«««e»0eee 

Godfrey Manning explains how to 

construct a simple sivitch box which 
can he used to check all those spare 

transistors lying around. 

are prone to deteriorate'with age 
- live leakage current increases 
regardless of die condition of the 
device, unused or otherwise. 

Construction 
lr is worth providing three 
options for connections to 
various types of transistors. A 
flying-iead with crocodiie dip - 
one each for TF, 'B', 'C. a 
ixansistor hoider.'sockei far 
wire-ended devices surd a 
dedicated socket for TO-3 
power transistors. For 
convenience, I added a further 
three terminals on die side of 
the box which can be used to 
connect to an external tester 
e.g. gain measuring device. This 
helps to minimise connecting 
itncl re-conneaing a device 
under test. 51 is a 4-pole (onfy 
3-poles used), 2-way changeover 
switch to divert from internal to 

transistor under test croc—clips (and sockets) 
B 

Slo 

/ 
EXT 

NT 

boa 
test 

test 
56b 

51b 

EXi 

biased one 
_wQy ORDT 
c/o 

LEAK 
TEST 

push to cancel leak 
when SB In test 

position 

biased to centre—off 
DPDT c/o 

S3a 
EB » .ee 

INT 

Sic 

EXT 

FORWARD TEST 
biased to centre—off 

DPDT c/o 

S4a 
EB _ ,8C 

EB 
S4b 

S5 _ 

i: 
BC 

GAIN 
TEST 

push for gain test 
when S4- in EB 

position 

EB BC 
S3b 

REVERSE TEST 
DPDT 

■S2a 
NPN 

c/o 
NPN 

S2B 

PNP PNP 

Rgure i. Circuit diagram. 

O 
-RED +0LACK 

OHM—meter sockets 
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extemni tester as requires:!. 
Funhermorc, if.a digital 

voltmeter is connected acnjss 
the 'E' and 'B' 'output' 
terminals during gain 
measurements it will measure 
the voltage drop - normally 
about 200-300mV for Ge and 
around 600mV for Si dtrtices, 

Starr by drilling the box 
and fit all the Itardware 
components. Wiring is ixjinc-to 
point using either single strand 
or thin multi-strand hook-up 
wire. .Alternatively, coloured 
riblwn cable can be use. The 
transistor connections are by 
Dying-leads emerging through a 
grommet. Ideally these three 
leads should be sleeved as they 
past through the grommet. and 
additionally held with a tie-wrap 
for improved reliability. 
Heatshrink sleeving on all 
switch/connector terminals will 
also add to reiiabiliiv. 

Testing 
After adjusting your multimeter, 
set SI (if fitted) to external, and 
connect a meter probe to one 
transisior lead in rum and in 
each case verify zero Olmis to 
die correjiponding tenmina) and 
no reading to the other two 
terminals. Now set SI to 
internal iand connect one meter 
probe to each transistor lead in 
mm arid the oilier probe is 
touched to the odter two " 
transistor leads and to each 
terminal. In all cases there 
should be.no reading. 

Now connect the meter 
probes to their respective 
sockets on the transistor tester 
and short the three "B" and 
'C crocodile clips and confirm 
there is no reading - whether 
pnp or npn selected (S2). and 
all oilier switdies at neutral. 
Remove all shorn except KB 
and confirm that there Is a foil 
scale deflection when selecting 
in turn S3 (KB leak) and S I (KB 
forward current). All other 
switch conditions should give 
no reading. With S2 selected to 
die opposite polarity, repeating 
the test should ptrxiuce the 
same result. 

Remove all shorts and 
connect a known, good silicon 
diode across E3 with cathode 

Grommet 

INTERNAL EXTERNAL 

o 

EB FORWARD BC 

GAIN 
TEST ® 

■LEAK 

CANCEL 
LEAK 

o 

EB REVERSE BC 

® 

PNP NPN 

Termincls to 
extemot tester 

+ 
Sockets to multimeter 

Figure 2. 

connected to the *B' lead and 
set S2 to pnp. With S4 in Eli 
jtosiu'dn there will now be a 
forwatd current measurement. 
Now switch S2 to npn. and S-S 
in EB position, forward mode 
no longer indicates a reading, 
but S3 in EB reverse does 
indicate a reading. Reverse die 
diode so dm die cathode is 
now connected to 'E' lead, now 
S i to EB will show conduction, 
but S3 to EB does not. Set S2 to 
pnp and S3 to EB which will 
conduct and S4 to EB which 
does nor. Remove die diode. 

Now short the. BC leads, and 
with S3 in BC. S4 will show foil 
deflection when in bodi 
forvvaitl and reverse. With S2 in 

alternate position, repeat diis 
test which should indicate the 
-same result. Remove the shon 
and connect diode with 
cathode, to 'B" lead and anode 
to 'C lead, dien with S2 set to 
pnp. So/BC does not conduct 
Inu S l'BG does. With S2 to npn. 
S3 and S4 give the opposite 
readings. Now turn the diode 
round, for original readings. 
S2/pnp gives opposite readings 
once more. Remove the diode 
ant I connect across EG leads 
with cathode to 'C. S2 set to 
pnp will show conduction ifS6 
held on, and with 52 set to npn 
conduciian will stop - S6 still 
held. Turn die diode round, and 
conduction returns with S6 

held but ceases with S2/pnp - 
and S6 stiU held. Remove diode. 

Remove meter probes, and 
connect to "K* and 'B' leads, 
then press 57 for full, deflection: 
pushing 55 should give no 
reading. Reversing die meter 
probes should give the same 
results. Now connect meter 
probes to "B" and 'C leads, and 
press 55 for full deflection. 
Pressing S7 should give no 
reading. Reversing meter 
probes should once again give 
the same result. 

The final test is to connect 
the meter to the sockets again 
and test good known examples 
Of transistors to confirm that 
the tester works. mi'.mi-i 

PROJECT PARTS LIST 
51 
:S2 
s3;a 
S5.7- 
S.6 
Box 

'Ext Stft 
ExtSkt 
Ext SKI 

4-po!eSfv1 Tdg^e 
Subrtn'm toggle :E 
Sub-min toggle H 
Puslisvtildi 
Subrmin toggle K 
BMli ABS Box. 
Small Tetminal Post Yellow 
Small TemV rifil Post; Green 
Small Terminal Post .VVhite 

(FHOSi) opboria! 
(131040 
(FH07H) 
(FH59P) 
(FE71N1 
(CCS1C) 
(FD74R) optfonal 
(FD71N) Sptioriat 
(FD73Q) optional 

Probe.-Skt- 
Probe SKt 
Clip 
Clip 

'Clip 
Gromrnet 
Tie Wrap 
CoversxS 

2mm Socket Biapk 
Snirn Socket Red 
Croc Clip Mow 
Croc Clip Green 
Cfdc Clip White _( 
4mm StandardType 

TypelOO 
Miri.Tbggfe'Covera tvhite 

'1 (HF44X) 
{HB47BI 
<FH35Q) 
(n<36P) 
(FK37S) 
(JX64U) 
(aP9iV) 
(RA9SE) 

In addition, iratious (engtHs -of coloured hook-up wire, beat shrink sSeeving, 
transistor socket hotders (WR2SG), sleeving. 
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Tho IB-bit 30 sound card (Maptin 
Ordar Code KV39N) features 3D sound 
support, full duplex, sample rate to 
48kHz and wavatabla upgradeable. 

Last month we laid the 
foundations for an 
in-depth look at PC sound 

cards by investigating the 
technology involved in 
synchesising musical 
instruments. Specifically, we 
looked at how FM, wavetable 
and physical modelling 
synthesis work. This month, 
we'll present an overview of 
sound card hardware, explain 
the various lacts and figures 
which are quoted by the 
manufacturers and help you to 
decide which sound card is most 
suitable For your applicacion. 
■^e'll also look at associated 
equipment such as speakers 
and surround sound set-ups. 

Introducing the 

Sound Card 
If you were to ask a PC user 
what a sound card does, the 
most likely response would be 
on the lines of "it generates 
sounds". Although this is 
undoubtedly mte, it can 
generate sound in a number of 
differeni ways, it performs 
other tasks associated with 

sound manipulation, and it 
probably does a number of 
otherJobs related to multi- 
media and games. So the first 
job in our investigation of die 
sound card is to describe 
exactly what it's designed to do. 
You may like to refer to the 
high level block diagram 
(Figure 1) of a sound card as 
you read through this section. 
t make no guarantees that any 
actual sound card will follow 
this diagram exactly, but it 
should help you to understand 
the descriptive test, 

Sound 
Reproduction 
So tec's stan off with the most 
fundamental and obvious 
function of the soundcard, 
namely generating sound. The- 
first method of generating 
sound Is simply by converting 
digitally sampled sounds .to the 
analogue domain. This digital 
audio data may be stored on 
die PC's disk, a CD-ROM or the 
Web as a .WAV file, or it may be 
routed from an audio CD in the 
CD-ROM drive. Clearly, this 

makes use of lltde more than, 
the card's DAC — its digital to 
analogue convener. In this 
mode of operation, the only 
function of the sound card is to 
convert digital data to analogue 
audio, so absolutely any son of 
sound can be reproducetL 

The second method of 
generating sound is by 
symhesising riiusicai instruments. 
Most current cards contain both 
an FM and a wavctable 
synthesiser, some bortom-end 
cards only offer FM synthesis, 
and forthcoming cards will also 
provide a physical modelling 
synthesiser. We'll look at the 
pros and cons of each of these 
methods of synthesis a bit later 
but for now, we'll concentrate 
on those aspects which are 
common to all synthesisers. 
Tlie purpose of a synthesiser is 
to play music on simulated 
instruments, taking the 
instructions from a tnidi file. 
Unlike the AVAV files which 
contain a foil description of the 
sound, midi files just contain 
high level commands such as 
'play middle C on a piano 
accordion for one second'. The 

files are, therefore, much 
smaller than .WAV files but die 
exact sound produced depends 
on how well the sound card can 
synthesise each instrument. 
Funliermore, the repertoire of 
sounds is more limited - only 
those instruments supported by 
the sound card (or arc 
downloaded to it) can be played. 

The third source of sound 
from a sound card is its 
microphone and line inputs. 
Analogue audio signals 
presented at these sockets 
will be mixed widi the other 
audio signals and passed 
through to the card's output. 
This may be used, for example, 
in karaoke applications, or with 
hardware such as a PC radio 
card which needs die fadiides 
of a sound card to route its 
output to the speakers. 

Output Circuitry 
Most, but not all, sound cards 
include audio amplifiers, 
typically providing a 4W output. 
However, a few budget 
offerings, especially those OEM 
products which are supplied as 
part of a complete PC system, 
omit the audio amplifier 
providing output at line level. 
These cards can be used only 
with the so-caJJed active 
speakers, that is, speakers that 
have in-built audio amplifiers 
inside their cabinets. However, 
even if a card docs have an 
audio amplifier, you don't have 
to use it as there is usually a 
line output too. This is the 
output you'd used with 
powered speakers or to attach 
an external higher quaiiry 
amplifier and speakers. A few 
sound carets also give the 
option of taking the output at 
an earlier stage still - before the 
DAC. Now, of course, the 
output is digital rather than 
analogue audio, and this output 
would have to be routed to an 
external DAC and audio 
amplificr.-This approach would 
be used to give the ultlmate.in 
reproduaion quality. The final 
bit of output circuitry found on 
some cards is 3D signal 
processing. Using a DSR this 
circuitry produces a pseudo 
surround sound effect through 
just a pair of speakers. 

Sound Sampling 
The second major function of a 
sound card can be thought of as 
the reverse of reproducing 
digitally-sampled audio. Any 
audio signal presented at the 
card's microphone or line 
input can lie sampled using the 
on-hoard ADC and the resultant 
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data written to disk, as a .WAV 
file. With many cards, the 
synthesiser and audio CD 
outputs may also lie sampled. 
Generally, cards offer a range of 
sampling frequencies up to 
-MlkHz and will sample at 
either S-bits or 16-biis. 

Interfaces 
The Gnal function of a sound 
card Is to interface to various 
peripherals wiiich are related to 
the areas of multi-media, music 
and games. Just exactly what 
you'll find in the way of 
interfaces varies greatly ftom 
one card to another. The first 
interface — and this one is 
present on virtually all sound 
cards — is a .MIDI interface. MIDI 
stands for Musical instrument 
Digital Interface and we've 
already mentioned MIDI files in 
connection with synthesis. 
However, in addition to 
specifying a format for musical 
commands, the MtDl standard 
also specifies a hardware 
interface for interconnecting 
musical Instruments, sequencers 
and computers- By using this 
interface it's possible to use the 
PC as a sequencer or, to play a 
MEDr file on an attached 
instrument as an alternative to 
playing it via the on-boarc! 
synthoEiser. 

A second interface you may 
find on a sound card is a CD- 
ROM interface. And what we're 

. talking aliout here isn't the 
interface for transferring data 
from an audio CD to the sound 
card—we've discussed that 
already—but the interface via 
which the PC will control and 
read data from the drive. The 
reason that this interface is 

often found on a sound card is 
largely historical. In the early 
days of audio on the PC, the 
sound card was often 
considered as part of a multi- 
media bundle, the other 
element being a CD-ROM drive. 
At the time, CD-ROMs used 
prrjprietaxy interfaces, so it 
made sense to put this interface 
on the sound card rather than 
take up two expansion slots. 
Although CD-ROMs arc now 
mainly IDF. devices, you still 
find an Interface on some 
sound cards. Finally another 
interface you might find on a 
sound card Is a games (Xirc. 

FM, Wavetable 

or Physical 

Modelling? 
Having seen a basic overview of a 
sound card, it's now time to turn 
to the specification issues which 
you'll need to consider-when 
you come .to buy one But before 
we take a look at die detailed 
spedficacion, we need to 
consider one very fundamental 
question - what type ofsyfi thesis 
is best—EM, wavetable, or 
physical modelling? 

As we saw last month, the 
characteristic sound or timbre 
of a musical instmment is 
defined by the relative amounts 
of the different frequencies or 
partlals which are present in the 
signal. In fact, there will be an 
almost infinite number of 
paruaJs but, in general, the 
amplitudes decrease with 
increasing frequency. What this 
means is thac we can 
approximate to the timbre of an 
instrument by using just the 
most significant, lower 
frequency partials. Clearly, the 

more partials which are 
included, the closer the 
symhesised note will sound to 
the real instrument in question 
and eventually: we'll get to the 
point where adding further 
partials will have no noticeable 
effect. FM syn diesis works by 
FM modulating one audio 
signal with another to generate 
harmonics, picking frequencies 
and amplitudes such that these 
harmonics approximate to the 
partials generated by a 
particular instrument. Clearly, 
therefore, FM synthesised 
signals aren't an exact 
representation, indeed, they 
often have a characteristic 
computer-generated sound. At 
one time, all sound cards 
employed FM synthesis, but 
today, FMronly cards are budget 
offerings. Nevertheless, if 
you're not interested in 
applications such as music or 
games, it could well be 
adequate. An FM-only card can 
still reproduce sampled sound 
effects as well as a wavetable 
card, and it can play audio CD 
quite acceptably Only when it 
comes to playing MIDI files will 
its limitations become obvious. 

In the wavetable approach, 
the method of synthesising an 
instrument is to play back 
sampled recordings of a real 
instruihent which are stored in 
a ROM on the 'sound card. To a 
first approximauon, therefore, 
the waveform will be perfect — 
no thought has to be given to 
partials, these will automatically 
be present in the samples. 
However, that statement has to 
be moderated somewhat. First 
of all, to save on ROM space, 
only occasional notes are 
stored, the gaps being filled in 

by playing Ivack a nearby sample 
at a different speed to alter the 
frequency. Unfortunately, the 
waveform of an instrument 
varies over its frequency range 
so dils only provides a dose 
approsimatlon. Secondly, the 
waveform of an instrument 
varies depending on how it is 
played. For example, on some 
insmiments, the timbre varies 
with the volume. Once again, 
ROM size pred tides storing 
samples for all eventualities and 
±e result is an approximauon, 
albeit a much doser one than 
with FM synthesis. Todays; 
except for a few entry level 
cards, wavetable synthesis is the 
de facto standard. Since the 
price difFerenrial between the 
tw-o approaches is now 
comparatively small, wavetable 
is the recommended 
technology for anyone who is 
serious about games or music. 
If you already have an FM-only 
card and want to upgrade, an 
alternative to buying a new- 
sound card is to buy a 
wavetable daughter board- 
Many FM sound cards include a 
connector to facilitate this 
upgrade. However, do bear in 
mind that cop-end wavetable 
cards probably have better 
DAGs and audio stages than 
cheap FM-only offerings, so the 
daughter board upgrade often 
won't provide optimum quality. 

The third approach is physical 
modelling, and here a processor 
exercises a mathematical model 
of an instrument to derive the 
waveform from the laws of 
physics. The advantage over 
wavetable synthesis is that 
changes in the way an 
instrument is played will 
automatically affect die sound 
produced and so the resuk 
will be much more life-like. In 
view of this apparent advantage 
over wavetable synthesis, you 
might find it strange that 1 
recommended wavetable sound 
cards to serious gamers and 
music enthusiasts before even 
mentioning physical modelling. 
Well, the fact is that physical 
modeliing is a new approach 
and one which, so far, isn't 
available in many sound cards. 
Certainly it shows every sign of 
being a major force in sound 
cards In die future, but today, 
you'd have little cljoice if you 
wanted a physical modelling 
card. Creative's AWE 64 Gold 
includes physical modelling as 
an option for some instruments, 
and Yamaha are in tire process 
of launching both a software 
implementation of a physical 
modelling synthesiser and a 
hardv.-are daughter board for 
their SWT000 sound card. 
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Figure X. Block diagram of typical sound card. 

Facts and Figures 
If you decide on :m FM-oidy 
sound card; then diere's noc a 
greii deal you neeti id know 
about. Certainly ttoi doesn't 
mean that ai! FM sound cards 
are identical (although nutny do 
use the same chipset) but if you 
choose one of these cards 
you're not too critical about 
.sound quality so there's not a 
lot of point in looking at the 
comparatively minor differences 
which set them apart. If you 
decide on a wavetable card on 
the Other hand, you're probably 
reasonably serious alwut sound 
quality and you'll find that 
there's a vast difference in 
performance between one card 
and another. Furthermore, a 
wavetable card is specified by a 
confusing array of facts and 
figures. So the first job is to take 
a look at the various figures 
wbich relate to wavetable sound 
cards and describe just what 
they mean, 

Tije number of instrument 
sounds — or the number of 
voices as it's sometimes called - 
is die number of instruments 
stored in the wavetable ROM. 
128 instrument sounds are 
required by the General Midi 
(GM) standard. In fan, the 128 
sounds required by GM also 
includes percussion instruments 
which are treated differently 
from die other instruments. 

Many percussion instruments 
have no concept of pitch so 
when a drum is selected, an 
instruction to play a particular 
note such as middle C is 
meaningless. So rather than 
selecting a specific percussion 
instrument, a complete group 
of instruments is selected. Now, 
the 'note' information is used 
to select die individual 
percussion instrument from die 
group. A group of percussion 
instruments is called a drum kit. 
and contains about 60 
percussion sounds. GM 
specifies a single drum kit, 
however, it is possible to 
substitute diDerent drum kits, 
and the number of alternative 
kits is often quoted as part of a 
sound card's spcdficacion. 

Ihe number of pans 
inulmimbrai is the. number of 
instruments which can be played 
at the same time. 16 pans 
mulutimbral is required fbrGM 
compaUbility This figure is often- 
but not always—the same as die 
number of iriidi channels. A midi 
channel carries a stream of dam to 
control any instruments on that 
channel. Normally: each 
instrument is on a separate midi 
channel. However, if a pair of 
instruments is assigned to a single 
midi channel, they will both pfcty 
die same notes. Occasionalh; 
you'U see a spedfication sheet, 
refer to.the number ofnntes 
mulutimbral This is confusing 

since the number of notes 
normally refers to polyphony (see 
next section), but if you see it 
prefixing the word -muldtimbnir, 
sou can assume that it refers to 
die pans inulmimbrai. 

The number of notes 
polyphony is the number of 
notes which can be played at 
die same time. This is not the 
same as die number of pans 
multiiimbrjl since many 
instminents can play more diao 
one note at once. GM requires 
at least 24 notes polyphony, but 
most sound cards offer 32. 
Once again things are 
sometimes confused by inexact 
terminology and some 
manufacturers talk about voices 
polyphony. By itself die word 
voices usually means the 
number of Instrument sounds 
but if you see it prefixing the 
word 'polyphony', it's 
reasonable to assume this is 
what is being referred to. 

One odier statistic which is 
nearly always quoted for a 
wavetable sound card Is the 
ROM size in megabytes. Most 
people believe that this figure is 
the best measure of sound 
quality arid whereas there is 
commonly a correlation, some 
caution is called for here. As 
we've seen, wavetable 
synthesisers sample some notes 
and fill in the gaps by stretching 
or compressing samples at 
playback. But since the 

waveform of an instrument 
varies throughout its range, this 
introduces inaccuracies. Clearly, 
die greater the number of 
samples wbich are ihduded for 
eadi instrument, the more 
acciirate the result but this will 
result in a larger ROM. hence 
the perception diat niore is 
better. However, other factors 
are involved. For example, die 
data in wavetable ROMs is often 
compressed using a lossy 
compression scheme in which 
there's a pay off between 
compression ratio and sound 
quality. But which is better—a 
few minimally .compressed 
samples or a larger number of 
samples wiiich hare been 
subjected to a greater amount 
of compression? The odier 
factor Is the quality of the 
insrrumcnr recordings from 
which the digital samples were 
derived. Just as there are good 
and bad recordings of concerts, 
the same goes for wavetable 
samples. The end result is diat 
its perfectly possible for one 
sound card with a 4Mbyrc ROM 
to sound better than another 
with twice the amount of 
wavetable RDM. The answer, if 
you're serious about sound 
quality, is to draw up a short-fist 
and audition those cards. -As hi 
fi enihusiitscs will ttil you. in the 
final analysis it's what your ears 
ten you that matters, nor the 
figures on die spedfication 
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sheet. Finally, in addition to the 
ROM, some tvavetable cards 
have wavetabie RAM. Now a 
card's repertoire can be 
extended by downloading 
additional instalment sounds 
from the PG. 

Associated 

Equipment 
it's a surprising feet that many 
manufkcturecs pay a great deal 
of attention to the quality and 
specification of the wavetabie 
synthesis on a sound card, but 
comparatively little attention to 
die DAG and audio stages 
through which the sound has to 
pass. Similady, many PC users 
go to the expense of buying a 
top-end sound card but loose 
out b>-attaching it to cheap 

arid nasty speakers. At first sight 
this latter comment may sound 
somewhat surprising in view of 
the high powered rnulii-medla 
speakers which many PC users 
now buy, so a word of 
explanation is appropriate. 
Multi-media speakers differ 
from ordinary hi fi speakers in a 
number of respects. They're 
magnedcally shielded so that 
they can be placed close to a PC 
monitor without causing colour 
impurity, they're small in order 
to save on desk space, and they 
have amplifiers built-in. These 
are all positive aspects, 
although it's pertinent to 
question how much of an 
advantage an SOW amplifier is 
when you're going to be no 
more than a couple of feet from 
your speakers. The downside of 

iriiilti-mcdia speakers isthat 
they're usually-designed by PC. 
manufacturers rather than 
companies with a long established 
reputation for speaker design. 
Furthermore, if.the user insists 
in buying a huge amplifier that 
he doesn't really need, yet the 
speakers have to meet certain 
price constraints, then the 
quality of the actual speaker will 
have to suffer. 

For many people, these 
multi-media speakers are the 
best solution, given their 
magnetic shielding and smaB 
footprint, and in many cases, 
perfectly acceptable results can 
be achieved, indeed, a few 
more specialist imnufecrurcr? 
of multi-media speakers strive 
for a high level of.audio quality 
rather than a. high level of 
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Figure 2. Various ways to improve the sound quality of your multimedia system. 

power and some exliibit a good 
level of innovatiph, offering 
facilities such as pseudo- 
surfound sound. However, for 
those who are serious about 
music, who can afford a fait 
more space and can separate 
die speakers from the monitor, 
then a much better solution is 
available. What I'm referring to 
here is ordinan'speakers of the 
type intended for hifl 
applications. With most sound 
cards it won't lie worthwhile 
buying toii-end hi fi speakers, 
but an entry level offering will 
far outperform most multi- 
media speakers with a simiiar 
price rag. The only snag, 
however, is that hi fi speakers 
don't have buik-in audio 
amplifiers so you'd have to use 
the amplifier on the sound 
card. The 4W amplifier on mast 
sound cards will be adequate 
for many applications although 
if it isn't — or if you've got a card 
with no pivboard amplifier - 
then your only option is to use 
an external audio amplifier {see 
Figure 2). Certainly this adds to 
the cost, but the results could 
well be superb. If you want the 
ultimate in sound reproduction, 
you'd pick one of the cards with 
a digital output and add external 
DAC. amplifier and speakers. 
\bii should be aware, though, 
that this could end up being a 
seriously expensive system. 

With tire;pmliferation of 
Dolby Pro logic encoded games 
and multi-media titles, surround 
sound is another add-on you 
might like to consider for your 
.sound card. Given time, this 
facility will start to be included 
on die sound cart! but for now, 
it's an external option. Packages 
are available for die PC and 
consist of a decoder which 
occupies an expansion slot, plus 
five or six multi-media speakers. 
The comments we made earlier 
about multi-media speakers 
apply and if you want the 
optimum in quality, you'd be 
well advised to consider a non- 
PC decoder — the sort of set-up 
sold for home, dnema use. 
These arc just as applicable to 
PCs as to video recorders — the 
only difference is that you 
control it from the decoder box 
rather tiian from on-screen 
controls. Clearly, you could pay- 
as much or as litde for diis son 
of set-up. as you wanted, but 
even at the bottom end, the 
results are likely to be superior 
to those products intended 
specifically for the PC. H11''1 "I 
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Dr Mike Roberts describes a valuable project for all ivho 

use rechargeable batteries. 

Introduction 
TTiis barter)' diarger will be 
Suable to anyone who uses 
rechargeable batteries. It will 
Imnclle most of the batteries 
used in model cars, aircraft and 
boats (up to 8 cells), 'lite 
performance of the batteries 
can be seen simply by the 
display of the discharge time 
when cycling the Ixitteries or in 
detail by dowriloadirig the 
TOiiage and current data to a PC. 

Over the years f have 
accumulated (sorry!) 
rechargeable bartcries of almost 
every'Imaginable capacity from 
HOmAhr to 2000mAhr. Hence, I 
needed a charger where I could' 
set the current within a wide 
range. 1 liad also nearly lost a 
radio controlled gilder due to 
one cell in the receiver pack not 
holding its change and I had an 

electric flight power pack which 
did not. seem to be giving .foil 
performance. So I thought it 
would also be useful if 1 could 
record tire discharge 
performance of the battery 
before charging. These were 
the drivers for designing a 
universal charger where I co uld 
optionally discharge any of my 
batteries to see what remaining 
charge was there (and avoid 
'memory effect'?), and record 
the vpltage/current during the 
cycle so 1 could examine the 
discha rge/ch a rge performance. 

I hope that the design will 
also be of interest to those who 
are programming PIC 
microcontrollers, The 
alternative tide for tills article 
was going to be 'Yes you can fir 
a Quart into a Pint Poti'. See the 
software and input/output 

\ 

\ 
\ 

Set a Lead. 

design bdow: 1 had to use 
several techniques to squeeze 
the hardware (I/O lines) and 
software into a P1C16C71. 

Software design 
Input/Output 
I start all my PIC projects with a 
check of how! will interlace the 
PIC with the outside world. The 
first draft for this project was: 

Analogue: 
Battery voltage 
Charge current 
Discharge current 

Digital 
DIsplav (S-data, 2-controI) 
Serial i-EPROM 
Serial link to PC 
'Charge' output 
'Discharge' output 
Start-Stop input 
No. of cells (binary) 
Charge time (hex) 

10 
2 
1 
1 
I 
1 
3 
4 

Total 25 

APPLICATIONS 

iMost of the common 
NiCd batteiy packs 
from Ito 8 celts 

Capacity 0 to 
2500mAhr' 

Charge or cycle 

Measurement of 
capacity 

The PIC16C71 I planned to use 
has 13 TO. lines. So L needed to 
save a few lines and use 
niultipledng where possible. 

The lust saving was made by 
running the display in '1-bit 
mode rather than 8-hic. This 
saves four I/O lines. The drive 
subroutine has eight more 
jnstruoions and takes 10-20% 
longer to execute (including the 
lime far the display to 
implement the insmictions). 
The start-up code is also a little 
more complex. This is a small 
cost for a good saving in I-O lines. 

For those who might want to 
use this 4-bit mode I have 
Included die start-up and the 
comroi/data code in listings 3 
and 2. These listings can lie 
compared to the 8-bit code In 
my 'Putting PiCs to work Pan r 
in Issue 113 oiElecimnia. Note 
that PORTB bits 6,7 are kept 
high as these are the 'charge' 
and 'discharge" outputs. Also, 
this code.assumes the data is 
output on the lower nibble of 
port B. it ran easily be modified 
for the upper nibble if required. 

The next improvement came 
from deciding to enter the 
number of cells and the charge 
time using the same controls, 
prompted separately by the PIC. 
Tills saves three more lines but 
this was still not enough so I 
had to move away from 
binaryvhes input and use 'up' 
and 'down' and 'next'. The total 
panel Inputs are now four, 
induding the 'start-stop" button. 

This brought the total 
requirement down to 18 TO lines. 
! then looked at some simple 

SPECIFICATION 

No. of .cells: 1 to 8 cell packs 
Discharge/charge current: 0 to 250mA 
Discharge: to 1.1V pet cell 
Dischafge and charge.times displayed 
Charge time: ItolOhr (auto cut-off) 
Data-recording; eveiy lOmins (max. 7 days) 
Serial data downloading; 9600 baud toa'PG 
Charger set-up: held in'non-volatile.mernory 
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; de £i_nl tzi'on s 

GQTl H" 0' 
p* equ H'l' 

cemp equ h'C ;temp reg 
t:ezip2 eqy h'D' : tersp reg 

;PORTB 
en eqy h' 4' ;enable for display 
cd BtJU h1.5' ;control/data to displey- 

; set up display 

a'CS- ; 8 biodis, cb set 
ir.ovwf FORTH tout to PORTS 
bsf PORTS,en :enable 
bef PORTS,en /disable 

clrf ceinpz 
TTlOVlw d'S1 /delay for 41<J0us 
TBOWff temp 

st2 cecrsz tea[p2,F 
qoto sc2 
deefsz ceaip,F 
goto sc2 

BiOVlw h'C3' r 8 bitvdis.ch set 
mo'/'.'.'f: PORTS rpuc to FORTS 
£>SE PORTS,an /enable 
bef PORTS,en /disable 

movlv; d' 33 ' /delay tor lOOus 
t c.tiCi 

Et3 tesip. F 
goto st3 

movlv; h'C3' " / B bifc4-dis,cJi set 
movwf FORTH /put to PORTS 
bsf PORTS.en /enable 
bef PORTS,en /disable 

i20us (use 13 for 40us) 
'isoviw d." 32 * /w=32 
moiA'/f tamp / cenkp=32 

st4 deefsz: tejsp, 1 /dec. skip zero 
goto st .4 

isovlw h'CS ' ; 4 tait-cdis.ch set 
niO,.'v/f POSTS /put to PORTS 
bsf ■PORTS, ea /enahie 
bef PORTS,en /disable 

; -Wait i2{hjS. (use 13 for 4 Ous i 
moviv; d' 32 ' ; w=32 
ssow/f teaip tewp=32 

stS dscfss temp,1 .-dec skip zero. 
goto ECS 

movlw fe-ae- 
call GOUT ;2 lines 
TSOVlW h' 06' 
call COUT retifcEir mode cursor rigbt 
movlw h'OE' 
csll COOT /display on,cursor,no blirJt 
raovlv: h'Oi ' 

9 
call COUT /clear + address 0 

; wait 1 S.OOuS 
clrf temp' 
movlw d' 2" /delay for iSOOus 
mowvf Censv 

3 deefsz temc2,F 
goto stS ; 3 3/2.56 =769 
deefsz temp;F 
goto stS 

Ustmg i - Startup routine for 4-btt mode display. 

multiplexing. The 4-data. lines to 
the display spend most of their 
time doing nothing, :ind the 
display ignores them until 
directed to by the 'enable' line. 

So these 4-daEi lines could be 
also be used in their spare time 
as inputs to read the pane! 
buttoas. A single multiplexed 
data line/button is shown in 
Hgure I. Hie resistor *R' is 
chosen to be low enough that it 
will generate a 'low' input 
against the PORTB 'weak pull 
up" of 0.1mA (set in the 
software), and high enough not 
to exceed the output current 
rating (20mA) when die L'O line 
is used as a high output to the 
display while a button is pressctl 

{ had now-got down to a 
tantalising hi 1/6 lines with a 
need to get to 13. The last 
challenge was to get the charge 
and discharge current signals 
into a single Input- Here 1 just 
wondered Tf you can "wire or' 
digital signals I wonder if you 
can tio the same witli analogue 
signals?". The answer Is "yes" (see 
die circuit descripdon). So I was 
down to 13 I'O lines and could 
get on with the programming. 

Panel Input 
1 was happy with my 'next' and 
'Start/Stop' buttons but wanted 
to do something better than 
using 'up' and •dowri' buttons 
to set die charge time and 

number of cells, [ didn't like the 
concept of having to press a 
button up to eight times to get 
from one charge time to another. 

The solution is to use a 
"digital potentiometer'. When 
turned this gives two trains of 
on/off signals SO' out of pliase, 
Train A leads train 8 when it is 
turned clockwise and follows 
when goingantldockwise. See 
Figure 2. There are various war's 
of reading this code, 1 used the 
logic that if A closes after bodi A 
and B are off (high) then this 
means 'up', and if B doses after 
both A and B are off then this 
means 'down'. One benefit of 
this is dial two separate 'up' 
and 'down' buuoas could be 
used, if desired, without 
requiring any diange.in code. 

From a programming 
viewpoint, t read die four 
buttons (two buttons plus 
digital potentiometer) once 
every 10ms. This helps reduce 
the effects of contact bounce. 

Data Recording 
The main use of the EEPRO.M is 
to record the voltage and current, 
information. However.! also 
thought it would be useful to 
store die number of cells, charge 
time and charga'cycle, so if the 
charger was being used to 
repeatedly diarge die same type 
of battery, the unit would always 
jlower up to die previous .settings. 

call COOT /send W ss control byte 
/Or 

ceil DOOT /■send w as data. 

display output subroutines 
; data in w 

COOT bef PORTB,Cd /RB3=0 fcontrol) 
goto cutl 

DOEJT bsf FORTE,cd /RB5=i (data) 
outl rr.ovwf temp /store v; 

movlw b.'FC' 
SHQV^f FORTH,E /clear lower nibble 
SV.-^pf _ tssnp.W 
andlv/ h'QF" ; v.'=upper nibbie 
acdwf PORTB,F /put to PORTB 
bs£ PORTB,en /enable to display 
bef FORTH,en /disable 
raovlv; h' FO' 
alidwf PORTS, r /Clear lower nibble 
movf te/np, W 
and Iw h'OF' /w=Iowsr nibble 
adawr FORTH,F /put tp PORTB 
bsf FORTH,en /enable 
bef PORTS,en /disable 
/ wait 120uS {use 13 for 40us) 
taovlw d'32 ' ;w=32 
asovwf temp / teti!p=32 

OUC2 deefsz temp,1 /dec skip zero 
goto out2 
retum 

Listing 2 - Display Routines for 4-tJlt mode. 
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Figure 1. 
Simple I/O Multiplexing. 

In addition to recording the 
data, die. unit also needs to 
know how many data points 
there are altogether. One 
option was to dear die data 
before each charge. A simpter 
sphition (the one used) is to 
always rcconl a '0" voltage into 
the next data sloi. Hence, when 
downloading the data the 
program can just run untii it 
sees a zero. I delayed the start 

Ola 
J 

of dam recording by one 
minute, otherwise, pressing 
'stajrt' at die wrong tinie would 
record a useless data point and 
lose access to the previous set 
of data- 

Assembly Code 
A fair part of the code is what I 
now consider to be standard 
routines for drhihg the display, 
EEPROM, serial link mid 
conversion subroutines (e.g. 
binary to decimal, binary to 
ASCII). Many of these have 
been:covered here and in 
issuell3 ofE/ectmnics. Code 
for driving the EEPROM will be 
covered next mondi. Soon after 
! pur all these in I realised I was 
going to be pushed for space. I 
had created several 'screens' to 
collect the settings (number of 
cells, charge time, chaigc/cycle). 
This code was pretty thirsty on 

Clockvctse 

A 

An!i-ckickvise 

Figure 2, Digital Potentiometer. 

space as I was entering each 
character individually with two 
instructions (e.g. movlw call 
DOUT). I switched to using 
'table read' which uses only one 
instruction per character once 
the overhead of the table calling 

routine has been invested. The 
.Mscradiip application note AN556 
gives a good explanation of how 
to do this. I made further savings 
by hming a single input screen 
and moiing the cursor to the 
data which has to be entered. 
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Figure 3a. Circuit diagram - power supply. 
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Figure 3b. Circuit diagram - analogue section. 
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Figure 3c. Circuit diagram - digital section. 
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Figure 4. Heatsfnk drilling pattern. 

This was not enough, so I 
then searched for sections of 
code tiiai looked similar. 1 had 
separate routines for counting 
the charge and discharge hours, 
minutes and seconds. 1 
combined these by introducing 
general second, minute and hour 
variables and copying these 
across as appropriate, depending 
on whether it was in change or 
discharge mode. 1 also had 
separate routines for sending 
die voltage as ASCII Characters 
to the'display or down the 
serial link. Both of these used 
code to convert the voltage 
from a 0-255 binary number to 
ACSI1 text characters p-12.75. 
This was put into a subroutine. 

I was so close and yet so far' [ 
needed 15 more instructions 
over the 1024 capability! 1 was 
determined not to sacrifice any 
of the functionality. The final 
breakthrough came Erom the 

collections of four nop' 
instructions used for short 
delays in die EF.PROM driver 
routines. Maybe these should 
be in a subroutine. But wait; a 
subroutine call uses two 
instructions and so does die 
return. Hence this subroutine 
only needs a 'call" and a 'return' 
statement. So why not just place 
a call on an existing '.retum' 
statement? In order to maintain 
the independence of these 
routines I simply replaced the 
four 'nop's with a call to the 
■return' statement of each 
routine: This looks peculiar but 
is fine. The processor does not 
care were die 'rerurn' statement 
Is placed. Hie only potential 
concern is that this introduce 
an additional level of subroutine 
tail, and one. must not exceed 
the limits of die stack to record 
the program counters from each 
call (the PfC16C7i has S-levels). 

Software Overview 
When I wrote my first (ZSO) 
programmes 1 thought anyone 
who could fill more than 1000 
lines of assembly code (about 
15 pages of A4) must be insane. 
It is in fact quite easy to do this 
when one starts with a 
collection of standard routines. 
An analysis of this code gave the 
following breakdown: 

.% 
Sfrmup -8 
Date input 37. 
Intenupi moiinti (ndOilinglime 
update, ninrangpsptay 20 
Oats convErOoii 

Tbinafy to ASCII ete.) •.15 
EEPROf.i inputAutput 14 

. Setial uansfer eapabiEty 6 

Arguably, only the data input, 
interrupt routing and parr of 
the serial transfer capability are 
spedal code. The rest (43%) are 
standard routines ami can be "cut 
and paste' from earlier projects. 

Circuit Description 
Analogue Section 
(Figure 3b) 
The analogue section controls 
die discharge/charge as directed 
by die PIC to a current set by 
VR1, and converts the battery 
voltage and discharge/charge 
current to 0V to oV signals 
which can l>e read by the PIC 

The key here is die 'wire or" 
of the charge and discharge 
currents to a single analogue 
signal equal to the larger of the 
two. Both the charge and 
discharge current amplifiers use 

the same 2.712 sensing resistor 
RI2. With a gain of 6.2 a current 
of 256mA gives 5V; which is the 
full scale analogue input and 
held as 256 in binary-, heiice 
requiring no scaling in the PIC. 
(Full scale is actually 255 
corresponding to 4.937 to 
5.00V). The current sensing 
resistor Is in die positive supply 
so die battery negative can he 
at earth potential. The 'curreiu' 
is amplified by two of the 
operation amplifiers in IC5 to 
give negative going voltages 
with respect to die battery 
positive, representing the 
disdiarge/cha rge eunents. 

During discharge the 'charge' 
current gives a positive signal as 
does the "disdiarge" signal 
during charge. The diodes D5 
and D6 ignore the positive signals 
and select die mosr negative 
output, taking current from the 
constant current generator IC6. 
This Is then inverted and 
turned into a positive signal 
rcladve to 0V by [C5d. 

The. current Ls controlled by 
TRi ,2 which are driven by !G3.4. 
These latter ICs have the liseftil 
feature of Iiavinga 'strobe' input 
Tliis can be used to clamp or 
restrict the output voltage, and If 
both are damped to the -12V rail 
the battery will be neither 
charged nor discharged. By 
releasing the damp (turning TR 
3,5 or TR 4,6 oil) the battery can 
be charged or discharged, the 
current Ls set by potentiomeier 
VRl. The amplifiers drive the 
measured current to tliis value. 
Zener diode D7 is induded to 
limit the current in the event that 
both the charge and discharge 
amplifiers are turned on at the 
same time (this may happen 
during power-up). 

Digital Section 
(Figure 3c) 
The EEPRO.M is connected to 
PORTA. PORTA pin 4 is an open 
collector output which is ideal 
for the data line. This avoids 
Conflict if both the. PIC and the 
KfiPROM try to send data arthe 
same time. 

The serial data link uses a 
standard M.AX232 convener- 
Note that capacitors C19 to C22 
are the right way round, and 
connect to the =1(JV fails which 
are generated internally for the 
serial transmission. 

Since, the display is operated 
in 4-hit mode there are no 
connections to pins 7 to 10 
inclusive, VR2 adjusts die 
display conurastAievving angle. 

Construction 
1 usually install components in 
height order. So start with the 
three wire links, resistors, IG 
socket (for die PIC), capacitors 
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Figure 5. Front panel dimensions. 

Drill the front and rear panels 
as in Figures 5,6. The PCB is held 
at one eiid using 14mm spacers 
from die base. Mount the spaceis 
on the PCB and assemble to 
mark die locations: for the holes 
in the base. The transfprnier 
bolts onto the base. There 
should be 5mm space 5)11 round. 

1 fitted the display using M2.5 
couhier sunk head bolts 
adjusted to be Hush with the 
face of the display, and glued 
these in place with a glue gun 
(take care not to get glue on 
the display face). One benefit of 
this method is that minor 
adjustments of the position can 

etc. Leave the voltage regulators 
JC1.2 and TR1,2 until last. When 
everything else is in place fit the 
voltage regulators, pushed as 
close as they can down onto 
the PCB. Bend at least one lead 
of each under the board to 
surengdien the connection as 
these supiKirt this end of the 
PCB. Then 'Z' bend the leads so 
diat their Ixxiies can go flat 
onto the heatstnk. Drill and tap 
(3mm) the heat sink (see 
Figure 4), then use the hesusink 
as a template to accurately 
solder TR1,2 in place. If you do 
not wanr to tap these holes 
then it should be possible to fit 
nuts to longer holts. The holes 
are aligned with gaps in the fins. 

50 
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23 
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Figure 6. Hear panel dimensions, 
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be made aftera'ards by appMng 
a soldering iron to the back of 
die bolt heads — remelting the 
glue. Aitemately longer bolts 
could be used through the panel- 

lastly connect the display arid 
panel poienriometers, buttons 
and LED (D2). The new displays 
in the Maplin catalogue include 
backlit versions Incorporating a 
cucrent limiting resistor far 5V 
operation via connections 
15.16. Run an earth connection 
from the mains chassis plug to 
the enclosure base and to the 
PCB earth connection point. 

The.serial lead is made up 
with a normal audio coax 
connection to die 3.5mm mono 
plug -with die other end 
configured as follows: 

9pin D 25pln D 
gnxtrv! /■ 
dstS'signs! 
tMfinedt OTR, DSR 
«mn«3RTS CTtl 

'5: 
2. 

4,S 
7,8. 

7 
3 

.20,6 
4;5 

Note that ail the 'connect' links 
need to be in place. Some 25/9- 
way adapters do not include a 
full set of internal links - hence 
it is letter to go direct to die 
appropriate 'D' connector. 

ecUery +- 
ScHery — 

Eorth - 

1 ransiormer 
Grey-^ 

Red -* 

Veilow-* 

05splay -* 
SccVlicht 

Operation 
On power up the display 
should show; 

Charga 
aCeils 1Bhr 

Turning the 'up/down' digital 
potentiometer changes 'Charge' 
to 'Cycle'. Press 'Next' to move 
the cursor under the '8'. Adjust 
as necessary using die 'up/down* 
poL Press 'Next' again to adjust 
the charge time. Ai any time 
during the above pressing 'st/st' 
(startiktop) smns the qcle'charge. 
-•dtematii'eh' If you wish to adjust 
the data again press "Next" again 
(to show 'Download?') and then 
a second time to get back to 
the beginning. 

During the cyde/diarge the 
display will show (for example): 

BG 10,65 V. C.D:ba 
IBh SQrr.s D0;0Q 

Theof die appropriate time 
('C = charge. 'D" = discharge) 
will pulse once per second to 
show if it is charging or 
discharging. A firsr idea of the 
state of.the battery can be seen 
from the discharge time. When 

Id 
103 

0-1 

-o o 

ICS 
Q 

1C7 

00 o 

n -f TStqriat tvl I Serial '/r I iyi 

the q'dc-/charge has finished or 
lias to be terminated early press 
'st/st'. The display will show 
•Download?'. Press •st/st' again 
to download the data via the 
serial link, or 'Next' to get 
straight back to the beginning. 
At the end of downloading the 
display will show 'Done" for a 
couple of seconds before 
reverting to the beginning. 

To receive the data a PC serial 
port should tie set up (eg. via 
Windows TerminaLexe) rb: 

Baiid S600 
Data bits 8 
Parity NORS 
Rtw Coniroi Nate 

Also in Settings/Terminal 
Preferences set CS > CR/LF for 
inbound. The data is loaded 
(using "Receive Text File') into a 
*.Dct file. Hie format of die data 
is: "voltage', tab, 'currem", CR, 
repeating. This can then be 'cut 
and paste' into a spreadsheet 
(or with some spreadsheets can 
be opened direct) for 
ptottiiig/arnh'sis. Figure 7 gives 
an example plot for a TOOmAhr 
8 cell transmitter battery pack. 

The audior can supply a 
simple piece of software (OK 
for DOS/Windows) to receive 
the data if required. 

1 Fot 
ear vieiv) 

svii 
V/D Fot 

(Rear VJew) 

Figure 9. Connections to off-board components. 
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1 
PROJECT PARTS LIST MISCELLANEOUS 

DH57M Trans iransformer o-ibV x 2 isVA 
RESISTORS . XI 3.2768MHz crystal FY86r 
R1 ' Min Res 2700 M270 Display 16 * 2 Display HT57M 
R2,4 Min Res ik MlkO 1C socket FJ66W 
R3,5 Min Res 2M2 M2M2 Heat sink HQ70M 
R6 Mia Res 4700 M470R rT0126 irisuistor VVR26D 
R7,8,9.10.13,16, Tp220 irisuiato.f WR23A 
19,20.22.23,26. 
27,32 Min Res 10k ■M10K LED clip. YH62S 
Rii WAV 3W 15a W15R Enclosura 1 X327E 
R12 Min Res 2.7n M2R7 Srtim IVtobs 2 J286T 
B14 Min Res 62K .M62[< 3.5mm.piug i HF80B 
R15 Min Res 68£1 ■M63R 3.5rnni'socket i CX938 
R17 Min Res IMS M1M8 2.5MM plug i 'HHB2S 
BIS Min Res 75k M75K 2.5mm socket l JKiOl 
R2i,24 Min Res 4K7 M4K7 9725 wsy D socket 1 RKfilR/YQ49D 
P23 Min Res'3k M3K0 925 way hood. l ■ FPaYEriTCSG 
Raa.as.ao.si Min Res 2!<2 M2S<2 Mains inlet 1 HU5R 
VRl 10k Pot * Insulation ;cover. for ato.te i J!<66W 
VR2 Cetmei 5K WR41U Mains lead i WK41U 
CAPACITORS 
Ci,3i5.6,-7,9.11,13, 
14.15.16 
.C2,10 
64.8,12,19.20,21,22 
017.18. 

Polj' Flint 0 2;jF 63 V 
Gen Beet 2200pF 35V 
Gen Beet 23(jF 3SV 
Ceramic 12pF 

DT98G 
AT64U 
AT56L 

V«45V 

SW1 
SW2 
SW3 
SW4 

Ritjbon cable 
Earth vrirfi 
Goax 
Sub Min To^Je 
Sub Min Piish biaCk 
Siib Min Push red 
Digital poteniiometer 

l 
1 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 

XR06G 
XR38R 
XR16S 
FHOOA 
JM01B 
JM47B A- 

SEMICONDUCTORS pea  1 . 1 ± 
Dl Bridge RectW02 -AQ96E M2.512mm CS bolts 1 BF40T 
02 LED red QW86E M3 lOmiri PH itotts 1 JV22Y 
03,4 Cfcae 1N4001 QL73Q M2.5 nuts. •1 JDSIR 
05,6. Diods 1N4148 QL80S M3 riirts 1 J062S 

*07 Zfiner B2Y88C 6V8 OH10L , M3 beaded spacers 1 FG38R 
IC1 
IC2 
103,4 
105' 

Reg 7805 
Reg:7912 
GA3140E 
LM348N 

AV16S 
AV20W 

;QH29G 
AV43W 

A St of rsjn-Waptin (Hrts (iocficsiEd by ' e.g. PCS, Ptogammed PIC, digtal 
potwliometer snd maiching mirfetura poiEfitoneter {VR2)) are available nom 

ICS LM334N - WQ32K tfte Eudior for £25 including postsp. A tfisc v.ith sofo.are for race't.ing tte data 
107 24LCi6B/P AD23A into s lev. rite (plus the sssamb.V cafe listings 1 and 2 hee and trie assembly 
.103 Pre-piogfammed PIC * code from PuBing Pite to v.wk articie torn Bectrorics Issue 113) is avsilsWe 
109 MAX232 FD92A ftctn trie autriw for £5 including costs®. 
TR1,2 BD139 QFD7K 
•TR3,4 BC557 QQ16S Or M P Roberts, 4 Ttismes Avenue, Guisborougi, Cieieiand, TS14 8A0. 
TR5,6 BC547 QOi4Q 

VISIT A MAPLIN STORE FOR 

ELECTRONICS AND MORE 

THERE'S A WHOLE WORLD OF 

ELECTRONICS TO EXPLORE AT 

YOUR MAPLIN CATALOGUE STORE 

TELEPHONE CUSTOMER SERVICES ON (01702) 554002 

FOR DETAILS OF YOUR NEAREST MAPLIN STORE 

n 

WIN 

th- 

m ^plw 

ELECTRONICS 

BASNSlrY BELFAST BIRMINGHAM BRADFORD BRIGHTON BRISTOL 
CARDIFF CHATHAM CHEETHAM HILL CHELTENHAM COVENTRY 
DONCASTER DUDLEY EDGWA8E EDINBURGH FOREST HILL. 
GLASGOW GRIMS3Y HAMMERSMITH IIFORD LEEDS LEICESTER 
LUTON LIVERPOOL MAID5TONE MANCHESTER (Oxford Road) 
MARBLE ARCH MIDDLESBROUGH MILTON KEYNES 
NEWCASTLE-UPON-TYNE NORTHAMPTON NOTTINGHAM NORWICH 
PORTSMOUTH PRESTON READING SHEFFIELD SLOUGH 
SOUTHAMPTON SOUTHEND-ON-5EA STEVENAGE STOCKPORT 
STOKE-ON-TRENT THUREOCK (Lakssidei WATFORD WOOD GREEN 
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Everyone is talking about speech recognition 

applications, but how ivell do these packages really 
listen? In this review feature, Stephen Waddington 
takes a look at the first generation of software that 

cotdd make the keyboard a thing of the past. 

Photo i Via Voice Is bundiod with 
an Andrea NC^S holse^canceltlng 
microphone: headset. 

ViaVoice 

■je» fJ <— 

Photo 2, VlaVoIre has the 
abllHy to integrale wrth 
numerous applications 

Indmiing Microsoft Word 

'©•f, Hof3e 
Rowed 

BoWjy rode the tecyde 
white I rowed the boat 

te it too tete to go io 

Remember H(M-9000, ihe fiaional 
computer in 2003: A Space Odyssey? 
Although die latest dutch of first 

generation continuous-speech recognition is 
a major step forward, we are still a few years 
behind HAL's natural-language .capabilities. 

Speech, recognition itself is nothing new. 
Dictation systems for specific professions 
such as radiology liave been around for 
years. Often, these systems carried live? 
figure price tags and required expensive 
workstations, less expensive, general- 
purpose systems required discrete speech, 
a tedious method of dictation in which you 
pause after each word. 

Continuous-Speech 
Voice Application 
Until now; most speech-recognition programs 
for the PC have nor been worth talking about. 
Figure I piots the course of voice-recognition 
history: Early applications needed the user to 
pause ijetwden each word during dictation 
and to correct a significant number of errors. 
Rec«nih; however, two new applications were 
launched on the market that can recognise 
npmtal speech patterns and deliver more 
accurate results. 

IBM's ViaVoice and Dragon Systems' 
Dragon Dictate Solo can take dictation with 
Jess effort on the speaker's pan. We 
decided to test these two products head-to- 
head, since they are both first generation 
products for die Windows platform. 

Both ViaVoice and Dragon Dictate Solo are 
intended as continuous-speech applications 

and are designed for dictation tasks but give 
only limited control over your,PC. Another 
class of emerging speech recognition 
products, known as comman.d-and-controi 
applications, allows you to operate your 
computer with spoken commands. 

Hardware Requirements 
A major factor driving the development of 
these speech recognition applications is the 
steady march of computing power. Speech 
recognition systems demand a lot of 
processing power and disk space. ViaVoice 
was tested on a number of dilferent 
computers including a 16(3MHz Pentium 
laptop, a 166MHz Pentium MMX desktop 
and a 300MHz Pentium 31 desktop. IBM 
recommends a minimum of a 166-\lHz 
Pentium with 32Mbvtes of RAM with 
Windows 95 and 48Mbytes of RAM with 
Windows NT Workstation. Ar least 
125Mbytes of available hard-disk space is 
also needed. 

Speech recognition products require a 
high hardware specification because they 
have a complex job to do. Both ViaVoice 
and Dragon Dictate Solo use a microphone 
connected via the spundcard for input. The 
words you'speak are captured by 
microphone and processed digitally by the 
sound card. 

How it Works 
The first component of the engine, die 
acoustic processor, filters out background 
noise and converts the captured audio into 
a series of sounds that correspond to the 
phonemes-units of speech making up the 
selected language, such as English. Both 
the IBM ViaVoice and Dragon Dicrare Solo 
applications are speaker-independent and 
contain a defeult set of phonemes. Users 
are required to train the system, creating 
a personalised set of phonemes for 
improved accuracy. 

The voice recognition software then 
analyses the sound to distinguish between 
the lovver-frequenry vowel sounds and 
the higher-frequenCT sounds used for 
consonants. The results are then compared 
with phonemes, groups of phonemes, and 
words to come up with the most likely 
matches. 

These pattern-matching algorithms must 
not only be accurate and fast, they must 
also be flexible to account for variations 
including tone, pitch, inflection, and rate. 
In a final efforr to yield the most accurate 
results, speech recognition systems look at 
contextual information to predict what 
words should come nexr. 

Set-up Procedure 
ViaVoice priced £99.99 offers intuitive set- 
up and training procedures, it is a very 
user-ifiendly piece of software. After 
loading up the application from CD-ROM, a. 
•Microphone Set-up Wizard' checked 
ambient background noise and typical 
speech levels. The next step was a 265-linc 
enrolment session, which concluded with a 
reading from Mark Twain's "A Ghost Story.' 

If recognition problems occur, die program 
will prompt you to repeat die passage. This 
process is tiresome, since the user spends 
anywhere from 30 minute? to an hour 
dictating to the computer, but is necessary to 
enable the computer to distinguish an 
individual's accent and voice patterns. 

ViaVoice Ls bundled with an Andrea NC-S 
noise-cancelling headset/microphone as 
shown in Photo 3. The headset is 
comfortable, but the microphone ami was 
too flexible and required frequent 
adjustments to keep it away from the 
speaker's face. With the help of on-screen 
prbmpts, you can easily adjust the audio 
volume of the microphone and headset. 

Speech Timeline 
rertsjSeg.ffisewJt begfs 

■ EM dsSixiarsus Saefctk for spofen.tfgtB si Hew ibrtt Wortfs Fai 
Tus HSi-SOOO ownputEnn 2MIr A Space Odyessy imioduces tte world to speech recogytBn 
Texaalratruroaits inyoduces the Erst singe-dtp speech SjWthgsSEf and Bte Speak and Sped ay 

1950 
1954, 
1968 
1978, 
1993 

1993 
1994 Dragon SysSansl Dragon' Kctse (cr Wmtos tOfe'tte &a softtate' PC-bssad ifidauon apptidsaxi 
June, 1997 Dragon shrps tetoiaHy Spsk^-Wfipfgtr^-portoEe cfe-.jous-speecfi rccogpan pnsijet 
Augiia 19S7 IBM ships ViaVoice 

Figure 1. Voice recognition timeline. 
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Dictate Mode 
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JoatSiwrt UP 
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Photo 3. The audio set-up vrtzard steps 
through a quick set-up of the Dragon 
DIctaloSolo)heWsot/microij|»one. 

iPhoto 4 A 30 minute voice training 
session train Dragon -Dictate 

Solo to understand your voice 
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Speak to me 
ViaVoice.can be.coaBgured for more than one 
user—so if you share a PC with members of 
your family or a colleague at . work, you Gtn 
define your own configuration. Once the set- 
up or enrolment procedure is complete, 
you're, ready to start dictating. 

There are numerous ways to work with 
VlaVoiceand manipulate text. The appiicacton 
includes its own word processor SpeakJPad, 
but also integrates with Microsoft Word as 
shown in Photo 2, and includes a method for 
Eransferring text to any Windows application. 

As can be expected with'any processor- 
intensive software, the more powerful the 
machine, the more ViaVaice takes advantage 
of it. A speedier processor means that text 
appears on screen faster and more fluidly. 
Audio playback enables the user to select a 
word or block of test and hear the original 
recording, so prodding a convenient aid 
to cprrection. 

Achieving productive results is difficult at 
fust. However, the good news Is that the 
products will improve over time, so its worth 
persevering it seems best to mate corteoions 
after die dictation session, since ViaVbice 
lacks real-time correction. With dictation 
stopped, you can doubleclick on the incorrect: 
word or phrase and select the appropriate 
correction from a pop-up list of alternatives. 

Unlike an optical character recognition 
(OCR) application, which may produce 
misspelled words, a speech recognition 
application will always yield actual words, 
even if they're not the ones you intended, 
so a spell-checker is no help during die 
correcting process. 

Vital Statistics 
IBM reckons ihamsers can enter text at up 
to 140 words a minute. After using the 
product for two hours, my personal best was 
up tf?48 words per minute with an accuraq' 
rate of 86%. I've obviously someway to go. 

Out of the box, VlaXbice includes an active 
vocabulary of30,000 words that can be 
expanded to 64,000 words. Its vocabulary- 
expander utility analyses your existing text or 
.Microsoft Word documents to automatically 
expand the active vocabulary with frequently 
used unique words such as your name or 
company name. 

Also included is a text-to-speech 
synthesiser, which lets you adjust.the tone 

and pitch of the voice that reads your 
words, and displays an 'actor" on the screen 
as well, whose lips move as the words arc 
being read. 

Limitations 
Under test ViaVoice.scDred an average 
accuraq- of 78% after an hour of training, 
.and 86% after a. second hour of practise. 
This should be levelled against die fact diat 
VTaVoice iiecomes more accurate with 
increased use espedaliy if you correct errors 
immediately after they occur. 

After the accuracy issues, the main 
limirations of the software application are the 
editing features and the fortnartihg options. 
ViaVoice's correction feature presents a list of 
possible alternative words and lets you type 
die cornea spelling. This process is 
completely- kqixyard driven. The acranl 
formatiing commands prodded in ViaVbice 
ate limited to 'New-Paragraph,' ■New-Line,' 
and some basic capitalisation command. 

The last issue is addressed by IBM in 
ViaVbice Gold priced £139, released in 
February this year which, includes 
commaoci-and-control capabilities as well as. 
desktop navigation and direct dictation into 
any application. The new command and 
control features let you open, dose, and 
switch between programs by name. 

Within applications, you can activate and 
choose menu items, mote the airsor, cur and 
paste text, and perform many keyboard 
actions. ViaVoice Gold's installation can puta 
Diaation item on die Microsoft VCbid menu 
bar. so you can dictate directly- into Word, A 
dictation transfer utiiicy lets you mote already 
recognised test into Windows applications, 
but the Gold vetsibn enables direct diemtion 
into most "Windows 95 or NT programs. 

Virgin Dictation 
This section of the arricle is a complete , 
fust for me. The entire article from here 
on has been written-orshould I say- 
more accurately dictated — using Dragon 
Systems' Dragon Dicctte Solo and 
verbally corrected as and when required. 

Dragon Systems was one of the first 
voice recognition applicadons to be 
launched for the PC in 1994. Forget 
paper. This software promises to make 
the prospect of talking information into a 
computer a fasr and reliable option. The 

product indudes a 30,CK)0-word dictionary 
and a 30,000 word backup dictionary to 
which you can add additional words. The 
software requires a miriimum of a 486, 
66MH7. processor although a Pentium 
366MHz is recommended, together with 
i6Mbytes of memory, 36Mbytes of hard-disk 
space arid a l64iu sound card. Most sound 
cards are supported, but check with. Dragon 
Systems for the current list of approved 
sound cards.. 

Installation and Set up 
After the.software was installed, the Audio 
Set-up Wizard — appropriately an on-screen 
dragon - steps through a quick set-up of ihe 
bundled VX1 hetdsct/microphone to verify 
that it is communicating correctly with die 
system's audio hardware as shown in Photo 
3- This process allows a user to acijusi the 
volume of the speaker, which, in turn, 
allows you to gauge the quality of the 
microphone and the input levels, like 
ViaVoice, Dragon Dictate Solo can be 
configured for more than one user. 

Once the Wizard has completed running, a 
30 minute process of initial voice training 
takes over as shown in Photo 4. If the 
program either does nor understand what 
was said or for its own anificia! intelligence 
reasons would like to hear it again, it may ask 
the user to repeat words, phrases or entire 
sentences during the initial training. In older 
technologies, the computer trained die user 
to speak properly: Here, it is the user who 
trains die computer to hear propcth; 

Once, completed, Dragon Dicrate Solo 
modifies its voice-recognition database and 
after a short set-up time, users can really 
'talk' to their machines and be heard. Even 
after an abbreviated Training session, 
Naturally Speaking was about 85% accurate, 
with an accurate dictation speed of 
approximately 20 words per minute..After a 
further two hours of dictation with 
continual correction, accuraq* jumped to 
more than 92%, with a reading speed of 38 
words per minute. 

When you dictate. Dragon Dictate Solo win 
inevitably make recqgnition eirora. You should 
always correct errors while you are dianring, 
because the application learns as much from 
words it recqgnises correcdy as those it 
recognises incorrtctiy; For instance, if you say 
"parir, but Dragon biciate Solo recognises it 
as "dark", If you don't correct die ecror, the 
next time you say- "park", the application is 
even more likely to recognise it as "dark'". 

It Is [>ossible to correa recognition errors 
as soon as they hapjjen with the Choice list 
as shown in Photo 5. This appears whenever 
the appiicadon comes across a word that it 

CkjnttM 
LXTm-av 

L» it* 
CJJ 

um T0V1 
treat*, wy «£> Kant* <•1*0 Sti 
ter rzrncs ■cr-J, kkxttita 

Photo'5 Bie Cholce list-allows the.user 
the setoct the required vrdrfl should;Dfagon 
Dictate'Solo mlsundorstand any dialogue 
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System Requirements IBM ViaVoice Dragon Dictate Solo 
Hanf.'/are letfoirEments 

Ojsiciing 3)5ieni 

Hifd disk space 

168MHz PenBUm processor 
witft"32f.(bytes of RAf.1 
V,rrirtov,s 95 
V.frido'/is NT 

:i2qM0)-te3 

4B5.'J^KSSSJ.' 
aJihbd^t'a Ftntfilfii 168V, He. 
Wnc(0-.'iS3iL 
Windcr.vs 95 
Wmdarts NT 
36M^Tes 

Features 
Acme Vbcatautsiy 30,000 
raSaf numbsf of v.wds In'tus-jcnsaKc dwionav 30,000" 
Total nortitiej Of nods in vocabufaiy • EO.OOO 1 

36,000 
34,000 
64,000 

Performance 
Rasping speed eller 2 tojrs usaga 
Accuraey aftef'2 boufs usa^' 

48 Words per minute 
86% 

.33 v.ons. per mirwte.. 
92% 

Additional Features 
Itcroptoro oVarr feature- 

- Twt read back option 
No- 
Yas 

Yes 
NO 

Cost 4 
Price and availabifity £99.99 a/aiteWs from 

coniputer higti street retaiinra 
£49.93 ai-aiisWa from f.!sp&i 
Elsctjcnics (OniEi code kV42V)" 

Figure 2. Head to head specification and perfofriiance analysis of ViaVoice and Dragon 
Dictate Solo. 

is unable to inteirujit acairately. The Choice 
list.can also be opener! by Ehe user, by 
saying "oops" to indicate thai you have 
made.an emir. 'ITrie Choice lists displays die 
words that Dragon Dictate Solo thinks you 
said, starring with the most likely When a 
comma is required you say 'comma' and 
likewise with a 'lutl stop'. 

Head to Head 
Given that Dragon Dictate Solo is a product 
supplied by .Maptin (Order Code KV42V) 
and ViaVoice from IBM is not, it would have 
been very easy to dismiss the latter product- 
Allow me to resist all temptation - let me 
give you the filers, and you can decide for 
yourself. This is after ali intended to be an 
independent review. 

Dragon Dictaie Solo is priced at £49.99, 
which is approximately lialf the cost, of die 
IBM ViaVoice application. While you usually 
pay what you get for, it doesn't seem, ro be 
the case in this instance. Figure 2 proSles 
the performance of each application.: Cfealrly 
Dragon Dictate Solo apjiairs to be the superior 

option, particulnfly when price is considered. 
The Dragon Systems product simply 

seems to have been better thought out dian 
IBM's alternative. For example, Dragon 
Dictate Solo offers die option of switching 
the microphone pff-you simply say "go to 
sleep". This means you can make a phone 
call or speak to another petson in the room. 
ViaVoice offers no such option - or at least if 
it does I failed to fine! it, which meant that at 
one point I had to delete.half a. telephone 
conversation from my screen. 

To switch the rnicrbphooe back on, you 
say "wake up" from within die Dragon 
Dictate Solo application. You would have 
thought at die very least. IBM could have 
put a switch in die trad of die microphone 
to allow it to be switched off 

So wliac is the downside? While Dragon 
Dictate Solo docs have the advantage of a 
limited command-and-conmnl feature set over 
its IBM counterpart, it is limited ro basic 
functions such as open-window and close- 
windowi In addition, it is only possible to 
dictaie to a handful of supported applications. 

lo 
Dragon 
Dictate 
Solo 
£49.99 
order 
code 
KV42V. 

ViaVoice Gold improves on this 
functionality: bftering dictation integration 
with any application and complete 
command-and-cantrol capability for the. 
Windows 95 environment. But Dragon 
Systems' has also recently launched a second 
generation of its Dictate Solo application in 
the form of Naturally Speaking. 

Final Word 
So docs voice recognition work? I think it is 
fair to say it does, given the fact that I hare 
dictated "the last SOO words of this article. 
That said, there is srili some way to go. PC 
voice dictauan systems will need to reach an 
accuracy rate in the high 90s liefore consumers 
accept diem for day-today usage. And 
despite the fact that IBM claims ViaVoice can 
handle 140 words per minute, and Dragon 
Systems' reckons Dictate Solo can cope,with 
regular spoken language, the reality does 
not quite match up to the- marketing hype. 

Ifyou're technology literal, you'll probably 
be liappy to use Erst generation applications 
and arc likely to find the errors entenaining. 
If you hate technology cry die second 
generation products, you'll need a 
recognition level approaching 100%, 
otherwise you will just get annoyed at 
constantly Slaving to correct your PC. 

Further Reading 
For further information on IBM "ViaVoice 
check; wrtw.software.ibm.com/is/ 
voicetyp6/uk_menu.html. (Photo 6). 

For further informaiiDn on Dragon 
Systems Speak Bust', check.- 
www. dragon sys. com. (Photo 7). 
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Photo 7 -Dragon Systems Web site 
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Diary Dates 

Evsiy possibte ejSxt has been maifs 
to ersufe fhst infermaSon prssenied 
here is correct pifor to pubtfcation. 
To Bw>ki bsappahiBTKnt due to late 
changes cr strereirrefis, ptease corsect 
eoent organfeawra to confinn dsteite. 

June 1998  
Xlo 2 June. Bestronicselhs Next 30 
•to-s, Vtirvek. "SI: (0171) 287 48S8. 
1 to 2 June. Practical Industrial 
Process Meeeufement for Digineeis,. 
QasgfflV. TeJ: (01S1) 335 4014. 
1 to 2 June. Practical Pooer 
Systems Protection For Engineers, 
tendon. Tel: (01811 335 4014. 
2 to 4 June. En'.TTDnmental 
Technoto^ Exhibition. Bimingjiam. 
Tel: (0181) 910 7910. 
3 to 4 June. Electronics Fbnim 
Exhibition, Manchester, 
Tel: (01799) 52S292. 
3 to 4 June. InsinjmeritatiDn 
South West 98 Exhibition, Bristol. 
Tel: (01822) 614671. 
4 to 5 June. Online Hslfi Crxiferenca 
Europe 58. Olympia. Lcndon. 
Tel; (01844) 214690, 
4 to 5 June. Ptociicat Pcr.er Systems 
Pmtecuon For EngnMis, 
Souihampton. Tc-l: (0181) 335 4014. 
8 to 9 June. Praciicsl RoAer Systoms 
Protection For Enginesis, teih. 
Tel; (0181) 335 4014. 
10 to 11 June. 
VAC & SEMi SS Exhibition, Scn'Jsnd. 
Tel; (01822) 614671. 
11 to 12 Juno. Prsctics! Pcrrret 
Systems Protection For Engineers, 
Birrringfism. Tel; 10181) 335 4014. 
15 to 16 June. Prsctica! Pmvsr 
Systems Protection Fbt Engineers. 
Manchester. Tei; (0131) 335 4014. 
16 to 17 June. European Confgrercs 
on Vehicle Eeotronio S-.stems. 
Covenny. Tel: (01372) 367000. 
17 to 18 June. Gtr.smment 
Comptrting Show, tha Royal 
HotScultuial Hall, Lcndon. 
W: (0171) 587 1551. 
17 to 18 June. Business 
Intelligence. Olympfs. London. 
Tel: (0181) 879 3300. 
18 to 19 June. PrscBcs) Power 
Systems Protection Rj- Dtgneets, 
Leeds. Tal: (0181) 335 4014. 
22 to 23 June. Practical Povser 
Systems Protection For Eng'neets, 
Nexxcsstte. Tel: (0181) 335 4014. 
23 to 25 June. Netv.brks Telecom 
Exhibition and Conference, 
Binningham. Tel: (0181) 742 2828. 
25 to 26 June. Practical Pu.'.er 
Systems Protection For Engmsets, 
Glasgovr, Tel: (0181) 335 4014. 

August 1998  
23 to 28 Aug. European Conference 
on Anificial Intslflgence, University of 
Sussex and Unftersity of Brighlon, 
the Brighton Conference Centre, 
Ehghton. Tel: (01273) 678 448. 

September 1998  
I to 4 Sept. Control 1998, 
Univstsity of Wales Svronsea. 
Tel; (0171) 240 1871, 
9 to U Sept. SixSi UK Mechatronhs 
Forum International Conference, Hotel 
Ban^hus Conference Centre. Sottie. 
Swecsfl. Tel: (0171) 240 1871. 
II to 15 Sept. Imemalkmat 
Broadcasting Convention, 
Amsterdam. Tei: (0171) 240 1871. 
21 to S^Sepl. Po-.ver Bectfpnics & 
Vorisblc- Speed Drives, (EE, Savoy 
Pace, London. Tel: (0171) 2401871. 
22 to 23 Sept. Enterprise in 
Transitjon. The Commonwealth 
Institute. Kstwington. London; 
•Tel: (01908) 373311. 
30 Sept to 2 Oct. Internstionsl 
Conference on Simulation Innovation 
Tbrou^i Simulation, UnSversi^cf 
Yorir. Vorit.Tel: (0171) 240 1871. 

Ftese setd dstaSs afeslst* 'ndushn 
in 'Diary Dates'to: f.'sws Editor. 
Seoaonios sod Bff,pnd, PO. Box 3, 
Rajfeig). Essex S36 8U? ore-mail to 
sw3Bdin0oO@ct«.«sjlpuTirik,co,uk. 
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ISI 

Guarantees 
Millennium 
Compliance 
Following the x 
announcement of the 
government's 
initiarh-e to tackle the 
Year 2000 issue, 
embedded chip 
operating system 
developer ISI issued a 
plea fix the 

semiconductor industry' to accelerate testing to 
guarantee Year2000 compliance for electronic products 
and systems, the forgorten components of the 
computer systems at the peril of rhe 'millennium bug'. 

ISl, which received validation for the Year 2000 
compliance of its own embedded operating system 
more than a decade ago, pledged to highlight the 
dangers lacing companies deploying electronic 
systems that cannot funcilon past the Year 2000. 

ISI provides the operating systems for chips 
embedded within consumer products such as 
mobile telephones, fax machines, printers and 
video recorders as well as control applications such 
as traffic lights and machinery control systems. 

"Computer software has been billed as the heart 
of the Year 2000 problem, but embedded electronic 
systems are the nerve centre and they havebeen 
ignored so far. There are literally billions of them 
out there, with the added complication that it is not 
always known what electronic systems or products 
with embedded chips are date-reliant. If they are 
date reliant, they need to be Year 2000 compliant,0 

said Mike Osier, general manager, IS1- 
"VCe are talking here about the most critical of 

applications. Embedded software affects dozens of 
life-critical systems in the health service, ranging 
from drug adminisoratlon equipment to radiology 
or dialysis machines. Also of great concern are the 
automotive and avion!cs industrfes, where 
communication or system fail tires could be life 
threatening. Non-critical devices, incotporating 
embedded software are everywhere; for example, 
air condiiioning, lifts, video recorders and burglar 
alarms,0 added Osier. 

ISI has developed a paper outlining the Year 2000 
issue as it relates to embedded products outlining 
details of the testing procedure used to guarantee 
compliance of its embedded real time operating 
systenrprbducts. 
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BBC Director-General Warns 
of a Knowledge Underclass 
Britain and Europe wilf see the growili of a 
knowledge underclass unless Governments and 
broadcasters continue to ensure that public service 
broadcasting in die digital age remains universaliy 
available to all, warns BBC Director-Genera! John Birt. 

Speakihg to a meeting "of top European 
broadcasters in Birmingham on April 6, Bin said. 
The consumer will be increasingly asked to pay 
directly for what they see. The cast of watching a 
screen will rise enormously. \X'e will see the 
emergence of the inforniation rich, and the 
informaaon poor. We risk a knowledge underclass," 

He said that public policy in the digital age 
should ensure dial public service broadcasting 
remains universally available. 

"At the heart of die public broadcasting tradition is 
universafiq' - reaching out to every household in the 
land - the poor and the prosperous —offering, 
enriching experience and informadon which extends 
understanding. Public service broadcasters seek noi 
Only to delight, but to give individuals the knowledge 
they need to live fuller, more satisfying lives." 

He said the purposes of European public service 
broadcasters should remain exactly the same in the 
digital age, that is nurruring and developing the 
extraordinary richness of each ofEurope's unique 
national cultures, widening individual horizons and 
deepening persona! experience with programmes 
about science, history, the arts and nature. 

Outlining the risks of the technologica] 
revolution, he warned that globalisation of die 
media could undermine narional cultures. 

Thar ubiquitous soft drink world of jeans, 
trainers and the baseball cap will advance 
inexorably. We cannot itali the advance with barriers 
or quotas. Nor should we. One of the glories of the 
modern world is being exposed to the best of other 
cultures. Rather; the drive of public policy should 
be to sustain individual national cultures. There is 
no more effective way of doing that than by 
encouraging a flourishing public senice sector in 
each EU member country." 

He continued, "In the space of 12 months or so 
the BBC will have introduced three new publicly 
funded channels, focused on news; learning and on 
enhancing our existing services." 
_ He said the BBC will oSer greater convenience'to 
our licence payers. He highlighted die BBC's News 
24 channel, offering news as it breaks; and BBC 
News Online at vwvw.bbc.co.uk, offering instant 
access, via the Internet, to the world's most 
powerful force in newsgathering, 

John Bin called for effective regulation of the 
digital gateway at national and EU levels to avert 
dominance of powerful gateway controllers - those 
who control access to digital screens - ami to 
encourage openness of digica] systems to a diversity' 
of voices and a plurality of provision. 

"Public broadcasters have a critical rote to play in 
raising consdousness about these matters, and - 
through-our educational services - enabling 
individuals to acquire the necessary skills. The BBC 
will play its part in die UK. But unless everyone - 
and most especially government—puts iheic shouldets 
to the wheel and trie to advance the Digital 
Society, we shall take too long to achieve lift-oir." 
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Life-long Learning 
for Engineers 

Essential 
The accelerating pace of 
technological advance, global 
competition, demand for 
customised products, flexible 
business practices and social and 
political change nil mean huge 
challenges for professional 
engineers- This was the message 
given at the Annual Dinner of 
the Institution of Electrical 
Engineers by IEE President, 
David Jcffefies, who is Chairman 
of the National Grid Comjjany 
pic, and was addressing an 
audience of over 1,500 at 
London's Grosvenor House, 

"'1 welcome the fact that the. 
Government has acknowledged 
the importance of life-long 
k-aming for all, but for professional 
engineers, and the companies 
that employ them, life-long, 
learning is not optional but 
essentLal" said Jeflbries. The 
range and depth of engineering 
knowledge is expanding so 
rapidly that a good engineering 
degree has a 'half life' of only 
four years. Keeping abreast of 
new technology is vital". 

Young Amateur of 

the Year 1998 
The search is now on for the 
Young Amateur of the Year, 
Anyone under the age of IS can 
be nominated, and die closing 
date for nominations is July 31. 
The award is co-ordiriacetl by the 
KSGB in conjunction with the 
radiocoramunications Agency 
who will present £-300 to the 
winner. Both die winner and the 
runner-up will receive an 
imitation to the AgencVs Radio 
Monitoring Station at Baldock, 
Hertfordshire. 

Anyone wishing to apply for 
this competition should request 
an application form from Mania 
Brimson, 2E1DAX at RSGB 
Headquarters on (01707) 659 
015 as soon as possible. 

m. 

m 

E-mail your 
views and comments to: 
AYV@map((n.damon.co,uk 

Improving Safety 
Standards 
Dear Sir 
The recent item on safen-of test 
meters and equipment (May 98) 
highlight just how methods and 
w orking practices have changed 
not to ssy the least tn greatly 
improve healthand safety to 
the operative. 

XXTien I joined the electrical 
trade in the 50s the "test 
equipment' consisted of the 
neon screvrdriver and.a 
Jampholder with a couple of 
short length of flex with the ends 
bared as 'probes', plus a lamp 
you borrowed from where you 
were working at the time. 

A continuity tester for 
unpowered drcuic; was a bell 

Writo to: 
Efectrou/cs. 
and Beyond, 
P.O. Box 777, 
Raylolgh, 
Essex SSC SLU 

and battery otherwise it was back 
to the lamp in series with the. 
mains. As a proportion of fault 
finding was on three phase 
industrial equipment there was 
also the.440V tester— two batten 
holders screwed back-io-back 
and wired in series. 

The ftrsc time i actually saw a 
'proper' test meter was when 1 
built one in the 60s from a kit of 
pans that used an ex-govemmem 
'19 sec" meter conveniently 
calibrated 0-3 and 0-15 for 
Volts and railliamperes, hut 
unfortunately uncaiibrated on 
Ohms range. 

M. Peny, VVorcs 

A real Heath-Robinson way nf 
working, but as you so rightiy say, 
its a relief that working practices 
have vastly improved. 

i Superfluous 
| Apostrophies! 
j Dear Sir 
; IF Dougal Patetson mourns the 
? demise of the English million 
j (billion?—May 98), then may 1 
j enter a plea of mercy for the 
| much abused apostrophe? 
; In another letter on the same 
:: page lurks:- '"Havihg enjoyed 
i "Efectronics' fur almost all of it's 
; issues..This growing trend for 
; inclusion of superfluous 
j apostrophes, is no more correct 
i than it would be to say that 
; something was her's or even hi's. 
; It's is short for it is or it has. 
; However, 1 was hardly prepared 
j for the comprehension trap 
j hidden in Pan 3. of "Building and 
; Upgrading PCs' fIune9S);- 
| "Now fbr the big one...." - it 
: starts, ominously—"...Its the one 
i with five connectots and a twisted 
[ bit of cable in the middle. The 
; connector on it's own " Ouch! 
j That poor apostrophe must be 
1 sqaiimingwich embarrassment, 
j looking with dismay at the 
I preceeding sentence. 

Any living language must 
: evolve, and some tides of change 
; become overwhelming. However. 
: in our subject of electronics, 
; where precision of expression is 
; vital and compilers baulk at 
i syntax errors, why make 
| comprehension for us mortals 
: that little bit more difficult? 

Please spare a though for the 
poor apostrophe! It's very handy, 
but only when its usage Is correct! 

Martin VMey 
Middiesec 

Your piea for mercy has been 
accepted, and we will tiy harder! 

A Line Behind 
Dear Sir 
Em not sure that the 'On Screen 
Video Level Meter' (May 98 issue 
125, page J7) works exactly as. 
described. 

The dot that indicates peak 
level for each line can not appear 
on the line to wliich it pertains. 
Take as an example a generally 
dark line which has'a slightly 
brighter level at the rightmost 
end. The correct place for the dot 
would be well over to the left. 
But, the line would have nearly 
completed scanning to the right 
before this foci can be determined, 
and by then its too late to place 
the dot! 

No, I suggest that the sample- 
and-hold circuit (ICS) overcomes 
this prohlem by holding, the 
previous lines' value on its output 
(C14) while measuring the 
current line. Hence the actual 
(measured) video level doc is 
placed on the screen, one line too 
late - hardly noticeable. The Gna! 
dot is last during the field 
blanking periods. The very first 
line has no dot a: all, but as this 
line is probably 'displayed' off the 
top of the picrare tube lace, no 

one notices! Am I correct in the 
these assumptions? as 1 did not 
feel that this explanation was 
apparent from the article. 

Dr. G. L Manning. Mkiatesex 

Ian Beny replies 
The answer to your question is 
yes, the operation of the unit Is 
exactly as you as you have 
indicated. It is obvious (or at least 
i thought rt was!) that the 
Indicated level is actually the 
video level on the previous line. 
This must be so or the video tevel 
at the extreme right of the picture 
could not be measured. However, 
as you also point out, rtis virtually 
Impossible to sea this one line 
delay, indeed the only way to 
actually demonstrate that this Is 
the case would be to have a single 
television line of white in an 
otherwise black frame and then 
attempt to see the tiny block of 
indicated while level. Mind you, 
when using a waveform monitor to 
set camera video levels In a studio 
or outside broadcast track it is 
usual to watch a display at line rate 
which has the level of an the lines 
in a singe frame superimposed on 
top of each other so that the 
maximum level is indicated without 
regard to its position in the frame. 
As you will no doubt appreciate, It 
Is the Indicated level which is 
important rather than where it Is 

situated. You are also correct 
when you point out that this Is not 
brought out In the text as well as 
it might be. My only defence to 
this is to say that I already know 
how the unit works, the difficulty 
lies In attempting to describe this 
to others and perhaps things I 
think are 'obvious' may not be. 

There is another issue which 
may not have been fuliy taken into 
account. The display does not 
actually begin at tha top of the 
frame, nor does It extend to the 
very bottom of tha frame. The 
reason for this is due solely to the 
very simple method of deriving the 
vertical blanking pulse using only 
one !C. Tha timing sections of the 
4528 are not accurate and stable 
enough to give a blanking period 
which is sxactty to TV specifications. 
The only way to do this would be 
to use a line counter circuit which 
would make the unit much more 
expensive. Therefore, the blanking 
is set to begin a few lines down 
the picture and end a few lines 
before the bottom, so the timing 
can wander a little and Is not 
noticeable. In practice this is 
acceptable, as the point of 
interest to be measured Is usually 
at the centre of tha picture. The 
Level Meter is not presented as a 
precision Instrument but merely as. 
a quick and handy way to check 
camera exposure. 
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Natural radiation is the topic for 

discussion in the second part of this 

series by Greg Grant 

Radon 
Generally speaking, the world today is well 
aware of what science was totally unaware 
of a century ago - we are exposed to 
radiation throughout our lives. Radiation of 
course means disintegration, involving a 
particular atom changuig troni one element 
into another, in the cotirse'of which it emits 
either a spurt of elGciromagnetic energy, or 
an electrically charged particle- 

All the metals in the earth's crust are 
radioactive, to a greater or lesser extent and, 
as we have seen, one of the most widely 
dispersed metals is uranium. This element's 
radioactive changes creates a lengthy list of 
radioactivE substances, one of which is the 
gas Radon. 

Radon was first discovered, or rather 
hinted at. in 1899, try Ernest Rutheribrd. He 
Had been experiincnting with Thorium and 

noticed that it produced a gas which he 
termed Thorium Emanation. In the 
following year the Polish-bom German 
physicist Friedrich Dorn began a study of 
the radium the Curies discovered. 

He subsequendy found that the element 
not only gave off radiation, but a gas also. 
This gas itself proved to lie radioactive and 
so Dorn called it Radon 

This gas turned out to be the sisih-Noble 
Gas, indeed the most complicated of the 
Noble, or Inert, gtises its atoms having 
electron shell arrangements containing 2,8. 
IS, 32 and 8 electrons. Moreover, being 
composed only of radioactive isotopes, iris 
a difficult element to cany out chemical 
experiments with. 

Radon will naturally decay. The element's 
mOst stable.isotape, Radon-222, breaks 
down, releasing alpha particles into die 
atmosphere as it does so. Indeed, tliis 
isotope is a common source of. the alpha 
panicles used in radio therapy. 

Gamma 
In 1900, the French physicist ftm! VUlard 
was studying uranium radiation under the 
influence of a magnetic field. He noticed 
Uiat, in addition to both alpha and beta rays, 
dierewas another form of radiation, one 
diat was unaffected by a magnet. The new 
radiation's properties appeared to resemble 
those, of X-rays, except that it was even more 
penetrative and, dterefore, of even shorter 
wavelength. This radiation in fact has a 
wavelength in the range 1 >: lO'm to 
1 x Kri'm metres, lb this particular form of 
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Figure 1; Ihe height In the atmosphere below which observations cannot be mad© throughout the electromagnetic spectrum. 
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radiation Villard gave the name GaTnma, the 
third letter of the Creek aJplubet. 

These rn« originate in atomic nuclei 
during radioactive decay. The absorption of 
gamma rays by nuclei can cause panides to 
be ejected - a phenomenon termed 
photod is integration - or can even spilt the: 
nudeus, known as photcfission. 

Gamma ray photons lose energy by being 
scattered from free eiecirons - the Cornpton 
Effect - or are completely absorbed by 
ejecting electrons from atoms, which is the 
process known as the Photoelectric Effect, 
the exphnatioti of which won Ailten 
Einstein the Nobel Prize in Physics in 1921. 

Recent research has shown that some ' 
"...ihre'e times a day our sky flashes with a 
powerful pulse of gamma raj-s. The sources 
of this intense radiation are likely to be 
emitting, within the space of stxonds or 
minutes, more energy dtaii die sun will in 
Its entire 10 billion years of life."1 

Cosmic 
In 1786, the British inventor, and physicist, 
-Abraham Rennet invented tlie goldieafr' 
eleciroscojXt which consisted of two slivers of 
gold leaf joinetl at the top, die whole held in 
a sealed Jar. The slivers could be electrically 
diarged from the outside and, since they 
received die same charge, they repelled each 
other resulting in an inverted '\r 

When really enetgecic radiation ■ 
penetnued the jar it produced Sons, which 
accept the elccidc dtarge, thus enabling the' 
slivers of gold leaf to slowly come together 
again. Therefore, when, no really eneigetic 
radiation was present, for example X-rays or 
Gamma raj's, the'slivers should have 
remained a pa rci ndeflriiiely However, this 
did not hapjjehr.theslivefs almost alwavs 
sunk slowly together. 

By the opening years of the present 
century, sdence knew thai small amounts of 
radiation emanate-from radioactive merafs 
in the rocks and soil. This, it was thought, 
could well account, for the slow leakage of 
ihe'electroscope's charge. Fortunately there 
was a way .of proving this too 'detach the 
earth from' the equation. 

In 1910, the; French physicist 'Ibeodor 
Wtilf was earning out radiation experiments 
at the Eiffel Tower. In the course of this 
work, he noticed that the ionisation in 
die air 30Clm above die Gamma nw source 
he was using was greater titan that at a 
similar horizontal distance front die source. 
This, he thought, could indicate an exiru- 
terrcstrial source for the radiation, and he 
went on to suggest that his hypodtesis 
could be tested using a balloon. 

In t^e foflowing.ye.ir the Austrian 
physicist Victor Hess, working at Vienna's 
radiation research laltonuory, was also 
concerned with locating die source of the 
background radiation witich "...showed up 
as ionisatioos in the air, even within 
containers that were shielded."J 

I n 1911, Hess took up Wtilfs suggestion 
and, widi the assistance of the Austrian Aero 
Club, he made 10 balloon flights with an 
elecrrascope, collecting ionisation data to a 
height of some.5,350 m. His results were, to 

say the least, surprising. The gold silvers of 
his electroscojie came together some eight 
times more rapidly at altitude than they did. 
at ground level 

Ionisation in fact decreased from ground 
level to about 150th, but from that point, 
upwards it increased noticeably with 
increasing altitude. Moreover, the radiation 
at all levels was the same, during day or 
night, and so could hoc be the result of 
sunlight. Hess,' in fact, had estabilshed the 
existence of Cosmic rays,•which'he termed 
Mohenstrahlung. the. German word for 
'Radiation of the Heights .' 

Cosmic rays in fact are any.dass of 
energetic pamcles which travel through space 
at spceds .appimching that of light,; In liie 
I92&, the-Amerioin phvsidst Robert A. 
Millikan took the lead in btiiloon experiments, 
l ie, in'1925, suggested die name Cdhiuctays 
for what-Hess iiad discovered. The word 
Cosmos is a Greek word meaning Ofderi;in 
pnnicubr Good Order, thus highlighting the 

' Greek concept of the universe forming art 
..ordered whole 

There are two basic cosmic rays: primary 
' and seconciarvt Primary cosmic rays are, 
principally, hvalrogen nuclei, that Is protons 
and Alplia panicles, or helium nuclei. Some 
primary-particles are generated by the 
nuclear cohvarlsions taking place'in die sun 
via solarTbres.^ However, the vnsiniajoriry 
come from the;.most remote,areas Of the 
universe'possibly, it is thought", ffam, 
exploding supernovas. 

Thcfactis however tbat"...nb laboratory 
. on earth .. can .. produce the equivalent .of 
cosmic .rare at biUion-vok energies, which is 
the chief reason why we know so little 
about what happens at die top of our 
atmosphere w-hencdsmic ravi; strike."' 

Secondary cosmic rat's result from Primary 
cosmic rare entering the earth's atmosphere 
and colliding with rifttcgeiiiarsd mn'gen 
nudeL Such secondary niys consist of 
positrons,-neutrinos and other subatomic 
particles as well as vervsmalt quantities of 
photons. Paniculariy energetic sccondair 
cosmic-raysrnay interact with other 
amipsphcricnuclei and create even more 
secondaries which, in turn, themselves 
generate what is knowri-as a Cascade Shower 

Electrons coiiiprise'on ly some i IK of 
cosmic rays and the collisions in die earth's 
armosphece result in a'considerable number 
of radioactive atoms. Although this 
collision-created radioactivity does not 
gfeady add to the natural, terrestrial 
radioactivity, it does provide a useful source 
of trace elements which can lie used to 
study a variety of subjects on earth. 

Indeed by 39-16 it was becoming evident 
"...that somewhere in the process of 
radioacdvity dtere were clocks to be found."' 
Six years earlier, die Canadian-bom 
American biochemist Martin Kamen had 
discovered die Carbon-1-5 Isotopej "...formed 
by the reaction of cosmic ray panicles with 
nitrogen-14 in the upper amiosphere."' 

This isotope had a lengthy half-life of 
around 5,700 years and, in 1947, die 
American chemist Willarcl Libby saw that this 
could be usefully employed in historical 

dating. Since new carbon-14 was Formed as 
old carbon-H broke down radioacdvely, a 
balance was achieved and a very small 
amount of the.isotope always remained in 
the earth's atmosphere. Libby thought that, 
since plants absorb cariion dioxide in the 
course of photosynthesis, carbon-14 would, 
be absorbed also. 

When the plant died however, the carbon- 
14 if had absorbed hitherto wciutd slowly 
break down..So, by measuring rite catbort- 
14 concentration in a dead plant or piece of 
wood, die elapsed time between die plant's 
demise and the cart30fi-l4 could be 
measured quite accuracek 

Tliis meant that samples of wood, textiles, 
parchment and other substances could be 
accurately dated. Archaeology no longer 
needed to depend on estimates and 
guesswork when dating ancient artifacts. 

Ultra-Viol et 
Visible light, of course, is not the only form 
of light. It - for example - a photographic 
ptare is placed beyond the violet end of the 
spectnim, where nothing is visible, it 
becomes strongly fogged. This fogging is 
caused by Uitra-Violet. light, from the Latin 
word for'Beyond.' This form of radiation is 
still termed 'black light" occasionally and 
comnionlyabbrevinted to U-V 

It was.dikovered as early as 1801, by the 
, German physidsf johann Ritter, who was 

working'with silver chloride. He found dial liis 
■ accidentai discovery affecred the silver chloride 

hiore Uian visible light did. By 1S79 die British 
astronomer Williarn Huggins had obtained the 
ultra-violet speiknim of white siars. 

Ultra-violet radiaiion is jiroduced by high 
temperature surfaces such as the sun, in a 
continuous spectrum. In fact "...apan from 
visible light arid radio*waves the only odier 
radiation which penetrates die atmosphere is 
the longest wavelength ultra-violet and small 
pans of the infra-red.'"' It is also prddu'eed by 
atomic exitation in gas dischiirge cubes its a 
discrete spectrum of wavelengths. 

The ukta-violet spearum is usually-divided 
irito'ivvST^dns/latsTiyv there is the NeairTj^ 
towards;the visible speamm,-.w1tli a 
wavelength pf 2,()p0 to 3,800 AngstrorirsffA), 
and secondly. the.Tir UV regon. having a 
wavelength range ofbetween 100 to 2,000 A. 

In die past, research aircraft and specialist 
balloons were aide to approach the son of 
altitudes suitable for gamma-ray and infra- 
red astronomy: However, in the case of the 
"...ultra-violet and X-ray regions there is no 
altemativE but to use rockers or satellites."7 

Infra-Red 
Just as there is 'light' beyond the violet end 
of the specrruni, so there is also another 
form of Tight" beyond the red, or opposite, 
end of the spectrum. Visible light with the 
longest waves is seen by humans as red. 
light with even longer waves is invisible arid 
termed Infra-red, the. 'Infra' coming from a 
Latin word meaning 'Below.' This form of 
radiation was discovered as long ago as 
1800, by a German-British music teacher 
called William Herschd. 
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He had become interested in astronomy, 
hut could not afford a decent telescope. 
Consequently he decided to build his own 
equipment and began by grinding the 
mirrors and lenses. The result of this 
initiative was that Herschd telescopes were 
among the finest of the time. 

Herschel was investigating the power of 
ditferem parts of the spectrom to heat a 
thermometer, when he, noted that 
temperature rose towards the red end of 
the spectrum- He dien decided to move his 
thermometer slightly beyond the red end 
so as to monitor die heating effect's 
rermination point. To his surprise, the 
temperature rose higher than ever at a - 
location beyond the spectrum's red end. 
Herschel subsequendy published his 
findings In his paper 'AnInvesugation of 
the Powers of Prismatic Colours to Heat 
and Illuminate Objects.' 

In 2850 the Italian physicist Macedonic 
Melldni. die inventor of the Thermopile, 
used his discover)' to investigate the infrared 
radiation Herschel had discovered. His 
device could detect both very weak electric 
currents and very low heating effects also. 
Consequcntly; MeHoni was able to show dta: 
infra-red radiation had all .the properties of 
light, including interference and polarization- 
It therefore consisted of waves, as indeed did 
light, except that in the case of infra-red, die 
waves were too long to make.an impression 
on the retina of the human eye: 

By 1887, the British photographic 
physicist William Abney had developed 

techniques for detecting infra-red radiation 
phacdgraphicallyi He later used his 
development to observe and photograph 
the sun's spectrum. 

Eighteen years later the American 
physicist and astronomer Wiliiam W 
Coblemz began a 40-year spell as head of 
the Radiomeuy Section of America's 
National Bureau of Standards. Throughout 
a long and most prodcutive life, Coblencz 
measured the infra-red radiation from 
planets, stars and nebulae. He was die first 
physicist to accurately establish the 
constants of black-body radiation, 
confirming Planck's Law in the process. He 
was also a major influence in the adoption 
of radiometric standards. 

Tiie infra-red spectrum is usually divided 
into three ranges. The Near infra-red band is 
that closest to the visible spectrum, having 
wavelengths of 0.78 to 30 x 104 metres. Middle 
infra-red has a wavelength range of 3 to 30 x 
Iff5 metres, whilst the Far infra-red begins at 
30 x 10* metres and extends to 300x lO6 

metres. Indeed most of the radiation emitted 
by a moderately heated surface is infra-red. 

Presendy our knowledge of the infra-red 
region - as with the U-V region - depends on 
satellites, a number having been "...placed 
in earth orbit to make astronomical 
observations pardmlariy in theXray 
(Uhuru) and infra-red (IRAS) wavelengths."8 

The .latter, a co-operative effort oFThe 
United States, the Netherlands and the 
United Kingdom, is equipped with a 

57-centimeire infra-red telescope, sensitive 
to wavelengths of Spm to lOOgtii. It has 
already made a number of important- 
indeed unexpected - disctivenes, among the 
most important being clouds of.solid.debris 
around a number of stars. 

All of the above of course leads to one 
tiling; the measurement of radiation itself 
and its effect on workers in the field arid 
the public ar large. In the next pan we shall 
look at die somewhat confusing world of 
radiation measurement. 
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by Keith Brindley 
^ :: 

It's that Millentiiuiri 
Bug Again! 
IfTOuVe seen or reatl any news item 
recentk there's a good chance it's about 
the so-called Millennium Bug - the 'effect' 
that will occur in many computers or 
computer-operated equipment one second 
after midnight oh the night of the 31se of 
December 1999 (more correctly, the very 
first second of the first day of januaiy year 
2000). The Government has stoked new life 
into die fire in recent weeks with its high 
profile involvement to help get rid of it. 

In reality, it's not a computer bug at all of 
course, and what's more while all associated 
effects will cause the same kind of results, it's 
not a single prohtem either. The problem, or 
indeed problems, will arise if a computer or 
computer-operated equipment, or even a 
Single microprocessor, is unable to 
differentiate between the year 2000 and the 
year 1900, in simple temis, any computer 
equipment which uses a two number 
specification for yearly date lie, 97 far 1997, 
98 for 1998,99 for 1999 and so on) wilt 
encounter difficulty as die year ciiangcs to 
2000—when its represcntaiian for the year 
becomes 00, which cih be mistaken for 1900. 
Now while humans can differentfete between 
year 2000 being represented by 00 and the 
year 1900, computers are thick and they need 
to be tokl. As such, inordinate confusion will 
be caused by computers which can't 
differentiate the year 2000. It's worth pointing 
out here that this isn't the only year 2000 
concern. There are others, induding the foci 
that year 2000 Ls a leap year and mam* 
computers don't actually know that! 

But let's put this into perspective. 
Compucers can't be blamed for this; As I've 
said, they're thick and need to be toid the 
difference between 1900 and 2000.. A 
computer can only perform or carry out a 
task if it's properly told how to do the task. 
Tliat's what a computer program is there for 
- to Instruct a computer how to do die task. 
In other words, it's not die computer that's 
at fauh, it's the people who have written the 
software to control the computer! 

fn computer terms, there are three areas 
where the niilleoniuni bug affects its 
operation. Rest is its internal basic 
controlling program - its BIOS. Remarkably, 
till just recently some computers have been 
produced with a BIOS that simply cannot 
differentiate between 1900 and 2000. Js chat 
stupid, or what? 

Second is the operating system software 
diat a computer needs to present an 
imcrfice between its human user and its 

; integral parts. Interestingly; the majority of 
; personal computers worldwide (and of course 
| wc are talking about those dai run Microsoft 
| Windows here) are not year 2000 capable. 
I Believe it or not, it was not until 1995 (on 
1 the release of Windows 95) that Windows 
i itseif became able to differentiate between 

1900 and 2000. Is that stupid, or what? 
i ThLtti are the application programs that 
j individual computer users run. It's 
j impossible to say whether these are year 
I 2000 compliant, or nor, although most (not 

.: all) of the famous applications have been 
| for a while now. Is that stupid, or what? 
i But these are just computers. It's 
j relatively easy to check if a computer is year 
| 2000 compliant. While this is a simplification 
; of the problem, you can simply adjust its 
I internal date to year 2000 and run it to 
i make sure ic.ail works proped.;; if it doesn't 

work, you can replace the, offending part lie 
; it the BIOS, the operating system or the 
j application program. \bu can always swap 
; the whole thing for a setup tliat is y ear 2000 
: compliant. So this problem is controllable 
j bv the ttser planning ahead, even though 
; die.original manufacturer or software 
1 producer wasn't planning ahead when the 
j computer of software was first designed. 
: This Ls simply damage limitation at its costliest. 

The Problem Gets Worse 
A bigger problem though is with computers 
within other devices. Every videocasserte 
recorder for example, most modern kitchen 
appliances, televisions, telephones, and so 
on all have an internal microprocessor, ff 
the 'bug' is in that, there's a likelihood such 
an appliance might not work properiy in 
the year 2000. 

ff you have no idea of the consequences* 
that will face us on the morning of 1st 
January 1998, reach for the book Time 
Bomb3000: Wbatlbe Year2000 Computer 
Crisis Means to You! by Edward "iburrion 
and Jennifer Yourdon (published bv 
Prentice Hall: ISBN 0130952842), from 
which the above fonts have been gleaned. It 
is as well a resourced and descriptive 
esplanation of die year 2000 problem as 
you are likely to see in print. Better than 
that, it's written in a hon-iechuicat way; such 
that even the most non-tcchnical person 
will be able to see the problems that face: 
us. It is indeed one of die only books 
written on die topic nor for programmers 
or IT professlonats, yet just as relevant to 
them. It is also very'frightening, but remains 
non-alarmist. When we wake up with the 
largest hangover of our lives from the 
Millennium New Year's Eve Basil we all 

attended the night before, it's just jiossible 
that die hangover won't go after a couple of 
hours. From this premise the hook lays out 
die scenarios we might foce. 

The stupidest things about this whole, sad 
Millenniuni Bug affair are that 1) it has been 
made by computer or microprocessor 
manufocmrers and software producers, 2) 
computer or niicroprocessor manufoaurers 
and software producers have left it until the 
last few years of the present millennium to 
try to correct their errors. These errors 
should never have been there in the first 
place. It makes me glad my computers arc. 
Apple Macintoshes. The very firs; Mac was 
produced in 1984. Then if had a BIOS , that 
would operate to the year 2040 (current 
Macs, incidentallv; will operate to AD 
29,940) and an operating system to match. 
Consequently only a few application 
programs ever to run on a Mac (funnily 
enough, Microsoft Excel being one of iliem) 
weren't to oily year 2000 compliant from 
day one in 1984. Why didn't other - 
computer makers and software producers 
do die same? Didn't diey believe diclr 
products would be around in the year 2000? 
Coincidenialfy; one of my Macs is a 1984 
model which still works perfectly well, even 
if a little slow by modern standards. I use it 
for menial tasks like email and surfing the 
Internet. Whats more, I know it will still do 
these jobs in die year 2000 too (tliat Ls, if 
die Internet's still working). 

My personal feelings about PCs aside, the 
purefoct of the matter (as the authors of 
7ime Bomb 2000 explain methodically and 
dearly) is that we do not yet know how the 
world is going to cope after Ist January 
2000. Most of life will go on as normal no 
doubt, but there will be some computer 
systems affected. There is simply noway 
diafall systems am be guaranteed to 
function correctly as there are just too many 
systems in the world for ibis to be die case. 
Just what the effects of these Mad computer 
systems will be is only going to be known 
when diey foil, and as the .failures begin to 
ripple down through die world's socio- 
economic strata. The foci your VCR might 
no longer be capable of being programmed 
to record your fovourite TV program is 
small fish. But if your bank's computer is 
offline for several weeks and can't give you 
cash you may not be so nondialant. ' 

Tick, tick, tick, tick 
"Happy New Millennium" - BOOM! 0niE3 

Rve Ofii n (Oits eypre?si.-d by, Hn: author are not 
(Wc^MhTy IlKhp orthe putjlistwror the edltof. 
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This niontfj Mike Holmes explains DOS and Interrupts. 

Soon after version I of Visual Basic for 
Windows first appeareti, there 
foil owed a variation on the theme for 

users who could not yet afford the then 
new-fangled and highly expensive IBM PC 
AT (Advanced lype) machines, whicli were 
needed to Ire able to run Windows, 'fhis 
vanntion, for all intents and purposes 
identical as much as possible to Windows' 
Visual Basic, was called Visual Basic for DOS, 
and allowed Windows-like programs to be 
created to run on XT madiiues (even those 
with EGA and lower monochrome 
monitors), having Windows-like itehaviour 
including mouse support. 

Actually, I still {[uite like Visual Basic for 
DOS — it's 'quaint". What's dever about it in 
particular is that, although its screen 
displays are supftosed to be graphically 
orientated (like Windows proper) rather 
than purely text based, as is usua! wilh DOS 
programs, it does not neetl a special 
graphics screen mode. All 3D objects are 
drawn using the box drawing characters 
provided with the standard DOS ASCII set, 
retaining the minimum required DOS test 
screen. Hence, Visual Basic for DOS 
(hereafter referred to as VB-DOS) still works 
with a 2 or ttiit nionodirome amljer or 
green screen monitor for an XT. 

The only deviation from normnl DOS 
screen working is to do with colours, DOS 
normally hits eight basic colouis, eight ■ 
'bright' colours (the same again but 
intensified), the latter then duplicated :ts 
'Hashing' (using an extra attribute bit). In 
keeping with its Windows-like appearance, 
VB-DOS adopts a different Windows 
equivalent 16 colour set , in die process of 
which the Bashing attribute is sacrificed (it is 
Utilised to achieve the non-DOS shades). 

interestingly, VB-DOS does not by default 
display colours - its default is viewable as 4- 
bit monochrome, lliat is to say white (grey) 
on black, the black being used Tor die lower 
right sliadovvs of objects, and bright white 
being used to highlight the toil left 'lit' edges 
of objects (such as command buttons). The 
backgrounds of windows and controls are a 
uniform grey and the test Is black. 

Ti i force VH-DOS to display a greater 
variety of Colours, some son of initialisation 
file listing these, and a means for reading it at 
start-up, must be provided for every VB-DOS 
program, or with values set in start-up code 

for some time now many commercial 
DOS programs - particularly utilities and 
installers — tend not to be boring flat 2-bic 
white on black. Borders, pop-up boxes, 
drop-down menus and progress bars 
abound, and are In colour. Figure 1 shows a 
typical example (if you recognise it you'll 

know what it is) - alfjeit not produced with 
VB-DOS, die same principles of generating a 
graphics-like display using standard DOS 
ASCII ciiaracters apply even to the point of 
including shadows for an enhanced 3D 
effect. Significantly: however, dus method Is 
very much faster than drawing in graphics 
screen mode. 

The one drawback to VB-DOS is that it Is 
memory hungry— any compiled EXEwill 
never be, much smaller than 240K. This is 
liecause of the runtime library that goes with 
it thai makes it till work. Similarly the design 
environment needs a lot of memory even 
though an overlay teclinique is. used, and 
experience lias shown tlvat it is happiest when 
EMS is available. Still who needs an AT then! 

Compatibility 
\T3-DOS is compatible with all previous 
vetsions of Microsoft QuickBasic. Titisis 
useful to know if you still use QuickBasic, 
since you can use VB-DOS instead of 
QuickBasic to make simple (non-windowed) 
DOS pfograins. Hie one thing you can't do 
is use PRINT or INPUT if a window is 
loaded, as PRINT and INPUT are 'not 
allowed while a form is showing'. 

The following compaiibilicy guidelines 
apply when poning applications from Visual 
Basic for Windows, This can be done fairly 
easily, also from VB-DOS to VB for Windows 
— die only limitation lieing that often yon 
cannotload a complete project of the odier 
type — you usually have to make a new 
project then add the others modules one 
at a rime. 

In the case of forms and controls, those 
for VB for Windows have many more 
properties than VB-DOS. This only means 
that Ill-DOS 'dumps' die properties it 

doesn't understand. In the other direction, 
VB for Windows adds default properties to 
VB-DOS forms and controls where it finds 
then; missing. 

Microsoft recommend that the content of 
a glotial module be translated to a 
comparable $ INCLUDE file, ibu include this 
file in each file in the project using the 
f INCLUDE metacommand. Formal 
parameters and all Dim, Dim Shared, Redim, 
Static, and Global statements must be 
changed to. include appropriate AS clauses. 

Functions used in VB for Windows code 
(JBAS) modules require insertion of the 
appropriate DECLARE FUNCTION 
statements in each' file in the MR DOS 
project. VB-DOS is funny like that. 

Microsoft also recommend you use the 
statement 'CALLMain' in the project if the 
VB for Windows application uses 'Sub Main' 
as the start-up, aldiough personally I use 
executable code,In a first GENERaLbAS 
module. In VB-DOS executable code can 
exist outside of a procedure. 

The table below defines the most common 
statement and declaration relauonships 
between both Visual Basic types: 

Visual Basic Visual Basic 
for DOS for Windows 
COMMON SHARED. X ©oOalX 
DIM X. X0 Gbbsl X, Xj), 
ON LOCAL ERfiOH C»i (Lotal] Error 
DIM SHARED Dim stattmfints 

iii£cj3r3t<>n teftl) 
STATIC X Static X (proceiluia iftel) 
REDIM PffESERVE X0 Re0im;Piie5er>e X0 

invoking VB-DOS - 

Recommendations 
i The VB-DOS design environment It ran 
i from the DOS prompt as follows: 

= V3IXJS [npcionsj [f/RUK! prdgrrsasj 
? {/ca-ID strinc ] 

| Fit »t of ail. do make sure that it runs fast 
: enough. Just oping 'vbdos' at the '>' 
| prompt invariably means it runs very slowly, 
j A surefire way to make it run aggravatingly 
1 slowly is to type-. 

j VBDOS /S:300 /X:0 /E:0,0 

; Mi-DOS is one of those programs that 
= compiles a temporary EXE and runs it when 

Figure 1. 
Example DOS 
application in 
a 'window'. 
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you want it to ran. Hie '/S;' option specifies 
the amouni of DOS memory to reserve for 
the.VB-DOS design environment, 30QK is 
not enough. 

Pius, VXO' means don't use any XMS, and 
VEiO.O* means don't use any EMS. 
(Assuming any of this is available in the first 
place.) So I always use: 

VBSOS /S;400 project.mak 

which ensures maximum speed and 
efficiency, with EMS being detected and 
used automatical!;,' ('project.mak' is the 
name of the Visual Basic project to load or 
create). This Invokes the code editing part 
of the design environment, which (usually) 
looks like thai shown in Figure 2. 

Making Even More Work 
Space - Library Linking 
Eventually, however, a complex project will 
use up memory, so then it becomes prudent 
to begin making library modules of what's 
ijeen written so far, exiting VB-DOS and re- 
running it giving it the libraty name to (ink. 
Micmsoft provide one that enables VB-DOS 
to make DOS interrupt calls; 

V3COS /h VBEQS.QLB /£:400 
project.aiafc 

Building on this, 1 then created a further 
one that also indude? Microsoft's provided 
Common Dialog module, along with 
some other standardised stuff f typically 
want to use. 

This general purpose library link module 
is called "projlib.qlb' and is linked by: 

V3DOS /h PROJLIB.QLB /S:dOO 
projecc.nvak 

For reference this library contains. 
G&NRUJB.BfiS 'slsriCauJ gcbaiy accessiKa. 

tootines, 
CMNDUSlBAS Mioosoa^s common tiiaiog 

code module 
CMNOLGF.FRJ.I LGoosoft's oommon .cislc^ 

• fpmi module 
CKOfORM.FRM a Wndtw d'ispteying a''Cancer 

• Button 
EDCOlORS.FHf.l. a'Vifndow for Changing system 

cotoura 
CUSTHLPS.Fff?.! a V/indms-lite help display 

system 
CUSTCOPYFRM. copy, hstoiy and indst ssetch 
CliSTHlST.FHU, nindovis used by main help 
SINDetFBfd window 

Ac compilation time this library also needs 
vbdos.bl to declare the DOS interrupt calls 
linked by VB-DOS as vfados.qlb. Forms 
CustHeip. Gndform, and Cotora will be 
extemakV accessible to the new project 
along with utility routines in genrilib.bas. 

My main project thefefbre typically uses 
projlib.Iih as linked by VB-DOS when run, 
and containing at least GENERALBAS, 
optionally GETHELEBAS, and a first form. 
This Is ultimately ran or compiled as 
myprog.EXE. At the code level it will 
include: projlib-bi. listing declarations of the 
relevant procedures and objects in 
projlib.tib; and cmndlg.bi doing the same for 
the common dialogue modules. 

Figure 2, 
Visual Basic 
for DOS, 
design 
environment 
code editor 
scraart. 
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VBDOS.BI 
Without going into great detail^ this 
included fde is for assembly language 
rourines in vbdos.qlb called ABSOLUTE, 
iNTERSUPT, INTERRL'PTX, LNT8<SOiX>, and 
INT86XOLD. It allows a VB-DOS program, to 
use, for example. 'Jnt2-fh' DOS routines. 

CMNDLG.BI 
lists procedure declarations for Microsoft's 
'Common Dialog Toolkit'. These, ai-e public 
routines that display die relevant pop-up 
windows. These include About, FileOpen 
and EileSave (see Figure 3), FilePrint (see 
Figure-4), FrndReplaceText (see Figure 5), 
and a ColorPalerte (see Figure 6). The set 
provides a series of ready-made standard 
modules that look and behave consistendy 
die same in every VB-DOS program. 

PROJUB.BI 
Hiis is my own library thar includes these 
global variables whose lia order must be the 
same as in prajiibiib. By example these 
comprise; 

Adaptor? contains the video adaptor 
name deduced by 
Video. Hardware 
function at start-up 
RESERVED 

DirLoadFlag determines whedier 
program was loader! by a 
standard DeskTop 
frontend 
RESERVED 

True - was run by DeskTop (CHAIN 
command). 
False—was not run by DeskTop, but from 
DOS command level. 

FileSpecS. globally accessible storage 
for de&uk filename and 
path, general-purpose 
NOT 

HeipNameS name and path of help file 
for the program NOT 
RESERMtD 

Main.ForeColor set atstan-up and 
returned by Color window 
reserved" 

Main.BackColor set at start-up and returned 
bv Color window RESERVED 

Figure 3. 
File I/O 
dialogue 
as a modal 
secondary 
pop-up 
window. 
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Figure 5. 
Flnd/replaco 
dialogue. 
Functionality 
has a very 
close 
Blmllarlty to 
Windows' 
common 
dialogue 
version. 
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Figure 6. 
Common Dialog 
Toolkit colour 
palette, Theee 
are the 16 In 
total colour 
hues that VB- 
DOS usas. 
These colours 
can be applied 
to common 
component 
parts of all 
forms; border, 
background, 
menus, etc. 
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Hiese variables are accessible across all 
modules and provide a simple way of 
communicating dam between farms and 
procedures. 

Modules and Procedures 
VB-DOS uses two kinds of modules, forms 
and code. The principleld tirrually identical 
to VB for Windows, witli a few quirks. Form 
(.FRM) modules contain data declarations, 
e\ent procedures, and general procedures. 
!n addition, form modules contain die 
objects ami properties of a form. Code 
(.BAS) modules contain data dedarations 
and globally accessible procedures. 

Event procedures in a form module, 
should be written only for those events to 
which you want a form or cdnctol to 
respond. Just as VB for Windows, VB-DOS 
presides several keywords used specifically 
to write code for modules and procedures. 

V.triables can be either shared by former 
code modules using the COMMON SHARED 
statement (required alternative to the Global 
keyword), or passed to procedures by 
reference or by value (BYVAL, see. below). 

A new module is created when you 
choose either'New Fpmi' or New .Module 
from the 'File' menu of die VB-DOS code 
editing environment, 'New Module' adds n 
code^module (.B.-VS). 'New Form' adds a 
form module (.FRM), ciuses a jump to the 
Form Designer (as does ihe 'Form'.button 
in the VB-DOS code editor. This form 
designer is shown in Figure 1. It is not too 
unlike the VB for Windows equivalent, if 
somewhat less refined. 

Form modules are private, where event 
and general procedures within form modules 
cannot be called from external modules or 
procedures. Executable code Is not allowed 
at the module level, of a form module. 

However, code modules are public; 
general procedures contained within code 
modules can be called from other modules 
or procedures. Executable code is allowed at 
the module level, and apart from this it can 
be proved dtat in theserespects VB-DOS is 
riot very different from VB for Windows. 

Subs, Functions, 

and Procedures 
The following keywords are used in 
VB-DOS to declare SUB and f UNCTiON 
statements, pass parameters, and transfer 
control to programs: 

Like VB for Windows: 
ANY • Disables type checking in AS 

clause of DECLARE statement 
BYVAL Passes variable by value rather 

than by reference 
CALL Transfers control to VB-DOS 

SUB procedure, 

EXIT Immediately exits SUB, 
FUNCTION. DO. FOR, or DEF 
EN (VB for Windows does not 
have DEF FN) 

FUNCTION Declares name, parameters, 
and return type of FUNCTION 

SUB Declares the name and the 
parameters of SUB 

Unlike VB for Windows: 
CHAIN Transfers control specifically' to 

another VB-DOS program 
DECLARE Declares VB-DOS SUB or 

FUNCTION procedure. Unlike 
VB for Windows, all must be 
declared before they are 
accessible even within the 
same module 

RUN Restarts program in memory or 
executes another 

STATIC Makes a variable local to a 
procedure and preserves its value 

Passing an argument to a procedure 'by 
reference' means that the procedure is given 
the address of the argument. This allows a 
procedure to diange the argument's value in 
die calling procedure. Whereas passing an 
argument 'by value' means thai the 
procedure Is only given the value of the 
argument. Uiis allows die argument to 
change locally in die procedure without 
affecting die variable in die oiling procedure. 

Designing Forms 
With VB-DOS, forms are created in the 
Form Designer (FD.EXE, see Figure 7). This 
is a separate utility used to build the user 
interlace (forms and controls) for the 
application, and it can be started ffom.die 
DOS command line. 

Forms can also be dialogue boxes in VB- 
DOS. The BorderStyie property settings 
identify' a form as either a window or a 
dialogue box. "ibu cm even have bordedess 
and ritlebar-less windows. Menus can be made 
In exactly the same way as VB for Windows. 

Every VB-DOS form will also have a 
control menu in which you can minimise, 
maximise, close, etc Unlike VB for Windows, 
disabled options remain as disabled entries 
in the menu, not removed, see.Figure 8. 

T:lc 

Figure 7. The 
VB-DOS Form 
Designer Is not 
too dissimilar 
to VB for 
Windows. 
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*  
Figure 8. All VB-DOS forms share 
this common control menu layout. 
Only accessible If the 'ControlBox' 
property 1b true. 

This also shows how the 'acceletatar, keys' 
(highlighted shon-cut letters) in VB DOS 
menus are shown in a difterent colour but 
only if the selection is enabled. 

Moreover. it is even possible to create a 
Multiple Document Interlace (MD!) 
application in Xli-DOS having several child 
windows, in which the MDI parent contains 
the menu bar of the child with focus in 
addition to its own menus- 
These are the same basic controls provided 
by VB for Windows, hence form modules 
using these only are.relocatable from one 
environment to die odier. The exception is 
the picture control, which of course cannot 
show actual pictures in DOS. However, it 
can Ire the background parent to :i group of 
controls, and provides an area where the 
PRINT statement can be used. 

Figure 9 shows one eximplc of a utility 
window 1 created, based on Windows' own 
disk format utility, using a selection of these 
smndatd controls, including a frame as a group 
parent Hie module works by shelling to DOS, 
writing a complete disk Ibrmar Cpnunand 
string that ind tides the selected options. 

Globally Accessible 
Routines In PROJLIB 

DECEASE Stf5 DateTime (FlleS, 
FileSizei, FileAttribateS, YR%, 

DT%. HHS%( SECS%, 
Mode%) • 

Uses DOS interrupts to read/write a disk 
file's date/time stamp. 

DECIARE FUNCTION DiskSpsce (BYV3U. 
Drive .AS ETRJNG) AS DOtJBLE 
Uses a DOS intemipt to return free disk 
space. 
DHCLASS FUNCTION EXTRACT (BWC^i 
MainStrS, NatchStrS) AS STRING 
Same as the VB for Windows equivalent, 
see Part 2 of this series. 
DECLARE FUNCTION FiieCopy 
(Sources. DescinationS, ErrCode 
AS INTSGBK) AS INTEGER 
Copies n disk file from one place to anoth- 
er, also transferring the DOS date/time 
stamp. The actual copying is done in bina- 
ry file access mode as a series of raw-data 
blocks.-so it copies anything. 
DECLARE FDKCTXON FlleExists 
(FSpecS) AS INTEGER 
Same as the VB for Windows equivalent, 
see Part 2 of this series, but uses a DOS 
intecmpt. 
DECXAKE FUNCTION InstrAny (BYVAJj 
HainstxS, MatchStr?) AS UJtEGEH 

DECTiARE FUNCTION PacLefC 
(EWAL Mainstr AS STRING. Target. 

AS INTEGER) AS STRIt!C 
DECLARE FDHCTXOR PadRight 

IBWAL MainStr AS STRING, Target 
AS INTEGER) AS STRING 

DECLARE FUNCTION REMOVE 
(EYVAI, JiginStrS, b!etch3tr$l AS 
STRING 

DECLARE FLECTION REPLACE 
(BYVAL Mainscrs, NatchStr?, 
RspStrS) AS STRING 
All above same as the VB for Windows 
equivalent, see Part 2 of this series. 
DECLARE FDHCTION GetFileSize 
(File?) AS LONG 

Uses the file pointer DOS inrerrupt to 
return ille size. 
DECLARE FUNCTION GetFileAtCr 
(FileS) AS STRING 
Duplicates the VB for"Windows FileActr 
function. 
DECLARE FCKCTXON GetFileDateTime% 
(FilsS, DATE.BIN&, TIKH.3XN&} 

DECLARE FUNCTION 
SstFileDatsTimes (File$, 
DATS-BINS:, TIHE.BINfi) 

The following controls are avaiiabte In VB-DOS: 
Check Sc« 
GomboBm 
CommaiKi Bunon 
OilKtcKy Ua &K 
Dm® List Sax 
Fife, list Box 
Fram^ 
Horaontal ScroB Bar 
litfel. 
ListBax 
Menu 
Option Button 
Roura Box 
T^dBtK 
Timer- 
itetical Scroil Ear 

ra-DOS CoitirolB Summary. 

Togges the section of an option on-and off 
ABowsauser to etiwtext orsei^fixkha fet 
^Performs sn action wtjen cbosen 
• Eririt-les. the. sefecLfe!! oidifEctoiy pain 
Enabtas the seiection of disk difte' 
EraSss the sebc&n of r?e(o) 
Prcvdee a luiKiional 'g.'Duping fix coritrofs 
Alfews sefeciicn from a range of valuas 
Oistfajs laa that the user cannot change 
AlSows the user to setect ftbrn a'fet 
Displays items Ota user can choose from 
fferniits the setection of oneitsm in a'group 
Djspiays ASCII cha-scters on a fcriri 
Dispfeis tsxi that the user can change 
Specifies a time inlfinal fw'tirnsf etents' 
AJkr.vs sefectfon from s range of values 

Both low-level functions using DOS inter- 
rupts for fetching/writing the DOS 
date/time stamp of a disk file in its basic 
iong integer form (not dismanded into 
year, month, day. etc,) 
DECLARE FUNCTION Corrected (3WAL 
Patn?) AS STRING 
Same as the VB for Windows equivalent, 
see Part 2 of this series. 
DECLARE FUNCTION VIDEO.HARDWARE 
{) AS DOUBLE 
VB-DOS specific. Called at 'start-up of an 
application to find out the base address of 
the video memory. If this turns out to 
be for monochrome only then a following 
IF statement suppresses the fetching of 
the COLORS.INI data for initialising sys- 
tem colours. 

And Lastly 
Supposing you actually get around to having 
anything much id do with VB-DOS, here is 
an imppnant message; all common shared 
variables must be duplicated exactly if 
declared in more than one root section of a 
B.AS module (for a linked library also). If you 
create a new global variable, it must be 
added to all other instances of die list in the 
other modules, and in the same sequence! 

Failure to follow this protocol will 
eventually result in a program with massive 
problems, keeps crashing, etc. The 
COMMON' SHARED variable list must lie 
duplicated exactly at the module level of all 
forms which use any one. of these variables. 
Also. CO.SLMON SHARED dimensioned 
arrays will not communicate across modules, 
unlike the case for VB for Windows. 

If you cm find a use for this library set for 
VB-DOS (version 1), please apply privately 
to the author, EO. Box 5773, Inincion, Esses 
SSI5 5FL Maplin Electronics pic and its 
associates cannot be held responsible for 
the accuracy or reliability or otherwise of 
such information or utilities- 

Next month we will look at how to use 
and avoid the pitfalls associated with 
Microsoft Access and dBase IM plus, how to 
create installation and setup procedures. 
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Figure 9. An example custom made 
tool dialogue showing a number of 
standard controls directly transferable 
to or from Visual Basic for Windows. 
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3-Dimensional 
Laser Sculpturing 
for Industrial 
Manufacturing 
Researchers at. the Fraunhofer 
Institute in Dresden, Germany 
have developed a navel way to 
produce internal 3-dimensIonal 
(3-D) sculpturing of glass for 
any appropriate transparent" 
medium by the use of sub- 
surface laser engraving. Images 
of real 3-dimensiona3 objects, 
such as a picture of die Earth, 
may be faithfully reproduced 
within a volume of optically 
transparent lead crystal glass as 
shown in figure 1, The 
technique was developed by Dr 
Andreas Lenk and co-workers in 
theDresden Instirute, and has 
potential applications in a 
variety' of areas including 3-D 
displays and product marking. 

Historically, lead crystal has 
been engraved by laborious 
methods such as grinding, 
cuaing and sandblasting. 
Unfortunately, these traditional 
skills require time consuming 
'manuar labour. In addition, the 
severe problems of "writing" 
detailed fine-scale structures 
onto the glass, and. in more 
recent times the concerns fbr 
the emironmcnral impacts 
caused by toxic chemical wiiste 
from grinding etc. entering the 
food chain, must te considered, 
"lb overcome these 'commercial 
problems,' the Fraunhofer 
Insiitut Werkstoff- und 
Strahlcechnik (Fraunhofer IWS) 
in Dresden and Rsill-Kristall 
Barenhutte GmbH Weibwasser 
has jointly developed a laser 
technique for subsurface 
engraving of lead crystal. Dr 
Lenk's method also creates a 
highly novel decorative art 
form; a 3-D image created 
within the lead block, caused by 
the extraordinarily precisely 
focused laser beam. Amazingly, 
there is no observable effect on 
the outside polished glass 
surface where the laser energy 
is relatively defbcused. 

Laser technology 
Within a normally transparent 
material, a high intensity 
focused laser beam will create a 
significant non-linear optical 
absorption phenomenon. As a 
consequence, small microscopic 
cracks are generated from 
thermal heating of the glass 
within a tightly constrained 
volume. The spots appear white 
under reflected 'day-time' white 
light illumination. The power 
densities required to achieve 
their results are in the range 
10" to lO'-'Wcnri, equivalent to 
a lOOW light bulb concentrating 
all of its output power across an 

area typically less than one. 
micron square! This is a 
tremendous feat of optical 
engineering skill, and the 
output beam is generated using 
a specially designed 
NeodymiunuYtlrium Aluminium 
Fluoride crystal laser (more 
commonly referred to as a YIJ7 

laser). Iris hardly surprising, 
with these high laser intensities, 
that cracking of the glass on a 
micron scale, typically 100 
microns across, will occur. 

Dr lenk believes that this Is 
the first practical application of 
the Nd/YLF class of laser for the 
optical tooling of transparent 
materials anywhere in the 
world, and may lead to a highly 

specialised market fbr sub- 
surface material structuring on 
a micron to sub-micron scale. 

The images are created pixel 
by pixel vrithin the substriite 
glass. The substrate sheet glass 
or lead crystal 'object" is moved 
in either 2- or 3-dimensions 
with computer controlled 
posiu'oning and real-time 
position data acquisition. A 
Cdntinuous-Whve (CW) laser 
operates with repetition rates of 
up to 500Hz. Each 3-D glass 
'picture' may contain up to 
10,000 dots created by using 
laser pulses typically of 60 
nanoseconds (ns) duration with 
a pulse rei>etiiion interval (time 
between pulses) of 13ns at an 

output emission wavelength of 
1.05pm, just beyond the visible 
region of the electromagnetic 
spectrum in the near infra-red. 
Each laser pulse results in one 
pixel. Hxel spacing is crucial, for 
if they are too close together 
cracks may join up to produce a 
major stress feult which could 
lead to the glass fracturing. To 
avoid this problem, die existing 
microcrack sample points, 
which are about lOOpm across, 
are spaced same 250pm apart. 
Tlie maximum area for 2-D sub- 
surface engraving is 50 X 50mm 
square (with imminent plans for 
100 X lOOmm square). Because 
of the typical point to point 
distance of 250pm, this area is 
related to.an array of200 X 200 
pixels, Die maximum volume for 
full 3-D sub-surface engraving is 
(45 x 45 x 55)mm>. 

Q-swItching die laser may 
produce laser etching pulses up 
ro 30Qns in duration with peak 
powers in excess of 2M\Xr 

Q-switching is a concept worth 
discussing xii a little detail. 
Consider a cavity laser and then 
introduce a huge loss into the 
cavity, for example if one of the 
mirrors at the end of the laser 
cavity was covered up in some 
way Normally tliis would be a 
disaster as it would prevent die 
laser from operating. However, 
italso means that the 
population inversion In die 
laser medium may rise to well 
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Figure 2 Image of dolphins iin glass. 

above iis norma! value. If the 
loss is suddenly'reduced.back 
to its normal value, the signal 
gain will be much larger dmn 
the nomia! running or 
threshold gain. The result is a 
ver)' rapid increase in photon' 
density inside the cavity, leading 
in turn to a rapid reduction in 
the population inversion - 
through stimulated emission, 
generating a high-power laser 
output. A short Intense pulse is 
emitted b>'the laser and this is 
called Q-swicching. The name 
originated historically because 
of the association of cavity loss 
with a Q value (a high loss being 
associated with a low Q value). 
The sudden change in the cavity 
loss implied a sudden change 
(or switch) in the Q value. 

The optical image generating 
process works with expensive 
optical quality glass, readily 
available cheap float glass which 
lias reduced optical quality, and 
indeed other kinds of glass. It 
could lie used as a highly 
effective way to impose security 
markings deep within the glass 
(at least 5mnv below the 
surfece), which cannot lie 
scratched away by a thief trying 
to disguise the true ownership 
of a high unit cost item, e.g. 
name or logo on a BMW or 
Rolls-Royce car window! 

Further possibilities for this 
class of technology may be 
conceived, such as the use of a 
sensitive rewritable optically 
transparent polymer to hold a 
3-D real time moving image. If 
the number of pixel elements 
was increased to support a 
sufficiently large image it could 
pose a rival monochrome threat 

to current proposed 
holographic TV and"free-space' 
3-D holographic images. There 
are considerable developmental 
problems to be overcome 
before a cheap "optically safe" 
3-D 'IV p.ill becomes reality for 
the majority rather than an 
unaffordable dream. Perhaps a 
uansparent optical Cube may 
become a common place.item 
in future households! No matter 
what evolves on die image 
display front, the technique of 
sub-surface laser engraving 
demonstrates both technical 
excellence and a new beautifiil 
transparent 3-D artfomi, (to be 
seen in figure 2 as the image of 
dolphins in glass). 

Further Information: 
Or A LenleE mall 
leii|<@iws fgh.de 
lrrtemethlIpyAwvw.iws.fgh.de,' 
Pictures ctturtesy 
of Dr Andreas behh. 

Forthcoming 
Important 
Electronics and 
Optoelectronics 
Conferences 
The 24th International 
Conference on die Physics of 
Semiconductors is to be held in 
Jerusalem, Israel between 2nd- 
7Ui August. This conference 
marks two anniversaries; the 
creation of the modem state of 
Israel 50 years ago. and die 
discovery of die transistor in 
the same year. Plenary lecturers 
-will cover topics such as 

quantum computers, the 
development of the transistor, 
and quantum wires and dots. 
Contributions are invited in 10 
different topic areas. 

Eurosensors xn will lie held 
in the Boldenvood Conference 

Suite of the University of 
Southampton, UK between 
i3th-l6th. September 1998. This 
conference also incorporates 
the 9Ui of the 'Sensors and 
their Applications" series run by 
the Instrument Science and 
Technology Group of the 
Institute of Physics. 
Southampton is a historic city 
and seaport surmundeti by 
some of die most beautiful 
countryside and cities in Britain. 
Further information-, e-mail 
eu£oseas@ecs,soton.ac.uk 

The 2nd European' 
Conference on Magnetic 
Sensors and Actuators is to be 
held at the University of 
Sheffield, UK between 13th- 
15th July 1998. We live in an. 
interesting developmental 
period For magnetic liased 
sensors and actuators. Their 
ability to generate, a wide range 
of effects such as signals, forces 
and motions has become 
indispensable for many devices 
and systems. This conference 
reflects an innovative and 
important, area for the applied 
science of magnetism. 

Further Information: 
hUpr/Ayvvw.sliuf uc uk/ piiys/e 
rasa98 lilni) 
E-tnai] 
icps24(i0p|iystcs.te<l}inloii.ef .if 
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The semiconductor industry is about to hit a brick 
tvail. Using current techniques it is not possible to 

make the components on integrated circuits much 
smaller and consequently the limits of integration 

are unthin sight. The saving grace will be new 

materials and manufacturing techniques. Here 

Stephen Waddington explores some of the options. 
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CDT 
Photo 1. Cambridge I 
Into a einglfl display1 Isplay Tschnolo^ywants to transform the car dashboard 

rfth Its light emitting polymer (UEP) technology, 

Convergence was tlie buzzword of die 
CeBIT annual European technologs' 
trade show, which took place in 

Hanover early this year. The cQlIision of die 
Jiuemet, tdecommunications and computing 
is resulting in some incredible products. 

Trifiible Nadgation, developers of the 
global-positioning satellite (GPS) systems 
are chasing die goal of the GPS on a watch. 
GPS systems include an RF front end that 
incorporates Lnductdts for tuning the 
receiver and radio frequency (RF) amplifier 
and for bandpass filtering, and a digital 
chip thaccarries out logic, memory and all 
other functions. 

The desire to develop convergent 
products is apparent across all electronics 
sectors- A produa concept from Swedish 

ELECTRONICS AND BEYOND July 1998 

wireless handset manufacturer Ericsson 
combines a eel) phone, modem and 
QWERTY keyboard. Hie keyboard would 
pull out to the side and the user could 
access the Web remotely. It would also have 
limited butlc-in capabilities for spreadsheets 
and other functions. 

Meanwhile Cambridge Display 
Technology (CDT) wants to turn the 
conventional car dashboard into a screen as 
shown in Photo 1, using its light emitting 
polymer (IEP) display technology. Here 
conventional analogue dials, mileage- 
counter and indicators would be replaced 
with patterned graphical equivalents, with 
the added bonus tliat diere would be no 
need for backlighting, as polymer displays 
are self-emissive. 

Keeping up the Pace 
But if these products are to become a reality 
it will require a single integrated circuit 
consisting of more than 10 fniillon transistors 
that combines memory, radio frequenq', 
microprocessing and control. Tnnible 
Nawgation needs to ioiegrate microprocessor. 
RF, logic and memory on a single device, 
while CDT's IJIP dashboard screen will 
require complex driver circuitry loday's 
semiconductor processing technologies 
simply cannot hack the pace of integration, 

Manufeccuring techniques have scaled 
over the last two decades from gate 
dimensions of 20mm to lite latest geometry 
of 0.35mm — a micron is over 100 times 
thinner than a human hair. Naturally there is 
a significant increase in the number of 
components that cm be housed on a single 
device with every reduetion in physical 
process geometry. 

Hie end of the tunnel Is in sight. With die 
latest wave of integrated circuits, we are very 
close to reaching the physical limitations of 
the manufacturing pruccss. It is not possible 
to go much smaller using current materials — 
and consequently it is unlikely" that we will 
see devices consfeiing of much more than 
the 10,000,000 transistors typical of the latest 
crop of microprocessors. 

Ultimately the issue of scaling much 
beyond current geometry lies in die 
physical interconnections made between 
the individual gates on a piece of silicon. 
Once the raw electronic components, have 
been fabricated in die silicon, thin 
aluminium and doped poly-silicon films are 
added to form the interconnections among 

Photo 2. Copper connected 
CMOS techptrfpgy lCs ■'■■■I 
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Jl using copper conhocUons (fefi). Cppper connections 
<n prevent diffusion Into the surrounjling silicon (right), 

The solution is to replace the aluminium 
interconnects with a more robust material 
that has superior electrical prapenies. 
Copper is cumenth' the metal mooted by 
electrical engineers as the solution. 

The work has been carried out for a 
number of years by researchers In acklemia 
and industry but urgency was added late 
Last year after announcements by IBM, 
Motorola, Texas Instruments and others 
involving breakthroughs in the use of lower- 
resistance copper. 

Copper diffuses readily into siiicun, but 
barrier materials have Iteen developed to 
reliably seal it off. Unlike aluminium, copper 
interconnects must be sheathed with a thin 
barrier metal to avoid corroding the silicon 
substrate- This is the key reason that 
aluminium has traditionally been used for 
integrated circuit interconnects, and why 
.semiconductor manufacturers are 
approsching the possible switch from 
aluminium to copper with a'high degree 
of caution. 

The requirement to prevent corrosion of the 
silicon wafec is not the only reason that the 
copper interconnects need to be insulated. As 
the metal lines get closer together, the 
problem of signal interference, or crosstalk, 
within the integrated circuit increases. 

Copper Chips 
Sematech, a non-profiting making research 
and development consortium of 
semiconductor manutacturers, claims to 
have identified suitable insulating materials 
to shield the copper interconnects. For 
competitive reasons, Sematech researchers 
are reluctant to identiiy the insulating 
material and other materials involved in die 
ongoing research, suffice to say the 
insukiing marsdal has a dielectric constant 
of 2.7. Photo 3 shows a Sematech 
researcher with a silicon wafer containing 
copper interconnected integrated circuits. 

1BM daini to be ahead of Sematech. In 
September, the company announced that it 
would soon stan fult-scnle manufacture of 
chips that use copper. New copper 
interconnects will be impicmented initially 
in IBM's complementary-meml-oxide- 
seraiconductor (CMOS) technology The 
CMOS 7S process, as it is known, integrates 
six metal levels, a 0.2mm drawn gate and a 
0-12mm effective channel length. 

individual transistom and oilier devices. On 
some chips, tiiere may be up to sis layers of 
these minute imerconnecting wires joining 
together millioas of individual circuits. 

It is die aluminium interconnects thai are 
the weakness. Aluminium is traditionally 
used because it has-good electrical 
characteristics and is reasonable easy to 
manipulate in die manufacturing process. 
But aluminium's high resistivity at die line 
widths tequired for the coming 0.25mm 
generation of ICs will imjiose significant 
signal delays. 

Moore's Law Extension 
In the early eighties, Intel co-founder Gordon 
Moore claimed that chip performance would 
double every IS months. While this broad 
rule has held true so far. if Its to remain 
accurate into the hear century mahufecturers 
are going to have to find new materials and 
manu&cniring processes. 
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Photo 5a. Flexible 3in polyimlde 
foil with a variety of components 
and electronic test circuits, the 
circuits still operate when the foil 
is sharply bent. 

The CMOS 7S process offers up to 
200,000,000 transistors, 12,000,000 gates'and 
2,200 muliipiexed inputs and outputs (X'O) 
On a single chip as shotvn in Phoio 2. The 
transistors operate at l.Sv; while 2.5\' is 
required to drive the LO. Earl;- applications 
are expected to show up In products as chips 
for mainframes and the PowerPC chips used' 
in IBM's RS/6000 and AS/400 computers. 

Eventually IBM expects to use CMOS 7S 
in all its systems. Similarly, copper itself will 
become more widespread in die 
semiconductor industiy'Tn time, everybody 
will be making copper chips," said John 
Heidenreich, manager of interconnect 
technology at the IBM Thomas Watson 
Research Centre, who has overseen work oa 
copper since May 1994. 

Heidenreich circs several compelting 
reasons for that projection.. Copper wires 
conduct electricity with about 40% less ' ■ 
resistance than aluminium. 'ITtac translates 
into a speedup of as much as 15% in 
microprocessors that contain copper wires. 
Copper wires arc also fer less vulnerable 
than those made of aluminium to electro 
migration, the movement of individual 
atoms through a wire, caused by high 
electric currents, which creates voids and 
ultimately breaks thewires. 

Component Architecture 
But producing integrated circuits with a 
denser component count is only pan of die 
solution for electronic product designers 
tlsat want to build single drip products. One 
of die oilier major siuinhling blocks is 
combining difference types of electronic 
drcuit on a single piece of silicon. A single 
chip system for use in products such as 
mobile telephones mid digital cameras has 
l>een a Holy Grail for die electronics 
industry for more than two decades. 

ASardi saw ISI logic announce GI2; a 
soluuon it daims Is die next evoludon of 
ardiitecture for single-chip systems. Unlike 
any other diip technology, G12 will enable 
engineers to conifainc RF, memory, logic, 
IntdlectualErbperty (IP) cores and 
microprocessor engines on a single piece of 

K 

silicon to abate a 'true' single chip solution 
- competitive ardiitectures have so far failed 
to combine different tedmologies. LSI Logic 
claims that Gi2 technology is able to 
provide 26,000.000 logic gates, or 
223>000,000:trnnsistocs on a tiny 20mm 
square silicon chip. 

The G12 architecture show in Photo 4, is 
40% fester than the previous generation 
technology and it also cuts power 
consumption in half while increasing the logic 
density by three times. The G12 product 
oilers designers, for die first time, the 
opportunity to optimise a design from the 
uansistor level, upward for the end appiicahon;, 
Tills mapping of silicon technology to end 
applirations, lilsioricilly, lias only occurred at 
die Wgh performance end of the market. 
Now. with G12 this deep level of 
differentiation occurs forapplicmoas ranging 
from cellular phones to supercomputers. 

The level of differentiation within the one 
G12 produa is achieved through die use of 
two different transistors. One optimised for. 
low leakage at IV and one for high 
performance at i.SV The end product 
opuniiaadoii Is further achieved dirough the 
design of the cell libraries, design tools and 
methodology, industry standard cores arid 
Intellectuai Pfuperty (IP), and focused 
packaging. The product's flexibility is 
derived from the ability to mix high 
performance and low leakage tmnsistor cell 
elements on one die, as well as supporting 
both 1.8V and IV operation. Again on a 
single die if required. For the first time, this 
allows extremely market-focused products 
from the silicon upwards.' 

The effective channel length of the. 
transLsior developed for the G12 CMOS 
tedmology is 0.13nim. The. arehitecture has 
been engineered to allow two transistors to 
be mafiufacmred on the same process flow 
and on the same die if necessary. One 
transistor has been designed for extremely 
high performance at 1.8V the other for 
slightly lower performance but very tow sub- 

threshold leakage at 1 .SV and IV By 
incoqiorating these two transistors onto 
one process, the dilemma of how to provide 
high perfomisnce arid low leakage on one 
process flow has been overcome. 

The electronic design process market 
always demands a higher level of 
petformarice from the silicon. By optimising 
one transistor for fast switching and high 
drive currents at die expense of leakage, the 
fuiidamenta! requirement of diis market has 
been met. The high-performance G12 
transistor is 40% faster than the previous 
generation transistor and can on average 

•drive 20% more current even though the 
previous generadon operates at 2.5V and 
the G12 transistors operate at 1.8V 

At the other end of the spectrum, battery 
powered devices such as mobile_phbnes, 
require high standby times. Hie process 
technology is a factor in this.equation, since 
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Photo 6. PoIyn?er.tffsplay 
'from Cambridge Display 

Technoldgy.^CDt), announced 
In February this year. 
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the sub-thftshold leakage of ihe trans^tnts 
contribute directly to the off current of the 
circuit. 'Ibis off current draws charge from 
the battery when the device is in standby 
mode by reducing the sub-fhreshald 
leakage by a factor of two from the previous 
generation teclmology while still increasing 
performance. Tire G12 process Is ideally 
suited to iKinga foundation for designs 
targeted for battery powered applications; 

The transistor packing deadly achieved 
on the G12 process is roughly three times 
that achieved in the previous generation 
technology This has been made possible by 
a number of factors. These are a reduction, 
in effective and drawn transistor gate 
lengths and die inclusion of shallow trench 
isolation. In previous tarhnology 
generations, die isolation between two 
adjacent, transistors lias been achieved 
through a recessed LOCOS (local oxidation 
of silicon) structure. By replacing thLs 

' structure in Gi2 with a shallow trench, the 
adjacent transistors can be situated closer to 
each other while still inaintaining an 
effective isolation barrier. Since the shallow 
trench forming the Lsolation lias a Hat 
topography, this creates a more planar 
surface tiian was previously possible with 
LOCOS Isolation. 

Plastic Fantastic 
But a novel chip-level architecture is by no 
means the only solution in the quest Kir 
sujierior integration and denser component 
count. Conjugated polymers promise 
fundamental advances. Researchers at 
Philips Semiconductors have fabricated Qeld 
effect transistors using a potentially low cost 
aff-pplymer technology These integrated 
circuits are made on flexible substrates and 
still operate when they are sharply bent. 

Philips used a technique ixtsed broadly on 
photographic etching principles called 
■photochemical patterning" in order to 
fabricate its polymer integrated circuits. 
Here a cocktail of liquid (Kilymets is coated 
onto a plastic substrate and allowed to 
harden. The polymer sheer is then exposed 
to ultra violet light via a mask. Exposed t 
areas become non-conducting leaving a 
matrix of conducting tracks. The thickness 
of the resultant Rim is typically 0.2mtn. 

Within the polymer sheet, the conducting 
tracks are used as interconnects and 
electrodes of die polymer device. Because 
of die relative simplicity of the 
manutacuiring process, Philips believes dial 
while die technology will not necessarily 

offer the scale of integradon of traditional 
semiconductor devices, it will lend to low 
cost consumer products where a robust, 
flexible teclinology is required. Sec Figure 5a. 

Active Plastic 
Philips has already demonstrated a 
complete radio frequency identification 
transponder, which combines both a I.C 
resonant circuit ami a programmahle code 
generator on a single piece of plastic as 
shown in Photo 5b- 

ITere the base siatioa of a radio frequency* 
identification system sends a signal to die 
transponder, which is picked up by the LC 
circuit. A diode is added to the LC drcuit, 
thereby generating the supply voltage for 
die. programmable code generator. Tlie 
code generator periodically damps die LC 
resonance drcuit in the pancm determined 
by the polymer code generator. This 
variable damping can is detected tn* the 
base station and dius the transponder code 
can be received. 

The application of polymers as 
semiconducting devices is not newt 
Cambridge Dispkq' Technology (CDT) has 
ijeen working on the development of light 
emitting polymers lor display applications 
since 1992. The company announced a joint 
development with liquid crystal display 
manufacturer, Seiko-Epson in February this 
year, while also unveiling a tiny 50mm 
television display as shown in Photo 6. 

Plastic Transistors 
Meanwhile a team of researchers ar Belt 
Labs, which is the research and 
development arm of Lucent Technologies, 
produced the first fully printed plastic 
transistor. Besides developing plastic 
transistors that are smaller and also more 
intricate in their design, the researchers 
havc dcvclopcd n new process tliat.involves 
spraying liquids instead of printing. Because 
the spraying technique requires less 
material than printing, manufacturing costs 
would decrease even further, compared to 
making conventional silicon transistors. 

Although it's unlikely that ,plastic 
transistors will ever replace the silicon 
variety, they would be very useful in certain 
high-volume applications. Besides computer 
screens and smart cards, other [lotential 
uses include luggage tags that help airport 
personnel locale lost suitcases, or tags, on 
groceries that verify-whether they were 
tnmsported under the right conditions to 
the supermarket. 

Plastic ininsistQts call lie dLsposahle 
because of the inespensive.manufhctuting 
process. En factories, for instance, machines 
deposit ami etch all sorts of materials on 
silicon to make multi-layered transissors, 
which essentially are microscopic switches 
that form the guts of today's electronics. 
Tills process requires high temperatures, 
stringendy controlled envimnments, and 
precision optics, all of which are very cosdy. 

"We're interested in the most low-tech 
approaches," said chemist Howard Katz. 
After several years of devdopmem, Kara arid 
his colleagues have created plastic 
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Photo 7. 3M one of a number 
of manufacturers developing 
plastic battery technology. 

Chemical cells 
will be arranged 
wilhln battery packs 

transistors in normal laboratory cohditions- 
Thc major challenges iiave included 
developing materials with die necessary 
electricaJ characteristics, without.sacrificing 
their ilexibiiirs'and long-term reliability 

Using thin sheets of plastic — similar to 
overhead transparencies —as the base, the 
researchers print a transistor's multiple 
layers one layer at a time. They use a 
squeegee to apply a liquid plasric mixture 
over a stainless-steel niesh. After the 
solvent evaporates, the plastic remains. 
The process is very similar to silk 
screening t-shirts," said chernist Zhenan 
Bao. The challenge is creating a liquid 
mixmre with the correct viscosity. The 
mixture, for instance, must pass through 
the mesh, but it must be viscous enough so 
it will not spread too much on die surface. 

Since the researchers.introduced this 
liquid-based approach last year, they have 
l>een working to reduce the transistor's size, 
especially concentradng on the distance 
between the transistor's two top electrodes. 
As the distance decreases, the transistors 
speed increases, and it also requires less 
power to operate. So Jar, die smallest 

distance achieved by the Bell labs' scientists 
for die printed plastic transistor is 75mm. 

"We're at the stage in plastic transistor 
technology where silicon was several 
decades ago," said chemical engineer V. 
Reddy Raju. The other three researchets on 
the Bell labs' team are physicists Ananth 
Dodabalapur and Andrew Lovinger and _ 
chemist John Rogers. "Right now," 
continues Raju, "we're using inexpensive 
processes that, produce larger features. 
Fortunately, there are some appDcations 
where size is not an issue. With a smart 
card, for example, people are happy with 
the size, but the plastic transistor would 
make it more flexible and durable than 
putting a silicon transistor on a card." 

The most crucial building blocks for the 
plastic transisroxs are-huge molecules that 
resemble spaghetti in terms of their 
molecular shapes. Ordering these molecules 
to achieve adequate transbtor activity has 
been a considerable challenge. However, the 
spaghetu-like molecules arc useful because 
they form continuous, flexible films. It may 
soon be possible to use much smaller 
molecules, which would be easier to purify 

and align than the longer molecules. As a 
result, die elecmcal properties would be 
easier to controi, creating more precise 
switching within transistors. 

"\X'e found it's possible to make 
transistors by spraying dilute solutions of 
small molecules directly on a flat sheet," 
Kara said. "The droplets, evaporate and 
leave behind the film that becomes the 
most crudal layer of the transistor. So fer, 
the results have been similar to those 
achieved with the printing process," 

Flexible Battery 
One of the most interesting applications of 
polymer technology is in the area of 
batteries. 3M is currendy working with the 
Advanced Battery Consortium (USABCJ to 
develop lithium Polymer Baueries (LPB) as 
shown in Photo 7. Compared to other 
battery technologies currently in use or 
under development, the IPB has the best 
combination of high specific energy and long 
cycle life - it lias a expected specific energy 
ofZOOW-hounykg and a cycle life comparable 
to the expected lead-add cycle life. 

3M Iras been investigating this 
technology since 1993 when it successfully 
showed the viability of thin-film lithium 
polymer batteries for use in electric 
vehicles. For electric vehicles to compete 
effectively with convendonal internal 
combustion engines, the battery must allow 
vehicles to reach a range of 150 miles or 
more. Currently, lead-add batteries 
produce approximately 35W-hoii rs/kg, 
which allows electric vehicles to travel less 
than 100 miles per charge. 

Final Word 
The significance of new semiconductor 
manufecniring processes such as tBM's 
CMOS 75, LSI logic's G12 architecture and 
Lucent's polymer integrated circuits lies not 
just in the new capabilities it provides for 
semiconductor and electronics 
manufacturers, but in the advantages it 
holds for consumers who will ultimately 
benefit from the new products that result. 
Advances in miniaturisation allow for 
computer intelligence to l>e built into 
products that ate smaller, integrate more 
complex.functions, use less power and 
require less cooling. Devices such as 
mobile phones and personal digital 
assistants (PDAs), as well as computers, 
may become lighter and more powerful 
while untold new products may become 
possible for die first time. Who knows — we 
may even have a completely plastic, flexible 
computers before tod long. iiihi.'.v--i 

Further Reading 
CambritJge Display technology 

wvvw.cdtltd.co.uh 
Encsson www.ericssan.cotn 
IBM Microelectronics; www.ibm.c.om 
LSI Logic www.tsil.com 
:liibent wwwllucent.com 
Philips Semiconductors www.philips.com 

;'Semalech www.setnatech.ore 
Texas instmments www.ti.com 
-TiUnWe Navigation www.tri mbleico m 
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In the first of this two part article Mike Bedford 

gives an introduction to spreadsheets and 

investigates scientific functions. 
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If touVw boughi a PC in the lasi year or 
so, it's quite likely that an entry ievei 
office suite was bundled with the 

hardware. Consisting qpically, of a word 
processor, spreadsheet, rudimentary 
drawing package and perhaps publishing 
software and some other utilities. These 
suites offer the fadlities required for most 
ordinary run-of-the-mill tasks, hut let's face 
it, diis son of software isn't wildly exciting. 
OK. perhaps you use the word processor for 
writing letters and the spreadsheet for 
budgeting or home finances but this Is 
pmbahly as far as it goes. For. scientific or 
technical applications — electronic design, for 
example - you'd need some much more 
specialised and expensive software. Well this, 
at least, is the conventional view of 
technically minded PC users. However, it's a 
view which I'd like to suggest is not entirely 
accurate. In particular, I'd like to suggest that 
die humble spreadsheet, rather than being a 
boring too! for accountants, is a package 
which provides many useful facilities for 
engineers and scientists. Furthermore, to 
use a spreadsheet requires much less 
programming expertise diah, for example, 
writing a Basic; program, and this solution is 
much less expensive than buying a dedicated 
mathemaiical package such as Ma/bCad, 
Maple orMothenuuicet. In this article, we'll 
present a general tutorial on spreadsheets 
and go on to show how it can be used for 
mathematical or scientific applicadoas, 
Although the screenshots and syntax all 
relate to Microsoft Excel, most spreadsheet 
operate in a similar manner with similar 
syntax so tou should easily be able to adapt 
the principles to any odier package. 

Spreadsheet Basics 
If you have already used a spreadsheet, even 
if only for fairly mundane applications, then 
you're probably not going to learn much 
from tills first section so you may like to 
jump forward to where we start looking at 
scientific appliations. If, on the other hand, 
the spreadsheet is the one part of your 
office suite which has, so far, remained 
untouched, then his section is for you. 
Because although this article Is about 
sdenti^p uses of a spreadsheet, a knowledge 
of the basics is an essential foundatiore 

So what is a spreadsheet? Intriguingly, it's 
one of the few common computer 
applications wliich isn't just an up to date 
version of something which existed before 
die computer. Word processors replaced 
typewriters, publishing packages replaced 
hot metal, and databases replaced card 
Indexes but the spreadsheet was a totally 
new concept. Certainly we could say that it 
has elements in common with a manual 
ledger bur to sty it's just a ledger brought up 

to date would be significantly under-selling 
the spreadsheet-it's far more than that.A 
spreadsheet is-a document which is divided 
into a large, number of cells, each of whidi 
may contain text, a number or a 
mathematical formula- Cells are referred to 
by an address which is made up of the 
column identificatian (vertical) followed by 
the row" identification (horironnil). tn Excel, 
columns are referred to by letters or letter 
pain; (i.e. A, B, C.....X, X Z, AAl AB, AG etc.) 
and rows are referred to by numbers. So, for 
example, the address of the top left hand 
cell is A!. With that small amount of 
introduction, let's jump straight in and.see 
how a spreadsheet can be built up. If you 
have Excel, you might like to fire it up on 
your PC and try this example out, after all, 
many people find that doing is die best way 
of learning. I won't tell you about every 
mpuse dick and every press of the Enter key 
- Ill assume that if you're reasonably au Fait 
with PC software you'll be able to figure out 
how to type something into a cell or delete 
it. Instead, I'll give high level insuuciioris 
such as what to type into a cell. Of course, if 
you do have problems, you can refer to the 
on-line help. Our example is of a typical, 
albeit trivially simple, finandal application. 
Spedficaily, we're going to generate a set of 
accounts for the fictitious company Acme 
Software Services which includes turnover, 
business expenses, gross margin, tax 
payable, and net margin. I make no apology 
for using a financial example to reach you 
the basics, after all, ihis.is what most people 
use a spreadsheet for. Probably at the end of 
this tutorial your view of a spreadsheet will 
be similar to that of most spreadsheet users. 
Only then, once we liave covered the basics, 
will we move on to look at how the 
spreadsheet can be used for more 
interesting applications. 
1. Type Acme Software Services into 

cell Aland Accounts FY97/98 into 
A2. In the train, text is used for headings, 
annotations, labels and so forth and 
doesn't really affect things too much. As. 

in programming, however, it's wise to 
include lots of explanatory test otherwise 
people won't be able to make sense of 
the spreadsheer later. If you want, you 
can select these cells and increase the 
font size or put the text in bold as is 
fitting for a main heading. 

2. Now you need to enter the column 
headings. Specifically typeQl, Q2, Q3, 
Q4 and Year into cells B4, C4, D). E4 
and I" I respectively.. 

3. Simihrly, enter the row 1 leadings 
Tuntover, SypenneB, Ctross 
Margin, Tax and Net Margin into 
cells A5, A6, A7, AS and A? respectively. 

"ibul! probably find that some of these 
headings have encroached into column B. 
None of the text is actually in column B, 
but it will, nevertheless, get obscured 
when you type something into column B. 
To remedy this, you'll have to adjust the 
width of column A 

4. Now, enter the turnover and expenses 
figures into the appropriate cells, 
Turnovers for the four quarters were 200, 
220,250 and 230 (in thousands of 
pounds) and expenses were 51,54,58 
and 57. The spreadsheet should now 
took like Screen Shot 1. 

5. It's now time to get Excel to do some 
calculations. Spedfiaillyvyoii need to 
evaluate the gross matgin for each of the 
quarters. To do this for the Cist quarter, 
type =B5-B6 into cell B7. As soon as you 
enter the formula, the result, namdy 149, 
will appear in the cell. Note, however, 
that the formula still appears in the 
formula bar at the top of the page arid 
can be edited here. Note also that all 
formulae stan with an equals sign. 

6. You could tyjie similar formulae into cells 
07, f>7 arid E7. but there's an easier way. 
Select cell B7 and while the mouse button 
is still held, down, drag to the right to also 
select ceils C7, D7 and E7 and then 
release. Now from ihe FdU Memi, select 
77// > Right. The correct values will 
immediately appear in lite appropriate 
cells. At first sight this might seem 
somewhat odd. Since you've copied the 
oontencs ofa cell containing =B5-B6 to 
the other cells, you might reasonably 
expect cells C7. D7 and B7 also to contain 
=B5-B6 and hence show the value 149. If 
you look in cell C7, however, youli notice 
litat it contains ■C5-C6. Use reason for 
this is that, unless you specify to the 
contrary, spreadsheet references are 
relative rather than absolute and, in most 
cases, this gives you the desired result. 

7. Now do the same with the tax aud.net 
margin rows. Assume that corporation tax 
is 31 lb so enter = D. 31*B7 into B8 and 
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=87-80 into B9 and copy these formuJae 
into columns C, D and E. 

8. To complete the accounts, you need some 
totals for the year as a whole. You could 
enter =B5+C5+D5+E5 into cell F5. hut 
instead, use the SUM function b>'entering 
=SDH(B5..E5). When youNe entered 
this, copy it down to cells F6, F7,and 
F9 and the spreadsheet is finished. You 
should haw ended up with something 
similar to that in Screen Shot 2. Note that, 
for clarity all the cells whose values are 
calculated automatically haw lieen 
coloured red manually. 

9. So far you liave accounts which work with 
a fixed rate of cotponuion tax, namely 
33SS- Now you're going to modify the . 
spreadsheet to work with any tax rate. 
First of all, type Tax Rate (%) into cell 
AJ J, followed by 31 into cell Bll. Now 
you need to change the contents of cell 
B8 to access the value in Bi 1 rather than 
relying on a hakl-coded tax ruie. To tin 
this, replace the contents of BS with 
=B11/100*B7. YouTl notice dial die 
value calculated remains the same, just as 
we'd expect. 

10.Tq make the same changes to cells C8, D8 
and E8 you migln espm to fill right to 
these cells from BS. Try it out to see wliat 
happens. Unfortunately, you'll find that 
once youVe made this change, cells CS, 
D8 anil E8 contain the value zero — dearly 
something is wrong. 7b find out why, 
select C8 and take a look at the contents 
of the formula bar. Instead of 
=811/100*C7, it contains 
=C11/100*C7. But, of course, it would- 
Excel references are normally relative. 
Whereas this is wliat you wanted before, 
you don't want an absolute reference in 
this case, lb correct it, go back to cell B8 
and type =$8511/100*87. This uses 
$8511 which is the absoluteibrm of.an 
Excel reference. Now copy this to cells CS, 
D3 and E8 and youU find diat all is well 
lb prove that our spreadsheet now works 
with any tax rate, replace die contents of 
cell Bll with 30 and see all the tax and 
net margin figures change. Your 
spreadsheet should now look something 
like Screen Shot 3. hbuH notice, however, 
that I've done some tidying up and I've 
coloured the table. 

11.Now let's try something a bit different. 
Select the whole of the group of cells 
ixiunded byA4 at the top left and E9 at 
the bottom right. Now press the Chan 
Wfeacrf button {the bar graph icon) on the 
tool bar, choose Column Charts in step 1, 
select Series in Rows in step 2. and accept 
the defaults in all the other steps. With a 
bit of luck, you should end.up with a 
column chart of the data in the table like 
the one in Screen Shot 4. 

Scientific Functions 
Uhat you've seen so far is a small fraction of 
the features available in Excel, but it's enough 
to perform mariy of the simple accountancy 
type tasks for which spreadsheets are often 
used. Indeed, many people don't progress 
much beyond this stage — as with most 
packages, 95% of people use no more titan 
5% of the features. So what else is there in 
Excels repertoire: which may be of interest to 
the mathematician or.the scientist? 

Our Excel tutorial included only very 
simpie. calculations. Specifically you used the 
four siandml mathematical operators, +, -, 
* and / plus the SUM function. But in 
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common with mast other common 
spreadsheets, Excel has a vast library of 
functions going far beyond the functionality 
required in most financial applications. First 
of all, it has all the mathematical functions 
you'd expect to find in a high level language, 
plus some you wouldn't find in the likes of 
Basic. So there's all the trigonometric, inverse 
trigonometric. Hyperbolic, logariilimic and 
exponential fonoions. There's even factorial, 
double factorial arid power series functions, 
filming to the realm of engineering, we find 
about 40 functions Including Bcsscl 
ftinctions, base conversions, complex number 
functions and error functions, plus if you're 
into statistics, your needs here are also 
catered for in the function library. 

The second major areas of interest to the 
technically minded user is the graph plotting 
facilities. The facilities provided go beyond 
the simple column cltan you used in the 
earlier example plus the bar, line and pie 
charts wliich are commonly used iri business 

applications. For a start, there are multiple 
options for each of the major categories of 
graph and secondly there's a wide range of 
chart types including scatter plots, polar 
graphs and surface plots. 

This article is primarily a hands-on feature 
illustrated with plenty of examples of how the 
spreadsheet can be. used for technical 
purposes. Youll notice that all die examples 
produce some sort of graphical output. Of 
course, this needn't be.so, indeed many 
technical applications will produce nothing 
more visually exdting than tables of figures. 
Nevenhdess, the aim of this article is to 
challenge a stereotypical view of the 
spreadsheet and to do this, I need to present 
some visually amactive results. So with that 
bit of introduction, it's time to launch Into the 
first technlcaJ example which dembnstnues 
how I produced some of die graphs in my 
recent article about synthesis techniques in 
PC sound cards. As an introduction to F.M 
syndiesis, I showed how die waveform of an 
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iastrument can be built up by adding togerher 
sine waves of differing frequencies and 
amplitudes. This, of course, Is the principle 
embodied in the Fourier theorem. So lei's 
Stan off by creating a graph of some variables 
plotted against an independent variable- 
1. Stan with a new workbook and put a 

suitable tide into cell Al. Now, put the 
column headines t, sin(t) , 
sin(2t), sin(3t) and ssnn in cells 
.A3, B3, C3,03 and E3 respectively 

2. Enter 0 into cell A4. Tliis is the inirial value 
of the independent variable r. Enter 
=R4+0.1 into cell A5.0.! is the amount 
by wiiich the independent variable will be 
incremented in each rove 

3. Enter =sin(A41 =sin<2*A4), 
=sin{3*A4) and =B4+C4+D4 into 
cells. B4, C4, D-! and E4, Select cells B4, 
C4, D4 and E4 and fill, down Into row 5. 

4. Mow select all die occupied cells in row 5 
and fdl down to rows 6 to 200. 

5. All you need to do now is plot die values- - 
in die table you've just created. So, select' 
the block of cells bounded by B3 in the 
top left hand comer and J200 in the 

bottom right. Dick on the Chin 
Wizard, in step 1 select line graph, 
and in the 'Senas' tab of stop 2, 
enter =Siieetll $A$4: $R$200 
for Category (X) axis labels. Use 
the defaults in the;remaining sicps. 
Vou should end up with a result 
similar to die one shown in Screen 
Shot 5. So you've plotted sin(f), 
sin (2/). sin (3/) and sin(0+Sin(7/) 
+sin{30 against!. but tliis really 
isn't a particularly sophisticated 
spreadsheet. If you were to 
experiment with adding together 
various combirations of sine waves, 
each widi different amplitudes and 
Irequendes, you'd have to make 
signiTicmi changes ro the 
spreadsheet for each experimenr. 
'Ihere has to be a better way; and 
there is, as Screen Shot 6 iUustrates. 
Tliis te the spreadsheet I used to 
generate some of the graphs in tire 
sound card anicle in issues 126 and 
127 of Hecironics, imri it uses a 
technique similar to diat you used 
in the final version of die Acme 

Software Services spreadsheet to cope with 
a varying rate of corporation tax. The yellow 
hcK contains infomiation on up to 10 
harmonics (or panials) wliidi contrilmie to 
die final wav%Jbrrii. For each harmonic, a 
frequency and amplitude are emered. 
Values for die appropriate sine waves are 
raJculated in columns K to T (for example, 
ceil K3 contains =srfJ(03*$A^S)) and 
these are soiled aonrding to the amplitude 
and summed iti column i. So, for example, 
the cell 13 contains 
=K3*$B$6+$B$7*I«3+$B§8*H3+$B$3* 
N3+$B§10*O3+SB$ll*P3-f $B$i2*03+ 
$B$13*R3+$BS14*S3+$B$15*T3. 

Before leaving the subject of plotting 2D 
functions, I'll saya few words about exponing 
graphs from Excel. This is a general point and 
doesn't really relate to the previous .example 
but this is as good a time as any other to raise 
the topic. Having created a graph in Excel, a 
common rcquircmem is to export it to 
anodier application, most typically, perhaps, a 
word processor or a graphics package. Of 
cpurse,ii's perfectly possible to cut and paste 
the graph but if you paste it into a grapliics 
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package in this way, youH find diat the graph 
cannot lie edited using the grapliics package. 
Since it will have been pasted into the 
graphics package as ah Excel object, any 
attempt to edit the graph will simply launch 
you back into Excel, The answer is to use 
'paste special' rather than paste, selecting 
'picture' as die format in which the graph 
should be pasted. N'ow, the graphics package 
will seethe graph In terms of familiar 
elements such as lines, text, curves and 
rectangles and ran, therefore, by manipulated 
as normal- With some graphics packages, this 
option won't be.available (for example, Corel 
Draw 5 doesn't give the 'picture' option 
under paste special) but this problem can 
usually be circumvented 
by using some Intermediary package. For 
example, die solution! adopted was to paste 
special into Word and then cut and paste 
from Word into Cord Draw. Figure 1 shows 
an illustration I created in Corel draw from a 
number of graphs exported from the 
previous spreadsheet. It Illustrates how the 
waveform of an instrument can 
be built-up by adding together sine waves. 

Surface Plotting 
OK, let's now move away from two 
dimensional graphs and investigate the world 
of three dimensions. In mathematics and 
engineering, it's a common requirement to 
plot functions of two variables- Now, of 
course, rather than a line graph, a surface 
plot is needed in order to be able to visualise 
the function, 'lb illustrate this, the following 
erample is of a spreadsheet to generate a 
surface plot of die function 

COS(-Y) COS0')e ~ 'X d.l'O/lO 
for values of.v andy between -it and +it. 

1. Start with a new workbook and put the 
tide Surface Plot in cell Al. Now put 
x in cell C3 and y in A5. 

2. Now type =-pi () into eel) C-1 and 
=C4+PX () /20 into cell D4. Fill right fiom 
W into cells Bt to AQ4 Voull find that cells 
C'l to AQ4 now containvalues fiom -it 
(approsiniaety-3.14159) to +Ti 
(appraximatdy +3-14159) in steps of 71/20. 

3. Using a similar teclinique, put values of -Jt 
to +rt in steps of Jt/20 into the column of 
cells from B5 to 15-f5. 

4. Tlie next task is to populate the matrix of 
cells bounded in the top left hand comer 
by C5 and in the bottom right by AQ45 
"with the values of 
cos(.v) cos(v)e- (X +J'0''IO 
correfijxmding to the.v values in the 
column headings and they values in die 
row headings. To do this, type 
=C0S ( C $4 > *COS ( $B5 ) *'EXP ( - 
(C$4*2+$B5''2)/10) into cell C5 and 

fill bodi down and right to AQ45. 5'qu'Q 
notice thatiiiis uses a form of the cell 
reference which you liaven't used in the 
earlier example. C$4 has a relative cblumn 
and an absolute row reference whereas 
$155 htis an absolute column 
and a relative row reference. 

5. To draw the surface plot, select die block 
W--AQ45, click on die Chan Wizard, 
select surface plot in step 1 and accept the 
default values in the other steps. Vou 
should get results like those in Screen 
'Shot 7. Note that, as alternatives, you 
could have selected a wire-frame version 
of the surface plot or a contour plot. 

Next month we will take a look at simulation 
and other possibilities incltidingjWirt and 
Maruldhmt Sets. 
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APPLICATIONS 
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Neil Johnson, of Cambridge 
Consultants Ltd of looks at a number 
of applications for the IB US modules, 
together tvith a set of guidelines, hints 

and tips for those interested in 
designing their own IB US modules. 

An overview of the IBUS 
PC expmsion system is 
shown in Figure 1. The 

Rtrallei Port Adaptor (PPA) 
ihteriaces the PC's.parallel 
printer port to die IBUS. The 
IBUS. in turn, connects to a 
number of ExpansiDii Modules 
(EM) which provide some 
interfacing function to the Real 
World, be it a sensor, a motor or 
something completely tliffcrenr. 

The fist of IBUS modules, and 
the issues of Electronics and 
Beyond in which they appear 
includes; 
Parallel Ron Adaptor (issue 119) 
Digital Input/Output module 

(Issue 122) 
Opto-isolated Input module 

(issue 123) 

Relay Output module (Issue 124) 
Analogue Input module 

(issue 125) 
Analogue Output module 

(Issue 126) 
If you missed any of these 

projects, back issues or reprints 
are available from die editorial 
office. 

Examples 

and Ideas 
lb help get your creative juices 
flowing here are five example 
applications forthe.IBUS 
modules. Note that not all of the 
modules are used in any one 
example, but rather a 
combination of two or mots 

expansion modules are sufficient 
to build a versatile and capable 
system. For reasons of clarity the 
controlling PC and die PEA are 
omitted from the Blustrauons. 

1) Model Train Set 
For model railway enthusiasts 
die IBUS offers a convenient 
way to modernise your layout. 
The dtree basic elements are 
shown in Figure 2. 

A relay output module (RO) 
is ideal for implementing a 
track isolation system. The 
specified relays should lie 
adequate for switching the 
relatively low voltages used to 
Ojierate model trains — even 
when pulling the 17:10 12-car 
evening commuter service! 

On die signalling Side, the 
digital I/O module (DIO) offers 
a range of inputs suitable for 
connecting to a number of 
reed-switch train position 
detectors. Once your computer 
knows where a train Is it can 
use dtis information to operate 
a track status panel display on 
the computer monitor. This 
information can also feed into 
the signalling system The 
ou tputs of the plO are capable 
of operating small IJtDs, ideal 
for making modem multi-aspect 
colour-light signals. Sneaky tip: 
place.a train detector nea to 
a stop signal, then if an errant 
driver passes a signal at 
danger, your computer can sec 
off an alarm! 

2) Audio/Visual 

Presentation 
For those of you keen on 
organising your own slide 
shows, the IBUS system can add 
a touch of professionalism. For 
this'application die RO module 
comes into its own, as shown in 
Figure 3. 

The set of eight relay switches 
are able to control a range of 
useful devices. In die example 
shown, a tape player can be 
started and stopped using its 
RRMOTJ; socket- A set of low 
voltage spotlights, as favoured 
in trendy clothes shops and 
cafes, can fie tamed on and off 
during the presentation, or 
even'during a refreshment 
break. More imponandy, one or 
more slide projectors can be 
operated in sequence with the 
rest of die system. 

lb provide some means of 
remote control for the prcsehter, 
a remote Iumriser can be 
connected to die IBUS system 
with a DIO module.-As welt as 
die essential stan and stop 
functions, the remote control 
could include a pause button 
and some exm controls for 
operating die slide projectore. 

3) Automatic 

Greenhouse 
Manager 

As any gardener knows, a 
greenhouse needs constant 
atiemion — water, ventilation, 
light, and so on, ail need 

Parallet Port Adaptor (issue 119) 

■ a 

*>v 

Input/Out put module (Issue 122) 

* 

Relay Output moctuta (Issue 124) Analogue Input module {Issue 125) 

* . 

Op to-isolated Input modufogssua 123} 

// 

Analogue Output module (tssua 126) 
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moniior the currenc being 
i:iken b>r the load. 

Finally, an RO module could 
ptxHide output switching, either 
to a single set of terminals, or as 
part of a multi-output power 
management sv'stem. 

5) Radio Shack 

Control System 
Tlic modern radio shack is fiill of 
computers - from PCs to log 
calls and openite (Jacket systems, 
to embedded computers in 
today's multi-functional DSP- 
enlianced torixi-diaiged radio 
gear. Equip your PC with the 
1BUS and put ynuc sitack under 
complete control (Figure 6). 

The two analogue interfacing 
modules—Al and AO - would 
be suitable for operating an 
antenna rotator. The AO 
module would set a voltage to 
drive the servo motor, while the 

monitoring and controlling. 
Now, with the aid of your PC, 
the 113 US system and some 
crafty Div; you am place your 
greenhouse under computer 
control, see Figure 4. 

The analogue input module 
(Al> can lie used to monitor a 
range of environmental factors, 
forranmple ambient heal and 
light levels, and soil moistute. 
This information can then be 
used to operate a water 
sprinkling system using the RO 
module and an electrically1- 
operated water valve. For the 
more adventurous, you could 
motorise your greenhouse 
windows and have them open 
and close throughout die dayt 

4) Automatic 
Power Supply 

Back in the lab, a computer- 
controlled power supply hits a 
number of uses - circuit testing, 
battery charging, experiments, 
and so on. Figure 5 outlines a 
basic JBUS-controlled bench 
power supply. 

The output voltage is 
regulated by the Voltage 
Regulator, whase reference 
input is provided by an AO 
module. The output voltage can 
then fcxTset to one of256 steps. 
For example, if die gain of the. 
regulator was set to 10, the 
output range would be 0V to 
21.9V in steps of 9.77niV 

The current sensing circuitry 
could be based on a sense- 
resistor and difTereiitial 
amplifier, whose out (tut voltage 
would lie proponional to the 
current flow: An Af module 
could then sample this signal to 

PC 

llllllll rrn PPA 

Figure 1. the (BUS 
connects the PC 
to the Real World. 
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Figure 2. Modernise yoor model railway layout. 
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Figure 4. The computerised greenhouse. 

Al module would monitor the 
actual progress of the antenna 
via a rotary pasition .sensor. 

With two or more antennas, 
or transmiuets, some son of RF 
switching system will be 
needed.-For automatic control a 
numherof Rl; relays, specially 
constructed to Inn die die liigh 
firequency signals, can be 
operated, by tm RO module. In 
the example shown, two 
transmitters and two antennas 
can be connected via three KF 

relays in various coitfsguraLions. 
Another key use of the I.BUS 

smem Is id monitor the status of 
your equipmenL The inputs of 
the DIO and the Ol modules 
should he suitable for monitoring 
the status of a number of devices, 
including power supplies, power 
amplifier fault status outputs, 
tiapfnutiers, and so on. 

These arc just some of the 
many possible applications of 
the EBOS modules. These 
modules can be Dkened to 
children's building bricks — use 
them together to build 
complete systems of monitoring 
and control. 

For those not content to use 
the basic set of JBUS modules, 
but would rather design their 

own ciistom modules, the rest 
of tills article will discuss some 
guidelines for creating your own, 
together with some hints and 
tips fresh from the author's pen. 

Design Guidelines 
The Cist, and maybe golden, 
ntle of the (BUS system is to 
connect only one pin to each 
IBUS line. For the address bus 
this means only one logic input 
jx.T address line, while for the 

data bus this expands to a single 
input, a single tri-state output, 
or a combination of the two, as 
used in the DIQ module. This 
limits the leading placed on each 
IBUS line, especially important 
if diere Is a long run of cable 
between the FPA module and 
the expansion mod»Ie(s). 

The bus cycle time of the 
IBUS system is quite slow, 
especially when compared to 
the breafc-neck bus speeds 
found iaside a powerful PC, 

running in excess of33MHz. 
This means die tiniing constraints 
for bus interfacing logic are 
relaxed, allowing simpler and 
cheaper circuits to lie built. 

To help ensure compatibility 
between IBUS modules and to 
maximise the: use of the 256 
available addresses, it is 
suggested (although not 
absolutely essential) that all 
modules occupy at most two 
consecutive address locations, 
and are evenly aligned 
(i.e. starring addresses of 00, 
02,0-1 etc) 

lor modules tltat require 
more tlum two addresses a dual 
register scheme is suggested, 
and is already used by some PC 
graphics cards. This lists a 
combination of a write-only 
address register and a readAvritc 
data register to access the hill 
set of internal registers in the 
module. The address register 
specifics which internal register 
can lie viewed through the data 
register. Figure 7 shows how 
this scheme mighrbe 
implemented (this is not a 
complete schematic -some 
extra logic may be required for 
line buffering and t o .control die 
direction of the data register). 

The bottom address bit, AO. 
selects either die data register 
(bus transceiver) or rite address 
register (a latch). The remaining 
seven address bits are matched 
against the module address, set 
by the DIP switch, ihe other 
logic gates operate die various 
registers and ensure control 
signals only reach the internal 
logic when required. 

Although a regulated +57 is 
available from die IBUS itself, it 
should noi be used to provide 
more riian a few nillliamps. For 
very long lengths of cable the 
impedance of the supply lines 

IBUS 

Figure 5. 
Computer-operaled 
power supply. 
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to the high fteqiiency switching 
noise of die logic circuits could 
cause glitches on the supply 
rails, which in turn could cause 
problems for latches, registers, 
counters ctc, 

In the true spirit of the IBUS 
system, try to move as much 
complexity of the design over 
to the software pan of the 
system, making the hardware as 
simple, low cost and reliable as 
possible. It is also much easier 
to modify your program to do 
something else, or add some 
new fenrurc, than it is to modify 
or rebuild die liardware. 

If a control register needs 
more than S-bfts of resolution, 
for example to control die 
frequency of a signal generator, 
connect multiple data registers 
in parallel. Figure S shows how 
to get Ifi-bits of data. Adding 
more registers in parallel will 
increase this to any desired 
range. It is suggested, although 
not required,'dial the lowest 
byie is at die lowest address, 
and the highest byte at die 
highest address. 

Finally, a general tip for all 
designers' of logic circuits. For 
designs where the logic 
complexity is going to exceed 
more than a few chips consider 
using a complex PI.D. In 
particular, die one used for the 
IBUS PPA, from die Lattice 
Semiconductor In-Sysiem 
Progranimable range, provides 
somewhere in die region of 
2000 logic gates, including 32 
I/O pins and 96 registers. 
Because they can be 
programmed in-circuii, no 
special logic programmer is 
needed to program them - just 
a spare printer port am! a copy 
of the download software. A full 
suite of design software, 
including schematic am! HDL 
entry, functional simulation, 
design management, and a full- 
featured logic compiler, is 
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Figure 7. Address and data register circuit. 

included for free on die data 
CD, available foora Maplin 
(order code VR37S). 

Closedown 
We-have now reach die end of 
this series of projects-that make 
up the IBUS PC Expansion 
System. Over the past nine 
montiis (the original fBUS PPA 
appeared in issue 119 of the 
magazine) we liave.seen the 

designs Tor a complete set of 
modules suEdent to cater for 
most simple, arid some noi-so- 
stmple. PC interiacing projecLs. 

1b die electronics hobbyist of 
old who spent their evenings 
plugging home-brew I wards 
into their ZX81, V1C-20, BBC 
computer, or whatever, and 
who were horrified by the 
overwhelming complexity of 
the PC, 1 dedicate this series. 
Go fordi and automate; 
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Ray Marston describes a variety of 

add-on automobile security circuits in 
this final episode of the series. 

Introduction 
All previous episodes of thus 
scries have dealt vviih security 
ctraiiis that are designed for use 
in domestic, cnnunerdal or 
indusim] applications. By 
contrast, this concluding episode 
deals exclusively with fiiirly 
simple 'add-on' security circuits 
designed for use in automobiles 
fitted with normal 12V negadve- 
ground electrical systems. 

Modem automobiles virtually 
bristle v.itli various 'security1 

devices and gadgets that are 
designed to enhance die 
vehicle's safety, reliahiliiy, 
meclianica] efRdericv', and 
immunity to theft. If you own a 
reasonably modem (|X»si 1994) 
aiitomobile, it is probably 
already so well ecjuipped with 
good security devices that you 
will not need to add any more. 
!f, on the other hand, your 
vehicle dates back beyond 1989, 
you may be able to gain by fitting 
one or more of the simple 
circuits that are described in 
this article, or by using one or 
more of the various commerdal 
'add-on' vehicle security units 
tliat ore widely available. 

The circuits described here 
include simple engine 
Lmmofailizers and anti-theft 
alarms, 'lights-are-on' alarms, a 
headlight tinie^lelay switch, arid 
a timed auto-ciim-ofF rear- 
screen heater controller. 

Vehicle 
Immobillser 

Circuits 
Most immobilisecs work by 
disabling the vehicle's engine, 
dius minimising a thiefs chances 
of starting or driving the 
automobile. The simplest and 
most effective way to immobilise 
a vehicle fined with a normal 
petrol engine is to physically 
remove its ignition system's 
rotor-ami. This task (which was 

compulsory in the UK during 
WNVZ) only takes' half a minute to 
peribrni, and is recommended 
whenever a vehicles is left 
parked in a public area, for more 
than a few days, but is too 
inconvenient a practice for 
every-day nse. Instead, simple 
and convenient immobilisers can 
take die form of a secret switch 
(or remotely-comrolled relay 
contacts) wired into some vital 
electrical parr of the vehicle's 
engine; Figures 1 to 4 show 
some basic drcuits of this type- 

Figures 1 and 2 show how 
immobilisers can be wired into 
the engine's ignition system. In 
Figure 1(a). switch Si is wired 
across the engine's contact- 
breaker (CB) points; when SI Ls 
open the ignition ope tares , 
normally, but when it is dosed 
the CB points are shorted out 

and the engine is unable to 
operate. This simple circuit 
gives excellent protection, 
particularly if the wiring is 
carcftilly concealed at the CB 
end, but SI must be able to 
handle the coil's high operating 
current when it is dosed, and 
be able to withstand the CB 
point's typical 600V peak-to- 
peak 'ringing' voltages when the 
engine is operating normally; 

The improved immobiliser 
circuit of Figure 1 (b) does not 
suffer frum the alrove snags. 
Here, an inexpensive and easily 
available 18V transient 
suppressor diode (DI) - which 
acts like a pair of back-to-back 
Zeners — is wired in series with 
SI. This device passes no 
current until its applied voltage 
exceeds ISM and acts like a 
near-shore to voltages greater 

than ISM Thus, in this drcuit, 
SI passes zero tic current when 
it is closed, but Mils tiie ignition 
systems vital 'ringing' voltages 
when an attempt is made to stare 
the engine. This circitit gives 
superb anti-theft protection. 

In Figure 2 the immobiliser 
switch is wired in series widt 
the vehicle's ignition switch, so 
thar the engine operates only 
when the switch is dosed. The 
protection offered by this 
widely-used type of circuit is 
not quite as good as that of 
Figure 1, since a moderatdy 
skilled thief can easily by-pass 
the immobiliser and ignition 
switches by simply hooking a 
wire from tire battery to the S\V 
terminal of the ignition coil. 

Figure 3 shows how a heavy- 
duty immobiliser switch can he 
wired into the vehicle's electric 
starter system, so that the 
seiner only operates if this 
switch is dosed. This system 
gives better protection than 
drat of Figure 2, but is not as 
good as Figure 1 because dre 
starter solenoid can be 
operated manually on many old 
vehicles, and also Irecause the 
staneraml immobiliser 
switches can be by-passed by a 
single length of wire. 

Finally, Figure4 shows how 
an immobiliser switch can Ire 
wired in series with tire electric 
fuel pump on suitable vehides, 
so that the pump only operates 
when this switch is dosed. 
Note that this system lets a 
thief start the engine and drive 
for a short distance on the 
carburector's residua! fuel, 
which is quickly used up- 

A weakness of the figure 1 to 
4 circuits Ls drat they must all be. 
turned on and off manually, and 
thus only give protection if the 
owner remembers to cum them 
on. By contrast. Figure 5 shows 
an immobiliser that turns on 
automatically when an attempt 
is made to stare the engine, but 
can be turned off by briefly 
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Figure 1. Contact-breaker Immobiliser, 
operates when switch is closed. 
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Figure 3, Starter- 
motor Immobniser, 
operates when 
swftch Is open. 

From 
Ignition From 
Switch Battery 

J L 
Starter 

Solenoid 
To 

• Starter 
Motor 

1 

Heavy—Duty 
Switch 

Starter 
Switch 

□lieraring a hidden push-button 
switch. A small 'reminder' LED 
turns on when the engine is 
disabled by the immobiliser. 
This drcuit thus gives a high le\'el 
of protection, since it does not 
depend on the memory of its 
owner, and operates as follows, 

The coil of 12V relay RLA is 
shunted by seriesrconnected R1 
and aJJED, wliidi illuminates 
when RLA. is on, and tills 
combinaiion is wired in series 
with lOOOiiF capacitor C3, 
which is shunted by series- 
connected n.o. relay contacts 
RLA1 and n.c. push-button 
switch SI: this RLA-C1 
comljination is wired between 
the ignition coils' SW terminal . 
and ground, and the relays' 
RIA^ n.o. contacts are wired 
across the velilde's C8 points 
(using a figure lb connection). 

Normally C1 Is fully 
discliatged; coasequemh; when 
the ignition switch is first closed 
a surge of current Sows 
through RLA coil via Cl, and 
the relay turns on and the LED 
illuminates. As the relay goes 
on, contacts RiA'l dose and 
lock the relay on via SI, and 
contacts Rl-A/2 dose and short 
out the vehicle's CB points, thus 
immobilising The engine. The 
relay stays on untiJ SI Is briefly 
opened, at which point the 
relay unlatches and Ci charges 
up rapidly via the relay coil, and 
die relay and LED then turn off. 
As die relay turns off, it removes 
the short from the vehicles' CB 
points, and the engine is able to 
operate In the normal way. 

Anti-Theft 
Alarm. Circuits 
Vehicle anti-theft alarms come 
in a variety of basic types, and 
the most reliable of these are 
the types that are switched 
on/off externally (rather than 
internally) arid are activated via 
simple door-controlled 
microswitches or via a battery-- 
voltage seasing cifcuiL In 
modern vehicles, the external 
on/off control function is 

usually obtained via ah IR 
remote-control system, but on 
older vehicles it can be obtained 
cheaply and simply via a 
prominent key-switch (or a 
concealed toggle switch) fitted 
to the outside of the vehicle. 
Figures 6 and 7 show practical 
alami systems of these types, that 
are designed for use in older 
vehicles; each of these drcuiis 
can also act as an immobiliser, 
and (if required) operates the 
vehicle's hom and lights and 
immobilises the engine under 
the 'alarm' condition. 

From 
Ignition 
Switch 

Switch 

Electric 
Fuel 
Pump 

Figure 4. Fual-pump 
Immobiliser, operates 
whan switch Is open. 

In Figure. 6 circuit, 
microswitches that are built into 
the vehicle are used (when die 
alarm system is enabled) to trip 
a pair of self-latching relays 
when any of the car doors, 
bonnet or bootAailgate are 
opened; these relays immobilises 
the engine and operates the 
horn and Iieadlights cither 
directly or via additional timing 
circuitry. Two suitable front- 
door microswitches are built 
into most vehicles as standard 
fittings and are used to ojierate 
the courtesy or dome lights; 

additlbnai dome-light-operating 
microswitches, which are 
readily available from specialist 
'vehide security" retailers, can 
easily be fitted to the rear 
doors. Similar microswitches 
can be used as 'auxiliary' 
switches to protect the bonnet 
and boot. 

In l-Tgure 7. RLA turns on and 
self-latches but as contacts 
RLA1 dose they connect the 
full battery voltage across the 
RLB-r!riving timer-gated 
asymmetrical pulse generator 
formed from a 4001B CMOS JC 
and Ql. Tbis.generator is 
activated for about four 
minutes, via Rl-C!. whenever 
RLA is turned on by a "break-in' 
detector, and repeatedly pulses 
RIB (and thus the vehicle's 
lights and horn) on and off, for 
unequal periods, for the 
duration of this 4-mfnute 
period. During tltis'pulsing' 
period, the 'off time of RLB is 
controlled bv C2-D3-R3 and 
approximates l.Jsecs, and the 
'on' time is controlled by C2-D4- 
R4 and approxirna£es 4secs, and 
the vehicle's horn thus 
generates a distinctive.and 
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Figure 5. Self-activating Immobtlteer circuit. 
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NOTES: 
01 ,D2,D5 = IN4001 
D3,D4 = 1N4148 

• Q1 = 2N3904. IC1 = 400 TB 
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To horn 
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Figure 7. Improved anti-theft alarm/immobiliser has pulsed and time-controlled outputs. 

easily recognised warning 
signal. Note that C2 is a non- 
polarised (n.p.) capacitor. 

Fmally, to complete this look 
at anti-theft alarm circuits, 
Figure 8 shows the practical 
circuit of a simple voltage- 
sensing type of alarm unit that 
can be used in place of the 
basic RLA-driving network used 
in the Figure 6 design. Circuit 
operation relies on the feet that 
(when die vehicle's engine is 
not operating) a small but sliarp 
drop occurs in the vehicle's 
battery voltage whenever a 
courtesy light Is autoniaticaliy 
turned on by the opening of a 
front door, or when the ignition 
is switched on. This sudden 
drop in voltage is detected and 
made to operate RLA. The system 
has the advantage drat its 'alarm' 
signals are derived direcdy from 
the vehicle's battery, rather than 
via various microswitches, but it 
is not quite as reliable as a 
conventional microswitch- 
acflvnted alarm system. 

The operation of the Figure 8 
drcuit - which is connected 
across the vehicle's battery via 
SI — is feiriy simple. Here, 
potential divider RI-R2-R3 is 
wired across the circuit's supply 
lines, and the output of this 
didder is fed, via RV1-R4, to the 
inverting (pin-2) input terminal 
of the 741 op-amp, which is 
wired in the open-loop mode. 

ELECTRONICS AND BEYOND 

but is taken to the non- 
inverting (pIn-3) input da a 
simple (R5-C1-R6) time-delay 
'memory' network.. A small 
ofiset voltage can be applied 
between the two input 
terminals via RVI. Note drat tills 
circuit responds only to sudden 
drops in voltage, and is not 
influenced by stable absolute 
values of battery voltage. 

The Figure 8 circuit can be 
used directly in place of the 

July 1998 

RLA necwotk In the Figure 6 
circuit. When ifistalling the 
circuit in a vehicle, RVI must be 
carefuiiy adjusted so diat the 
alarm turns on reliably when 
the courtesy (dome) light goes 
on, without being excessively 
sensitive to the small shifts that 
occur in the battery voltage due 
to its chemical action. To find 
the correct setting of RVI. 
temporarily disable self-latching 
contacts RLA/1, and temporariiy 

replace the courtesy lamp, with 
one having roughly Iralf its 
normal current rating. Now 
adjust RVI just past the point 
where RLA fails to activate when 
the lamp goes on, and then 
turn SV1 back a fr.ictioa. so that 
RLA Is just activated by die 
courtesy fight. Now refit the 
origirial courtesy light, and 
recheck the action. If reliable 
action Is obtained, re-enable die 
RLAO contacts. 
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Figure 8. Basic voltage-sensing alarm circuit. 
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Figure 9. Basic Type-l "nghts-are-on' alarm circuit. 

occurs when 'lights' switch SI is 
in die OS (Side or Head) 
position and 'ignition' switch S2 
is aimed OFF. Tlius, if the lights 
are left on, the alarm unit 
sounds-oft as soon as the 
ignition is switched oil, but 
mutes automaiically after 15 
seconds. 

Figure 10 shows a staple hut 
practical version of a Tvpe-I 
'lighB-are-on' alarm unit,. Here, 
Q1-Q2 are wired ss a modified 
complementary astable 
muldvifannor that has its power 
supplied via Dl;and uses a 64R 
low-power speaker as die 
collector load of Q2, which is a 
2NT3704 i\pe and has a peak 
collector current rating of 
800mA. The as table's action is 
such that it generates a loud 

decay steadily down to zero 
over a period of about 15 
seconds. The decay time is 
controlied by R3-C2, and the 
initial frequency is controlled by 
R3-R4 and Cl. To use the unit, 
Simply connect its X and V 
points in the way shown in 
Figure 9. 

Figure 13 III us crates the basic, 
operating principles of the 
Type-2 lights-are-on alarm. It is 
similar to the TypeT st'stem, 
except that the alarm unit is 
wired between 'lights' switch SI 
and dome-ligiit-activadng door- 
switch S2, so that the alarm 
only sounds if die lights are on 
when the driver's door is open. 

The aljove Type-2 system is 
used on mast modem vehicles, 
in which the dome tight uses 

Installing 

Anti-Theft Alarms 
The anti-theft alarms described 
in the last section are till 
designed to be turned on and 
off da an externally mounted 
switch, which may take the 
form of a carefully hidden toggle 
switch or a promlnendy 
mounted key-switch. In either 
case, die switch must be mounted 
so that neither it or its wiring is 
vulnerable to damage by weather, 
dirt or potential car thieves. 

Once the alarm's external 
on/off switch has been fitted, 
the next installation job is to fit 
suitable microswitches to 
activate the system. Two 
suitable switches are already 
fitted to most vehicles, and are 
used to operate die dome or 
counesy tight. Additional 
switches must be fitted to the ' 
rear doors, and must also be 
fitted to die boot and bonnet if 
full ami-theft protection is to be 
obtained. Note diat if your 
vehicle is fined with a voltage- 
sensing type of alarm System, 
these microswitches must be 
used to switch a normal 
filameht lamp; the higher die 
load current used, the more 
reliable will be the operation of 
the alarm circuit; die 
microswitches can all be wired 
in parallel and used to drive a 
single load. When installation is 
complete, give your system a 
comphye functional check, 
taking care not to annoy your 
neighbours in the process. 

Lights-Are-On 
Alarms 
Most modern automobiles are 
fitted—as srandard equipment 
- with a lights-are-on reminder 
unit that emits a low-power 
audible alarm signal that warns 
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Figure 10. Practical type-l 'ITghts-ara-on' alarm unit. 

the driver - as he/she open the 
driver's door—if die car lights 
have been left on. 'Lights-are-on' 
aJarm units of this basic type are 
easy to build and are fairly easy 
to add to most older types of 
vehicle, and come in two basic 
types. Type-l is for use in very- 
old vehicles that are not fitted 
with a courtesy light that is 
switched automatically via a 
conventional door-acuvated 
mlcroswitch, and Type-2 is for 
use in vehicles that are fitted 
with sudi a courtesy light system. 

Figure 9 illustrates die basic 
operating principles of a 'iype-1 
'lights-are-on' alarm circuit. 
Here, the actual alarm consists 
of a low-pow-cr 15 second 
buzzer or siren unit that has its 
supply lines wired in series widi 
diode D1 so that current can 
only flow through the unit (and 
thus activate the buzzer,■sirea) 
when point-X is many-volts 
positive to point-X and in the 
diagram this situation only 

and fairly high alarm tone when 
power is initially applied, but 
the volume and frequency then 

separate drcuils for its 
'courtesy' and 'reading' lights, A 
snag with most older vehicles is 
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Figure IL Basic Typa-2 'Jights-are-on' alarm circuit. 
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that they use a single lighc-bulb 
to perform both of these 
functions, with die 'reading' 
switch wired in pataUel with S2, 
as shown by S3 in Figure,11, 
and as a consequence the alarm 
can be activated by either of 
these switches. The easiest way 
around this snag is to use an 
auto-lurn-ofT alarm unit thai, 
like the Tj'pe-l unit, only sounds 
for a dozen or so seconds when 
activated. The alarm unit can 
thus take the simple 'monotone' 
form shown in the Figure 10, or 
can take the more attractive 
'warble-tone' form shown in the 
Figure 12 circuit. 

The Figure 12 circuit is based 
on warble-tone circuits shown 
in Pan 3 of this series. In brief, 
ICla-IClband R4-C2 are wired 
as a gated l.f. (low--frequency) 
astableand IClc-ICld and BS- 
CS form a gated h.f (high- 
frequency) astable. Both 
astables are gated via the K2-C! 
time-constant network, and are 
on when Cl's output is below 
half-supply volts and off when 
Cl's output is above half-supply 
volts. When the ascables ore 
gated on, the l.f. astable 
frequency-modulates the h.f 
astable (via D2-R7-R6), which 
has its output fed to piezo 
output transducer Tx via US. 

When power is connected to 
the Figure 12 circuit, C1 is 
iniiiaUy folly discharged, so both 
astables are gated on and 
generate a warble-tone sound in 
the piezo Tx, However. C1 now 
charges up via R2 and after a 
delay of about 15 seconds 
(determined by R2-C1) gates' 
both astables off, silencing the 
piezo Tx; When the unit's 
power connections are 
removed, C1 rapidly (in a 
second or so) discharges via 
Dl-Rl, and the unit is then 
ready to repeat its operating 
sequencewhen power is 
connected again. 

A Headlight Time- 

Delay Switch 
Headlight lime-delay switches 
are simple add-on units chat, 
when activated by a push switch, 
tuna a car's headlights on for 
just a few minutes, during 
which the owner Gin leave and 
lode the vehicle, walk along a 
drive or pathway that is well lit 
by the headlights, and then enter 
the security of a safe building 
before the lights automatically 
turn off again. Figure 13 shows 
a praoicai tramistorversion of 
such a drcuiL 

In Figure 13, Q1 Is an emitter 
follower that uses R3-R4 as its 
emitter load but has 
"bootstrapped' resistor R2 wired 
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Figure 12. Practical warbte-tone Type-2 HgWe-are-on' alarm unH. 

between its base and emitter, so 
that R2's impedance — as seen 
&om Ql's base — is many times 
greater than its dc resistance 
value. C1 and Ql's input 
impedance (which equals the 
parallel values of R2's 
impedance and Ql's'base 
impedance) form a C-R time- 
constant network. The action of 
Ql.and this network is such that 
when power is first connected 
to the circuit, by briefly closing 
push-button switch SI, C1 is 
fully discliarged and thus pulls 
Ql's base and emitter up to 
almost tire full positive supply 
voltage, thus driving relay- 
activating common-emitter 
amplifier Q2 on via R3; as relay 
R1A rums on, contacts RLA/1 
dose ;uid lock the supply on, 
and contacts RIA/2 dose and 
turn the vehide's headlights on. 

As soon as power is 
connected to the drcuit, CI 
starts to charge up via the very 
liigh parallel impedances of R2 
and Q2's base, and Q2'.s emitter 
voltage (and the current fed 
into Q2's base via R3) starts to 
decay exponentially until, after a 
delay of about two minutes. 
These values fall so low- that 
RLA turns off, thus breaking the 
supply connection as RLA/1 
opens and turning off the 
headlights as RLV2 opens. Cl 
discharges rapidly via Rl-Dl 
when the circuit's power 
connection is broken. 

A Rear-Screen 

Heater Timer 
Automobile rear-screen hearers 
draw typical operaiing currents 

of.about I5A and so place a 
heavy strain on the vehide's 
electrical generating system. If 
the hearer is inadvetrendy ieft 
on for long periods, this strain 
can greatly reduce the 
generator's reliability and 
working life. Consequently, 
most modern automobiles are 
fined with push-hucton operated 
rear-screen heater controUers 
that turn the heater off 
automatically after an operating 
period of about 16 minutes. 
RellabiUty-enhancing units of 
this basic type can easily be 
added to older vehides, and— 
to conclude this series — Figure 
14 shows a practical add-on 
drcuit of this type. 

The Figure 14 drcuit 
incorporates a simple voltage 
regulator built around transistor 
Ql, a stable 16-mlnute timer 

D 
R1 
39k 

Cl 
IDOuF 

-€), Ql 
2N3904 

-O O- 

RLA 

(n.o.) 

R3 
12k 

R4 
12k 

RLA 
2 

(n.o.) 

Q2 
2N3904 

Figure i3. A headlight time-delay switch cfrcutt. 
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built around !C1 and IC2, and 
relays RLA (wlildi controls the 
circuit's semi-latching function) 
and RLB (which controls the 
rear-screen heater's power 
feed), and derives its power 
feed via the vehicle's ignition 
switch. The complete circuit 
operates as follows. 

The Figure 14 circuit is 
turned on by briefly closing • 
push-button switch SI. As SI 
closes, the LED iiiiimiimtes, a 
stable 9.4V supply is applied to 
the IC1-IC2 timer circuit via Ql, 
and 'reset' pulses are fed to the 
ICIa-IClb bistable (via C2-R4) 
and the IC2 counter ('via C4- 
RS). As the bistable resets. Its 
pin-3 output flip high and turns 
on RLA and RLB via Q2; as tire 
relays turn on, the RLA/! 
contacts dose, .shunting SI and 
locklng-on the circuits supply 
connection, and RLB/! contacts 
dose and connect power to the 
rear-screen heater. 
Simultaneously as rite ICIa- 
IClb bistable resets, its pin-4 
output flips low and turns on 
die IClc-lCId gated as table, 
which scans feeding dock 
pulses into pin-10 of die IC2 
counter at an 8.5Hz rate. 
Sixteen minutes later, in the 
arrival of the astabie's 8192nd'. 
dock pulse, the pin-3 output of 
IC2 flips high and changes the 
state of the ICl.t-lCIb bistable, 
which simultaneously gates off 
the astable and removes Q2's 
base drive, thus turning off Ixith 
relays; as RLA turns off it 
removes the; timers supply 
connection, and as RLB turns 
off it removes power from the 
rear-screen heater. 

Thus, when the vehicle's 
ignition is turned on, the Figure 
14 circuit connects power to 
the rear-screen heater as soon 
as SI is closed, hut removes it 
again automatically after 16 
minutes: if desired, the timing 
period can be ended prematurely 
ire briefly dosing S2. thus tuming 
offboth relays. The circuit's 
timing period can, if you wish, 
be set to exactly KS-minutcs by 
temporarily connected a liiD 
and 2k7 series resistor between 
pins 12 and 8 (OV) of 102 and 
trimming RV1 so that the LED 
operates with precise 30 second 
on and cJFF periods. 

When building this circuit, 
note that RLA's contacts have to 
pass maximum curreors of less 
than 200mA, and. R!A can thus 
be almost any general-purpose 
relay, but that RLB's contacts 
have, to pass the ft ill operating 
current of the rear-screen 
heater (typically 15A), and RIB 
must thus ijc a dedicated iieavy- 
duty 'autoniobiJe' relay. MiHi-.-i 
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Not so long ago, paging was seen as a 
sickly child that would soon be killed 
off by cheap cellular. Then came 

services like CPP (railing party pays), and 
the industn' has never looked back. Indeed, 
paging has been steadily growing in 
popularity worldwide. Well, I've seen the 
future of paging — if the liU don't put up a 
fight, that Is. Hie big problem is that the 
technical standard that forms its basis. FLEX, 
is controlled by one campany — Motorola, 
best known in the UK for its 
semiconductors and comprehensive range 
of mobile phones?. "Ring a paging standard 
to the whim of one organisation maybe 
seen, nut least by the EU, as anti- 
competltive. The paging standard currently 
in common use Ls known as POCSAG which 
was developed in the mid 1970s by the" 
letecommunicaLions arm of our own Post 
Office (which later became BT), it is at least 
an open siandard. 

POCSAG, now over 20 years old, is 
showing its age. It's inefficient in terms of 
radio spectram. Basically, even- message 
sent to a jxiriicuiar subscriber is transmitted 
by the entire network. It iias to be; after all, 
that subscriber could be anywhere. The 
problem of wasted spectrum Ls big enough 
in the UK, but imagine what it's tike in the 

J 
J 

Jj 

with Martin Pipe 

somewhat bigger USA. All that wasted 
capacity adds up. When you consider that 
radio operating licenses increase in price at 
a greater rate than that of london housing, 
it becomes dear why paging otieiatore 
would very much like an alternative. 

POCSAG Ls also lacking in other areas. 
Although paging messages are' more 
resilient than other forms of mobile 
communication — they will penetrate 
buildings, for example — there's no absolute 
guarantee that a message has been 
delivered. Operators could take the "belt 
and braces' approadi of re-transmiitlng die 
message at half-hour intervals for maybe a 
couple of hours, but it would add up to an 
organisational nightmare and much network 
congestion. Hardly surprisingly, few- paging 
-operators do it, and those that do charge 
more for their service. 
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POCSAG message? are transmitted in 
unencrypted ASCD, and can be accessed by 
anyixxly with, access to aATTF/UHF scanner, 
a PC, a simple Icvcl-shiiicr circuit ami a 
MS-DOS computer program. The latter, and 
plans for the former, ran be- downloaded 
from at least one Imemet site. Although 
subscribets might receive their messages in 
the belief lhat privacj' Ls assured, nnthitig 
could be ftinher from tiie truth- It's 
exacerbated by the fact that the same 
message is broadrasi by paging transmittets 
across the countrvt 

Communication across POCSAG networks 
is fairly slow. 2400bps might have seemed 
positively space-age back in 19S0, but now 
it's a rcsiricddn on the tapes of service tliat 
could lie offered. Finally. POCSAG makes no 
concession to roaming. Unlike GSM phones, 
you can't take your pager abroad and still 
receive messages from your folks hack home. 

Hie Motorola FLEX protocol, which was 
introduced commercially three years ago, 
addresses many of these issues. These 
indudc a faster chia rate (up to 6400bps), 
betier resilience to adverse radio conditions 
and better potential ftaitery life (FLEX allows 
networks to specify how often the pager's RF 
tireimry Is powered to listen for data), ^It least 
two UK paging networks - BT and PageOne - 
have started introdudng FLEX networks, 
presumably with an eve to the future. 

A new derivative of die-tecluiology. 
known as ReFLHX, builds on the original 
standard witli a radical iniprDvemerit that 
overcomes POCSAG's spectra! inefflcienq' 
and allows new services to be introduced. 
ReFLEX is the first paging technology in the 
world to allow rwo-waj'communication. Two 
frequencies are allncated; one for 
transmission (outbound, or network-to- 
pagcr), die other for receiving responses 
(inbound, or pager-co-network). Each pager 
has a low-powered transmitter (1W or less) 
fbr sending data back to the network. That 
data could be a siniple acknowledgement, 
that a message has been received, or a 
complete e-mnii message. 

"Both elements are attracting considerable 
interest in die USA, where commercial 
RcFULX services have already started, ralel, 
a national paging operator in the States, still 
has a massive order backlog for the e-mail 
capable pages. These $400 devices, made 
(surprise, surprise!) by Motorola, have a 
aitoiatiire QWERTY keypad so that e-mails — 
whether new ones or replies—can be 
composed. It's proper e-mail too; you can 
send and receive messages to and from 
anybody with an Intemet.coanection. There 
is a restriction of 500 characters per 
outgoing message, but the lilliputian 
kevpad makes anything longer a tiresome 
task anyway. The system obsiinately refuses 
to send messages of more titan 500 
characters, as! discovered the hard way.. 

Received messages can ire any length, 
although mTci's TCP/IP-to-FLEX gateway 
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auiOrhaiicaUy suips off any file aitadhmenis. 
They also hilW filters to elmuiyite junk e- 
mail. jiist as well; die basic service (S25 per 
montli) gives you a total of6000 characters 
forbbth send and, receive; any more than 
this .are, charged ax a cent each! As an 
alteniaiiie. there's a S99/month 60,000 
character option. 

As die time of ■writing. Motorola's two-way 
paging tenfilhal—called PageWriier— L« the 
most portable way of remaining hi ainctct 
nidi the rest of the world \ia e-mail. It's lar 
less cumbersome than a notebook PC with 
adjuncuve mobile, comnts gadgetry; or even 
the Npkta Communicntor (a digital mobile 
phone with in-built PDA), It's easier to use 
than the pager-style SMS (Short Message 
Service) systemsbuili into current GSM 
cellphones. 'RigeWfiter will interface to a 
"Windows 95 PC, via infra-red or HS232, so.ii!at 
address books and e-mail can be enmsferred. 
It is claimed dtat the device will deliver a 
week of average life on a single charge. 

At a more basic level, mTe! offer a 
'guaranteed delivery' service, via a simpler 
$150 pager (also made by Motorola, 
although the American corporation says that 
other manufacturers will be producing 
compatible pagers and Lnfrastrucrure 
equipment), in this case, the two-way 
fitnctidnality is simply used to tell the 
operator iliac the message has been received 
by die subscriber's pager; if it hasn't (or its 
been garbled), it is re-sent until die 
acknowledgement is received. Hie service, 
which includes messages totalling.6000" 
characters in length, costs S25 per month. 

Interestingly, mTei's nearest POCSAG 
equivalent to this service - which doesn't 

BftS 

N 

Those.of you who still use older 
versions of Microsoft Windows riiay. 
have been a Jitde disappointed to ffrid 

that they couldn't tun the free Mapliu 
catHlogue an CDROM on the cover of the 
April issue of Electvuics and Beyond 

The program makes use of some 32 bit 
software-chat just vvon'c rutiunder the 
Windows 3.i arid 3.11 operating systems. 
HowevcF, all isriot lost. If you haven't used 
your-free copy of pur colourful GDROM as a 
Frisbee or as a coffee coaster,yet,-wc have 
good news for you! 

" All you need to do iff order to make.your 
system capable of running pur GD cataiogue 
is. to iastall Microsoft's very own. Set of 32bit 
file extensions on your system. -Tliese, files 
are collectively called 'Winds'and have 
Ifeen supplied on magazine cover disks for 
somevears now. 

have guaranteed delivery and only includes 
a montidy 3000 characters — is $50 pe'f 
month;: mTe! is clearly trying to encourage 

. suDSCiribers to. move to the new service. 
Why is this? It's because reFUEX is more 
spvoruin-efBdent, and the network is thus- 
less expensive to run. Because the netwdrk 
knows where you are (it signals your pager 

, nationally; and then uses tire response to 
determine a fairly accu rate geographic fix), 
it only has to rrartsmii the message within a 
limited area. As a,result, the network can 
accommodate ifiorc subscribers. There is 

, also less chance of your messages from 
being intercepted (just as well, because 
FIJ-X doesn't yet support, encryption). 

Roaming across FIEX networks is also 
being investigated in Asia. The ReFLEX 
variant is essential here, oiherwisespcctrum 
would be wasted on an international scale! 
The biggest obstacle to ReFLEX roaming 
appears to be. the variety of paging frequency 
allocations; a roaming pager would need a 
receiver and transmitter both capable of 
being tuned over an extended range. This 
means more complex drcnitty, more cost 
and perhaps higher power consumption. 

ReFLEX has other possibilities, and indeed 
Motorola is working on a machine- 
interfaceabie ReFLEX paging receiver module 
that has RS232 and switched outputs. These 
could be built into all kinds of devices. If a 
vending machine was to run out of decaf, 
dien the supplier would be paged for a 
refill. Building the device Into a car has 
obvious seairicy applications, but could also 
integrate with die diagnostics system. 
Dealers and service agendes could be 
warned of potential faults. Needless to sav. 

only presuge vehicles wqulti benefit initially. 
One .company is already offering a 

(one-way POCSAG) pager-based car security 
service in the-US. It works with a .Motorola 
GEM pager module, called the Creatalink, 
the switched outputs of which are hooked 
up to various systems in the car. Users ring, 
up a phone number and select various 
options via DTMF. If you wake up one 
morning to discover that the vehicle has 
been stolen, its ignition can be remoielv 
disabled so that it cannot be restaned in 
addition, the doors can be unlocked (handy 
if you've lost your keys) or the alarm armed 
(if you've forgotten).: Remote meter reading 
and home automatioaare other touted 
appliradons. The Creatalink isn't yet 
available in the UK, because out POCSAG 
frequencies differ from those used in the 
USA A FLEX version is planned initially, to 
lie followed by a ReFLEX model. 

FLEX'S eurrenc maximum outbound rate Of 
6400bps is only slightly faster than POCSAG. 
A recent development by Motorola, which is 
aimed at voice paging (effectively a portable 
answering machine), could, however, offer 
data transfer rates of up to 1121<bps. 
inFI.EJGan, as the service Is known, docsh'rat 
the moment; subscriber's voice messages are 
cunmly sent io the pager in analogue 
(narrowband FM) form. It's definitely the way 
forward and, when combined with reFIEX's 
two-way advantages, could'be used to 
provide last Interriet access.-The reFI.EX 
inbound path is, at 1206bps comparatively 
slow, but this need not be a problejn. In most 
cases, this return path involves only page'iile 
requests or outgoing e-mail messages (plain 
old ASCII text). 

Using the Mattiin 

CATJ 

e © 

There Ls a slight catch. Abu can't install any 
old version oF\VLn32s and expect our CD to,. 
runrilt has tb Ik; the latest version (1.3) this 
has ijeen around for. a .while now arid is still 
being distributed op the CDs supplied with 
some PC magazines (April issue, PC Direct, 
for example}.df you are riot sure which 
version oflthe ^in32s files you have on your 
pDs, jusLrun the setup prpgram oh the CD. 
Ihe opening screen will tell you the version 
number. If it's'verefon 1.25 or.i.2 or 
whatever, jiis't cancel the installaiieba as this 
won't help with our GD catalogue. 

Once ypu Iiave installed veraiqn 1.3 of 
Win32s (also provided with-a 32-hit game to 
test.th'c new* 32-bii Gapabiilty), you may 
reiriscaJI otir.Cp catalbgiie and it should 
run without problems, if you db rim into, 
any problems using the CX), refer to the 
FAQ's pririred bajiiJge:73, issue 125, or look 

•to oucrestykxi web site on 
http://vfrM.naplln.co.iik Tor more details 
ofcpmnion questions and answers arising 
from use of our first C'D catalogue. 

Please also note thai By the time you read 
this, an updated version of the CD should 
be available, pruvidLag greatcr flexibility in 
insmllaiion to any drive/dircaqiy and 
allowing use with any CDROM drive letter 
up to and including letter. Z., 

Any customer 
wishing to upgrade 
their copy of th e 
CDROM Catalogue 
to the latest version 
jinay download a patch program from the 
devclopere websiifc oh 
http://www.raatrixsoftware.ca.uk, but 
be warned tliat it is a long download. 

. -5 
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Building a tower 
For graphics people who have 
to contend with receiving 
graphics files in weird and 
wonderful formats from other 
users, or for those who have 
to handle and reformat large 
batches of graphics, there's 
often only one choice of 
application. Equilibrium's 
DeBabitizer is usually the 
professional's choice. The 
latest update to DeBabilizer 
brings the program to version 
3 and, hot off the press, 
we've taken it for a lest drive. 

Historically, DeBabilizer 
has always been a little 
tricky to get to grips with, 
being mostly dialogue box 
driven, but version 3 Is 
much simpler to use. Its 
interface is now mainly 
graphical and menu-driven 
and with a much more 
modern feel. Drag-and-drop 
of files is supported into 
batch windows, and a host 
of new features expand its 
powers into full CMYK colour 
printing and expanded Web 
support. The dialogue boxes 
which you still need to use 
are much clearer than before. 

Despite this greater ease 
of use, DeBabilizer has lost 
none of its inherent power. 
It can read, reformat and 
write from and to over 100 
different graphics file formats 
either indrvidualiy, or in 
batches, and graphics users 
of all categories wit! be 
pfeased with the new version. 

Medicine 
on the Web 
The Internet opens up 
channels of knowledge to 
whoever wants to access 
that knowledge. 

MedicineNei 
Sui£ rflfa An Mtdicjl 
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Traditionally, medicine is 
an area where the consumer 
(that is, the patient) is left 
out in the cold when ft 
comes to understanding 
what medical condition ails 
them. Doctors, more often 
than not, talk gobbledegook, 
often seemingly in case the 
patient can understand them. 
Doctors tend to be a bit like 
FT departments in business - 
if the ordinary user can 
understand how to fix a 
computer, the IT department 
wouldn't be needed! Now at 
last, with the Internet, this 
needn't be the case. 

For consultations on the 
World Wide Web, there are 
several places to start. The 
Fried rich-Alexander-University 
of Erlangen-Nurnberg, 
School of Medicine, 
Department of Dermatology 
hosts the DermlS 
Dermatology Online Atlas 
at; <http://www.denM. 
mad.uni-eri angen.de/bi1ddb/ 
1 ndex_e. htiD>. Here yo uT I 
find information about 
dermatologiea! diseases 
and conditions you'll never 
have thought even existed. 
If you know the name of the 
condition you're wanting to 
look at, you'll also find, 
where applicable, pictures 

and differential diagnoses, 
so you can check for yoursetf 
what your diagnosis actually 
is, whether you feel it's 
correct, and what the 
prognosis is. 

For a more general 
purpose virtual consultation, 
try MedicineNet's online 
information service at 
<http: //hVM.medi ci nenet. coirt>. 
Here you'll find details of 
just about all diseases and 
treatments, a drugs 
database, a medical 
dictionary, as well as the 
ability to ask specific 
questions of a panel of 
medical experts. 

mat Mehts YCJ Tk*? 

Foreign 
(and chilly) parts 
More and more museums, 
zoos and other public 
interest buildings are 
getting online. One of the 
most ambitious projects is 
Montreal's Biodome, which 
incorporates complete 
areas of the North and 
South American continent's 
four main environments: a 
tropical forest, a Laurentian 
forest, a marine ecosystem, 
and arctic and antarctic 
poiar worlds. The Biodome's 
Web site is at 
<h ttp: //www .BKmtreaicam.com 
/en-biodome-ag.htraai >. 

Within the subantarctic 
zone of the arctic and 
antarctic worlds is 
positioned a camera, 
connected in real-time to 
the Biodome Web site. From 
there, live on the Internet, 
you can view what's 
happening - complete with 
any of the animals in the 
zone which wander in front 
of the camera. 
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Sifting Through Web Junk 
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The Web Is an endless source of Information, but with Ifterally 
minions of pages posted by everyone from governments to 
universities and from sixth-formers to conspiracy theorists, It's 
getting harder and harder to find precisely the right Information. 
Hers Stephen Waddinglon discovers a new search technique that 
could simplify the task of searching the Web. 

A Cornell University researcher has come op wtth a method of 
searching the Web that can return a list of the most valuable sites 
on a given topic, as well as a list of sites that index the subject. 
Early tests of the method have produced highly focused lists of 
sites on many topics, often comparable to lists carefully compiled 
by Web search experts. 

The method was developed by Jon Kleinberg, Cornell professor of 
computer science. An evaluation of the method was presented at 
the seventh International World Wide Web Conference held during 
April in Brisbane, Australia, in a paper by Kleinberg, David Gibson of 
the Department of Computer Science, University of California at 
Berkeley, and several IBM researchers. 

Mainstream Web Search Tools 
Popular Web-searching tools, 
known as engines, such as 
Yahool and AltaVista, work by 
hunting for keywords in the text 
of Web pages. On some topics 
this can return hundreds or even 
thousands of pages. The 
algorithm developed by Kleinberg 
works by analysing the way Web 
pages are linked to one another. 
The assumption behind this is 
that the most authoritative 
pages on a given subject will be 
those that are most often 
pointed to by other pages. 

Kleinberg claims that the Web 
is annotated with precisely the 
type of human Judgment we 
need to identify authority. "It 
almost says something about 
the way the Web has evolved. I 
think It's about the way people 
link Information In general, not 
Just on the Web," said Kleinberg. 

His method does more than 
just identify pages with useful 
information about a topic, which 
he cails 'authorities'. The 
method also looks for pages 
that contain many links to 
pages with useful Information on 
the topic, which he calls 'hubs'. 

The best authorities. Kleinberg 
says, will be those that point to 
the best hubs, and the best 
hubs will be the ones that point 
to the best authorities. Kleinberg 
prevents this from becoming a 
circular definition by 
recalculating the relationship 
several times, each time moving 
closer to the ideal result. 

Fresh Approach 
Kleinberg has written a search 
program using this technique 
called Hyperlink-Induced Topic 
Search (HITS). The technique 
begins by conducting an 
ordinary text-based search on a 
topic using a search engine 
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such as AltaVista. This collects a 'root set' of about 200 pages that 
contain the entered keywords. It then expands the set to Include all 
the pages linked to by pages in the root set. The expanded set. 
might Include from 1,000 to 3,000 pages. 

From there on, text Is ignored, and the application only looks at 
the way pages in the expanded set are linked to one another. The 
first time through, it Identifies the pages that are pointed to most 
often by other pages, and assigns them a score, or 'walght'. 
Indicating that they are more likely to be authorities. At the same 
time ft notes the pages that contain more (Inks to other pages and 
gives them more weight as hubs. 

This calculation is repeated several times. Each time the program 
gives more authority weight to sites that link to sites with more hub 
weight, and more hub weight to sites that link to sites with more 
authority weight.'Tan repetitions, Kleinberg says, are enough to 
return surprisingly focused lists of authorities and hubs. 

Benefits 
The system overcomes several of the problems frequentfy identified 
with text-based searches. For example, at one time a text-based 
search for 'Gates' did not return the Microsoft home page because 
Microsoft chairman Bill Gales was not mentioned on the opening 
page. Meanwhile a search for 'Jaguar' returns a jumbla of pages 

about cars, animals and the 
obsolete but stiii much- 
discussed Atari Jaguar computer. 

in a case where a word 
represents more than one topic, 
Klelnberg's method 
automatically separates sites 
into 'communities' of hubs and 
authorities, each representing 
one of the possible topics. Thus 
a HITS search on 'jaguar' lists 
first a community of sites 
related to the Jaguar computer, 
because the number of Web 
sites on this subject 
predominate. Further down, it 
listed communities relating to 
the football team and the car. 
Finally it finds sparse 
Information relating to the 
animal, because this topic is 
simply not well represented on 
the Web, Kleinberg says. 

Communities also form when 
a topic is polarised: A search on 
'abortion' returns separate 
communities of pro-life and pro- 
choice sites, because the sites 
within each community link more 
denseiy to one another lhan to sites 
advocating an opposing visw. 

One disadvantage of the 
method, Kleinberg says, Is that 
ft doesn't always work for 
sharply focused queries. A 
search for "Netscape 4.04', for 
exarripie, returns a gsnerai list 
of sites about Web browsers. 

More Information 
Further Information about 
Kleinberg's work can be found on 
his Web page at www. cs. cornel 1. 
edu/hone/kleinberor 
Mww.alnHden.1boi.coin/cs/k53/ 
ir.htrnl. Kleinberg developed 
the method whUe working as a 
visiting scientist at IBM's Aimaden 
Research Centre, on leave from 
Gomel!. IBM has applied for a 
patent on the algorithm and is 
deveioping it further. 
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AOL UK Breaks 400,000 Barrier 

Internet service provider AOL 
UKacwwrf.aoI.co.uk ciaims 
that it has reached over 
400,000 members. Online 
usage sessions also continue 
to grow, with members 
spending an average of 10 
hours per month and staving 
online for 20 minutes or more. 

AOL UK's rising subscriber 
.figures and usage patterns are 
also attracting many new 
content and advertising 
partners, to die service. Recent 
content deals on the UK 
service include Online hews 
agency Out 'iliere News, 
Thomas Cook Online and 
listings guide This Is London. 
AOL UK claims that 

announcements in online 
banking and consumer 
motoring will follow soon. 

The latest member milestone 
follows a new membership 
survey; which illustrates'the 
changing profile of the online 
population. The rise in female 
subsenbers to AQL UK shows 
no'sign of slowing with women 
now representing 23*1 of all 
main account holdets. The rise 
mirrors that in the US where a 
high percentage of all-new 
Dnemet and online content is 
aimed at women. 

The survey also explodes 
some of the myths 
surrouhdmg age proBSes of 
AOL UK users with data 
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showing .that members aged 
50. plus accounted for almost 
double the number aged 30 
and below. With above average 

I disposable incomes and more 
I leisure time, the 'grey' market 
i is set for a further surge in 

.1 online usage according to AOL 

Dreamweaver Delivers High-Impact 
Web Pages BUHT- buh ' KAU 
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'Macromedia at 
vwrf.macrcwedia. com has 
announced a new version of 
Dreamweaver, a visual tool for 
ptofessional Web sire design. 
Dreamweaver 1.2 enables web 
developers to deploy high- 
impact web pages over low- 
bandwidth Internet connections 

! that take advantage of advanced 
| Dynamic HTML features for 
f users of4.0 browsers, while 
; maintaining cpmpatibilicy-with 
| 3.0 browsers. 'Dtls new release 
i also Includes several new 
I enhnttcements that improve 
; web developer productivity and 
i enhance ease of use. 

Excite Targets Consumers with 
PersonalIsed Web Page 

Exdte has convened its 
home page to a Web start 
page .that can be uniquely 
created by each individual 
and tailored to their .personal 
and Idea! interests! 

Excite's franc page offers an 
interface that can be 
customised to deliver user- 
selected information such as 
news, weather, sports scortes 
and dally.horoscopes all at 
www.excite.coni. 

The site also oOets individual 
services such as daily 
fe'irij'ndeis, fibbunieirolurimistis 
and personal shopping agents. 
Users can personalise ail 
subjects, only the .subjectsTn 
which they; are interested, or 
just leave the page the way it is 
and enjoy Excite as they know- 
it today. Once peisonnlised, 
Exdte will rfemembef each 
person, and their interests, 
each lime they come back. 
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Delta Thfee Announce First Voice 
Over Internet Service 

Delta Three has launched die first commercial Voice over the 
Imcrnet aimed at telephone users. The services work in the 
same way as a traditional pre paid card - except that the call 
uses the efficiency of Internet Protocol (IP) technology. 

Examples of potential savings include rates of 36p to Argentina 
and Brazil, compared with BT's day-time rate of 131.85p- 

Delta Three additionally offers a PC-to-Phone service which 
enables PC users to access over 240 countries via the iruemet at 
dramatically reduced rates. Users can register for a Delta Three 
account at www.deltathree.com/uk. 
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Netscape Set to Challenge Yahoo| 
And Excite 

Year 2000; More Information from the IEE 
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The IHE has published 
Addenda 10 its 'Guidance 
Notes, on ELmbeddeti S>sten\s 
raid the \fca:,2000 Problem'- 
Hie Addenda is now 
ai-ailalile, both on die EE 
"Web site at 
wnw.iee.org.uk/ZOOOri sk 
and in printed form. 

The Addend;! includes a new 
seaiQii on Risk, which one 
major company tdreadi- 

proposes to use, 
as die backbone 
ofitsVestrZOOO 
jirpgramme, 
Hiere is a'further, 
and much longer, 
fee of problem 
dates, which 
starts with die 
.(norrexistent) 
TfcarO.niaets 

an updated list of uscful XX'eb 
sites, all accessible fiom the 
EE's own site 

A new section identifies 10 
'technologica! viewpoints' 
from whidi emliedded 
sv-stems rfiav' lie approached. 
This informaiipn will help 
companies decide on the 
approach they should take to 
the problems and/'or who 
vvidiin the company shop. 

Netscape is planning to 
develop its Netcenter Web 
Sice at www.netscape.com 
into an Internet gateway 
similar to Yahoo! and Excite, 

and offer free e-mail. 
Netscape will use its position 
as the dominant browser 
maker, with 70 million users, 
to attract, imEc to Netcemec. 
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Spam Fritters Away ESbilllon 

Junke-mails is costing UK 
businesses £5 billion a year 
anil threaten to severely affect 
the Ihtemet's progress as the 
business medium, according 
to research from Novell at 
wwrf,novel 1. com. The survey 
also found diat amongst 
people who had received 
repeat spam Uiere was a 
worrying incidence of diose 
that bad receiver! e-mails of a 
sinister or offensive nature; 
otherwise known as 'cyber- 
stalking'. Hie report, enrided 
'A Spammer in the Works', 
found that 75% of the.people 
surveyed receive up to fiv e 
spam e-mails a day, widt.a 
funher 1fccehihg between 
six and 25.spam e-mails a day. 
hi dealingwith these e-mails, 
75^ said diey wasted up to 15 

minutes a day 
reading, deleting, 
filing or res(>Qtiding 
to spam and an 
amazing 15K wasted 
an hour doing the 
same; "Eking the 
working populatldii 
as a whole, dlis 
means that die 
amount of time 
lieing wasted dealing 
with spam e-mails 
eadi year in the'UK equates to 
overip.I billion. 

As well as costing 
businesses money sjianiming 
is negating, the efficiency 
savings brought by the-. 
Incerfiet and e-mail, with a 
result)ng 47K of people 
believing that the spam 
problem has reached levels of 

Novell UK and Ireland 
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seriousness which could lead 
to pebple being driven away 
from using.che-Internet and 
e-matl. Spam can range from 
the relativelylianriless 'junk' 
office broadcasts to product 
promotions, pornographic 
material and "cyber-s talking", 
where individuals are literally 
'stalked' by an unknown but 
pereisietftspamraer- 

Online Shopper 

Choose 

from 200,000 
Music Titles 
Following a deal between 
AOL and music retailer N2K, 
AOL UK members have access 
to K2K"s complete range of 
discounted CDs. 

Under the agreement, N2K 
and the AOL services in Europe 
will create co-branded versions 
of the local-language Music 
Boulevard online music 
superstore, which will be 
integrated into the local services 
and available to AOL members 
in Europe and Web usets.visiting 
die relevant home pages. 

For example, members of the 
AOL UK service will have access 
to the English version of the co- 
branded store, and Web users in 
the UK can visit wsw.aol .co.uk. 

Post Office and MSN Turn E-Mail into Real Mail 

RelayOne, launched by Koyai 
Mail and the Microsoft Network, 
enables e-mail users to reach 
people vviihin Europe who are 
either not online, or who 
require {lard copies of letters, 
docuqjents and presentations. 

To use die service, consumers 
simply enter the RelayOne at 
vmw.rnsn.co.uk site and register 
to use the service by entering 
personalised information. 

To send a letter users enter 
the recipient's address and a 
message. For a longer- 
document, you simply priht to 
the RelayOne 'printer' in die 
same wav that vou select 

a red printer within your 
chosen application. 

The Microsoft Network 
transmits the information over 
the internet to Royal Mall's 
Electronic Services Centre rn 
London, where it is printed, 
enveloped and despatched by 
first class mail within the UK. or 
by interriatinnai airmail for 
delivery outside of the UK. 

The cost of sending a one- 
page letter e-mailed from 
anywhere in the world to any 
address in the world is £1.50. 
The charge for sending, four 
pages is £3.00, while a documem 

of up to 50 pages costs ,£-5.00 in 
Europe and £-10.00 for the rest 

of the v;orid. /sH payments are 
made by credit card. 
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fun. Tn credible coJue.MelcxJy 
Assiscant is available for. baih 
Macand PC. 

Mailing lists, arc an exciting 
way of keeping Jh touch with 
atheiV of simitar interests- 
Thcy .are run by indiviciuals 
who collect togetlier 
incoming mailandresend dtis 
back out to all members of 
the il5-=In this way, people 
qm signup to receive ,a list, 

■send mail to it.knowing that 
'evefvone else oh the list will 

HilsofTomorrtw ^ 
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If music be thc.food of love, 
play on. Well,how at least wii 
can do it on your personal 
computer if you checkout 
<http://mefflh6rs.aol .cont/gb 
share* where you'll End 
details of how to.get.to Didier 
and OEtier Guillfbn's Website, 
from where you can 
download their fabulous 
shareware program called 
Melody Assistant.'While 
sliareware, this program 
allows you to compose and 
play music on your computer 
— working in sheet music 
mode to do both. Songs am 
Ire imported from and 
exported to ntany other 
formats, including midi, 
karaoke and band in a bos 
spies, it comes with a midi 
database of musical 
instruments, so that you can 
specify' whatever instrument 
you want to a staff. Incredible. 

see it. .read all the mail sent by 
others, reptying'if they want. 
Even if you never actually make 
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a posting to a malUng list 
you're subscribed to, tucking 
on a list (that is, just reading" 
all the cprresporidence on the 
list) is an ideal way of keeping 
in touch with trends. There; 
are literally thousands of 
mailing lists (at least.one on 
just about every jxissible 
aspect you might want) and 
'locating one that interests you- 
can be a major headache. 
Point your Web browser to 
<http://v*mw. neosoft; com/in 
ternet/paml/bysubj.html> 
where you'll find the Mother 
ofall list of lists. The Publicly 
Accessible Mailing lists Website 

i is maintained to help everyone 
find a list that interests them. 

Singapore is on the way up 
-Mount Everest, and has a 
Website at 
<http://www.everest.org.sg/>. 
From there you can get full 
details and pictures of. the 

. ascent, as well as read 
dispatches, download 

■ QuickTime vinual reality 

i movies, and even send 
;. messages to the team, 
j OK, we've got our Men 
i Behaving Badly t-shirrs an 
I now; so ladies turn thel r 
j heads, wKiie.Liddish culture 
; prevails. Maxim magazine has 
| just opened its Website up, at 
j <http://www.maxim- 
1 magazine,cb.uk>^ where 
J you'll find some 2,000 pages 
| or so of news, sport, games, 
i lieautifui women, fashion, 
1 movie reviews, guides to the 
j coolest 'alternative men's sites, 
I loads of interactive games and 
i more. You can test your 
; chatting up rechhique in 
; Maxim's virrual bar, you can 
: find Out what women realty 
i think of men. in our 
i interactive powder room, and 
i you can even build your own 
1 virtual dream girl in our 
1 interactive sex survey. BoesnT 
i that make you feel proud to 
; te a man? Sorry gals, i meant 
j a male gendered individual 
: (just joking,- Honest!). 
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Don't miss another great assortment of 

entertaining and easy-to-make projects and 

essential electronics information aimed 

at the novice constructor. 

Issue 128 on sale Friday Srd July 

PROJECTS 

418MKz Transmitter/Receiver 

Module Applications 

Building & Upgrading PCs - Part s 

Troubleshooting 

Centronic Data Logger 

FEATURES 

imaging Devi (COS - From Film & Video 

to Positron Emission Tomography 

Radiation - Measurements 

Driving Serial EEPROMs 

AVR Microcontrollers - 

Designers Notebook 

Spreadsheets - Part 2 

Words of Science - 

Science,, the Lifeblood of language 

Iomega - Removable Data Storage 
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ill prizes A 

Just take out or renew a 

subscription for 12 issues of 

and your name will 

be entered 

) into the draw, m 

but hurn' the ^ 

final date for names 

to go into the hat is 

31st July 199B. 

*Two winners will receive 
a prize each month. 

£79.99 

5^^ 
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HOW TO ORDER 
ta the detaSs and send jwa cornp?e!^,subs£nplidn. 

forni to: Sadroracs shdBsrjOrd Subscdptioiis, 
hlapEn Qecdcoics PIC, RO,.ai< 777. Rs/eigi, Esse* SS6 au 

PAYMENT BY CREDIT CARD 
QI wisJilopaytry CnHDIT CARO,-P!easattefcft myaccount 
lvi<ditDpa/b/. / . tf 
.OhtefetCSfd OWSs □ ^jrercstEijress 1 iS^ScdIsaero— 
CBt'd Number . / _ _<   EwWy Date 

PAYMENT BY CHEQUE 

PLEASE TICK THE SUBSCRIPTION YOU REQUIRE 

DEUVERY DETAILS 

13 ] Vitshtopay bycbefrje/rSte pSjsbcs toHapUn Electronics. Mrd.Irs/Ms- 

Address 

\ 
Si|riatufe 1 1/ Dale; • i 

O Yes, I'd lilrs to' sutiscrite » Bectrohics and Beyond, 
please stsamy.snbscdptiofl Mth the neiilssus' 

□ I am an edsling sutocnber, pfesa etUaid mi' subscdpam 
□ UK £28,20 

iO'ESa. Europe Ainnafl and Surface f.'aa.cwtSde Bl.rape 
£40.00 (or 94 tRte) 

O Aimtaii.oota'de.&ifope £51.50 (or 120 IRGs) 

Fbstcode 

Oaylims Telephone Mumbsr, i 
first Otcsce. uapDm^ *^0.Scanner 

■ f^ia'thk tne estahfe'a ire are t-' 6rs# *Ste srppfei. 
or at iisiiwl'.e pfee ci fipiif.a'4fS '.Aevid te aistifisd. 
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SUBSCRIBE 

TODAY ANB 

QUALIFY 

FOR THESE 

r I ING 

SAVINGS! 

HUnnY! OFFERS OPEN 

FROM 27tH MAY 

TO RlSt JULY 

AUTO REAR, 

WINDOW WIPER 

CATALOGUE PRICE £12.99 

CONTINUITY 

TESTER 8CIT 

CATAIjOGUE PRICE £14.99 

STROBE 

SEQUENCER 

CATALOGUE PRICE £149.99 

SUBSCHSBERS' 
PRICE £a0g.9S> 

SUBSCRIBERS' 
PRICE £9.99 

SUBSCR! 
PRICE 
£9.99 

•i: 
111»«11 r^, - 

m U; 
-^TL 

mm 
e®®, 

ism 
s> r 

Code 
S3736 

Code 
53738 

r Code 53737 

t^yKSE CALI 

TXiCIT 
CATALOGI IE PRICE £3SL99 

SUBSCRIBERS' PRICE £22.S8 

NURSE CALL 

RXKIT 

CATALOGUE PRICE £49.99 

SUBSCRIBERS' 

CATALOGUE PRICE £19.99 

SUBSCRIBERS' 
PRICE £3.6.99 PRICE £22,99 n 

r 

1 
ir 

4 

Code Code 
53739 53741 I! ^ 

When ordering any of these special offers which apply only for Subscribers and new Subscribers of Becfronics and Beyond 
please quote your Subscribers' Membership number (telephone Customer Services on 01702 554002 if not sore) and 
the special order code number. All items are subject to ayailablility Prices include VAT. Catalogue prices refer to the 

1998 Maplin Electronics Catalogue. Overseas subscribers telephon e +44 1702 554000 Ext. 326 for carriage charges. 
■A £3,95 Carriage Charge will apply to all UK orders'-under £30.00 (Maplin Electronics Account Holding Custouiers exempt). 



telephone 0x70a 554000 for your copy of the 1998. Mapiio ■eatetogue 
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WOW,- AVAlLABtS ow OB 
• Includes over 400 Data Sheets 

Prepare your order online 
Order codetCQOl 

MORE PRODUCTS! MORE FUN! 

Diere's over 22.000 products from modules 

and kits 16 electron ic parts and components 

You can order by-telephone 24 'hours a day or 

vjsjt one of our 48 stores nationwide AtMaplin 

we offer same day despatch and free delivery 

on orders over £30 (including VAT). 

e complete cd catalogue for electronics 
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Order ydlir catalogue now on 

The catalogue costs just plus p^p* and the GD Bom Is 

available at just pius^p+p* You can f'so purchase your 

copy from your local Maplin store, WH Smith and John Nlenzies 

• Over 1,000 new products 

• Includes over £50 worth of discount vouchers 

• Order code CAi7 

■{idd sop la P4P). CSSira ou--skK- Ke UK pissse send £S-99 or 21 IRCs fa Asma! in Europe or surfers raS njfeia Euroja. Send £16,0-: cr 37 IRQ t* Aimsa cAsii: Europs c: 
t.fejfr, Eecaorecs. FO Box 777, R<i,'«g\ Bsoc, Eng-and, SS6 au. Prees *»3iEfe VAT s-<l ae sfcc-ctto dia^e,«i Ssns S2^CS Ja S-OE. WHEN ORDERING PIEASE QUOTE PSiOBITY COOS IilnDSS 
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